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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE
EXECUTIVE OFFICE FOR IMMIGRATION REVIEW

IMMIGRATION COURT
MIAMI, FLORIDA

In the Matter of: )
)

GARCIA-MERINO, Jose GuiIlermo ) IN REMOVAL PROCEEDINGS
)
)

RESPONDENT )
)

ON BEHALF OF RESPONDENT ON BEHALF OF DEPARTMENT
Alina Cruz,Esq. LorenG. Coy
AlejandrinaG. Cruz,Esq. GinaGarrett-Jackson
CruzLaw, P.A. Assistants Chief Counsel
8501 S.W. 124th Avenue, Suite 204B Office of ChiefC0unsel
Miami, Florida 33183 Department of Homelmd Security

333 South Miami Avenue, Suite 200
Miami, Florida 33130

MEMORANDUM AND ORDER

On February 26, 2014, the Court issued a decision wherein it was determined that
Respondent is removablepursuant to sections 212(a)(3)CE)(iii)(1)and (II) of the Immigration and
Nationality Act. On February 28, 2014, the Court provided the parties with a notice that
Respondent shall file any madall applications for relief, including a written statement as to his
eligibility for any relief sought, by April 14, 2014. Upon review of the record of proceedings,
the Court takes administrative notice that it does not reflect that Respondent has filed an
application for relief.

Further, the Court takes m/mirdstrative notice that on or abom March 26, 2014,
Respondem filed a Form EOIR-26, Notice of Appeal from a Decision of an Immigration Judge,
with the Board of Immigration Appeals (BIA) to appeal this Court's February 26, 2014 decision
finding Respondent subject to removal. Although Respondem's EOIR-26 does not specify that
his appeal is interlocutory, the Court finds Respondem's appeal to the BIA is an interlocutory
appealfor the reason that the Court has not entereda final decision in this matter.

The Court alsotakes administrativenotice that"in order to avoid the piecemeal review of
the myriad questions that may arise in the course of proceedings[,]" the BIA does not ordinmily
entertain interlocutory appeals. Matterof M=D-,24 I&N Dec. 138 (BIA 2007); see also Matter
of Saeco, 15 I&N Dec. 109 (BIA 1974) (holding "as a general rule . . . [the BIA has] no
jurisdiction under the regulations to adjudicaze interlocutory appeals."). The BIA has, on
occasion, ruled on the merits of an interlocutoryappeal where it deemed it necessary "to address
important jurisdictional questions regarding the adminiszrationof the immigration laws, or to
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correct recurringproblems in the handling of cases by immigrationjudges." Matterof K-, 20
I&N Dec. 418, 419 (BIA 1991). Wherean interlocutoryappeal has been filed, it has been the
practice of the BIA, upon addressing such appeal, to issue an orderstaying the proceedings
beforethe Court. Id.._=To date, the BIA has not issued a stay of proceedingsin this matter. Based
on the authority citedabove, and mindful of the interlocutory appealin this case, the Court finds
it retainsjurisdictionto proceed inthis matter,notwithstandingthe interlocutoryappeal. See id.

As such, upon the Court retainingjurisdiction, the Court proceeds to address this case
fitrthcr.In doing so, the Court finds that, there being no applicationfor relief before the Court,
the Respondenthas abandonedany andall areasof relief thatmaybe availableto him.

WHEREFORE, Respondenthaving been found subject to removaland there being no
further issues before the Court,

1T IS HEREBY ORDERED that Respondentbe REMOVED from the United States to
El Salvador.

Datedthis 21st dayof April2014. tA_.___._ "_'°''-'-"
Michael_C.
ImmigrationJudge

APPEAL RIGHTS: A notice of appeal must bc filed with the Boardof Immigration Appeals
within30 calendardays of the issuancedateof thisdecision. If the final date for isling thenotice
of appeal occurs on a Saturday,Sunday, or legal holiday, the time period for filing will be
extendedto the next business day. If the time period expires and no appealhas been filed, this
decisionbecomes final.

Cc: Alina Cruz,Esq. andAlcjandrinaG. Cruz,Esq.
LorenG. Coy andGina Garretl-Jackson,AssistantsChief Counsel

Encl: AppealPackage
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U.S. Department of Justice
Executive Office for ImmigrationReview
Miami Immigration Court

FAX COVER SHEET

Date: _/._/I_ Operator: Miami Immigration Court
333 South Miami Avenue,
Suite 700
Miami FL. 33130

Please transmit the attached to:

Name: _

Com anr
Telephone Number:

Fax Number: _.9 "b( O _ -" 0 _ _6

From.........../
Name: 2'_2'

Location/Department:
Phone Number: ext. -_
Fax Number:
Tot.ql number ofpages (including cover page):

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE

WARNING: Unauthorized interception of tltis t_tlephonle cnmmunication eonld be a violation of law.
The information contained in this rtansmisslon is the property of the United St_es Government. It is
intendedfor the useof the individual(s)ororganizationsnamed above. If the reader of this communication
is notthe recipient,youare hercbynotifiedthatany disclosure,distribution,reproduction,or otheruseof
thi_ information is strictly prohibited. Please noti_ the sender immediately a xoarrange
for proper disposition.

(DOJ Order 2640.2Fo Ch3, Para 41).

MESSAGE:
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE
EXECUTIVE OFFICE FOR IMMIGRATION REVIEW

IMMIGRATION COURT

MIAMI, FLORIDA

In the Matter of: )
)

GARCIA-MERINO, Jose Guillermo ) IN REMOVAL PROCEEDINGS
)
)

RESPONDENT )
)

ON BEHALF OF RESPONDENT ON BEIIALF OF DEPARTMENT

Allan Cruz, Esq. Loren G. Coy
Alejandrina G. Cruz, Esq. Gina Garrctt-Jaekson
CruzLaw, P.A. Assistants Chief Counsel
8501 S.W. 124th Avenue, Suite 204B Office of Chief Counsel
Miami, Florida 331 g3 Department of Homeland Security

333 South Mimni Avenue, Suite 200
Miami, Florida 33130

MEMORANDUM AND ORDER

On February 26, 2014, the Court issued a decision wherein it was determined that
Respondent is removable pursuant to sections 212(a)(3)(E)(iii)(I) and (lI) of the Immigration and
Nationality Act. On February 28, 2014, the Court provided the parties with a notice 1hat
Respondent shall file any and all applications for relief, including a written statement as to his
eligibility for any relief sought, by April 14, 2014. Upon review of the record of proceedings,
the Court takes administrative notice that it does noz refiect that Respondent has filed an
application for relief.

Further, the Court takes administrative notice that on or about March 26, 2014,
Respondent filed a Form EOIR-26, Notice of Appeal from a Decision of an Immigration Judge,
with the Board of Immigration Appeals (BIA) to appeal this Court's February 26, 2014 decision
finding Respondent subject to removal. Although Respondent's EOIR-26 does not specify that
his appeal is interlocutory, the Court finds Respondent's appeal to the BIA is an interlocutory
appeal for the reason that the Court has not entered a final decision in this matter.

The Court also takzs administr,_tive notice that "in order to avoid the piecemeal review of
the myriad questions that may arise in the course of proceedings[,]" the BIA does not ordinarily
entertain interlocutory appeals. Matter of M-D-. 24 I&.N Dee. 138 (BIA 2007); se¢ also Matter
of Sacc._,co15 I&N Dee. 109 (BIA 1974) (holding "as a general rule . . . [the BIA hasl no
jurisdiction under the regulations to adjudicate interlocutory appeals."). The BIA has, on
occasion, ruled on the merits of an interlocutory appeal where it deemed it necessary "to address
important jurisdictional questions regarding the administration of"the inwnigration laws, or to
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correct recurring problems in the handling of cases by immigration judges." Matter of K-. 20
I&N Dee. 418, 419 (BIA 1991). Where an interlocutory appeal has been filed, it has been the
practice of the BIA, upon addressing such appeal, to issue an order staying the proceedings
before the Court. Id. To date, the BIA has not issued a stay of proceedings in this matter. Based
on the authority cited above, and mindful of the interlocutory appeal in this case, the Court finds
it retains jurisdiction to proceed in this matter, notwithstanding the interlocutory appeal. See id.

As such, upon the Court retaining jurisdiction, the Court proceeds to address this case
further. In doing so, the Court finds that, there being no application for relierbefore the Court,
the Respondent has abandoned any and all areas ofreliel'that may be available to him.

WHEREFORE., Respondent having been found subject to removal and there being no
further issues before the Court,

IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that Respondent be REMOVED from the United Slates to
El Salvador.

Dated this 21st day of April 2014. I_qw.._w---.-.-
Michael C.

Immigration Judge

APPEAL RIGHTS: A notice of appeal must be filed with the Board of Immigration Appeals
within 30 calendar days of the issuance date of this decision. If the final date tbr filing the notice
of appeal occurs on a Saturday, Sunday, or legal holiday, the time period for filing will be
extended to the next business day. If the time period expires and no appeal has been filed, this
decision becomes final.

Cc: Alina Cruz, Esq. and Alcjandrina G. Cruz, Esq.
Loren G. Coy and Gina Oarrett-Jaekson, Assistants Chief Counsel

Encl: Appeal Package

TOTAL P.03



U.S.DepartmentofJustlee OMBi i125-O006

[,ecetiv_otto, rotmmmi_onR_v_w Notice of Entry of Appearance as Attorney or
ImmigrationCourt Representative Before the Immigration Court
II ] ] I
am

NAMEANDADDRESSOFREPRESENTEDPARTY Listnumber,s)orallparties
representedin thisca._e.)

(First) (Middle Initial) (I.,ast)-

(Numberand (ApLNo.) _tdlsclplln_rycase.,enlerdocket
number.

NAME OFATTORNEYOR REPRESENTATIVE,ADDRESS,FAX & PHONENUMBERS,& E-MAIL
ADDRESS

.... _ []}-_\_ VV_ "_ [--- B _, t "_C," Cbeck bere if new addrass

Please check one of the following:

_I am an attorney eligible to practice law in, and a member in good standingof, the bar of thehighest court(s) of
the

following state(s), possession(s), territory(ies),commonwealth(s), or the District of Columbia (use additional space on

reverseside if necessary) and 1 am not subject to any order disbarring,suspending, or otherwise restricting me in the

practiceof law (if subject to such an order,explain on reverse),

Full Name of Court Bar Number (if applicable)

-71 am anaccreditedrepreaentafiveasdefinedin8C.F.R.§ 1292.i(a)(4)withthefollowingrecognizedorgani_tion:

'"] [ am alawstudent or law graduate of Imaccredited U.S. law _hool as defined in 8 C.F.R. § 1292. l(a)(2).

L-..] I am a reputable individual as defined in 8 C.F.R. § 1292.l(a)(3). ./V'_._.t_

t.._4 I am a personwho wasauthorized_opracticeon December23, 1952, under8 C.F.R. § 1292.1(b). _.__

I hereby enter my appearance as attorney or representative for, and at the request of, the party namedabove.

[havereadandunderstandthestatementsprovidedonthereversesideofthisformthatset.for_theregulationsand

conditions govermng appearances and representatmnbefore the Immigration Court. I declare under penalty of

perjury underthe laws of the United States of America that the foregoing is true and correct.

SIGNATURE OF ATTORNEY OR REPRESENTATIVE EOIR ID NUMBER DATE

x
Ray Sept 2012

(b) (6)
(b) (6)

(b) (6)



Indicate type of appearance

--]Primary Attorney/Represealatlve [_on-primary Attorney/Representative

_--]On behalf of Attorney

I am providing pro bone representation. Check one: yes[] no[_

Proof of Service

• .3

x
APPEARANCES - An appearanceshall be filed on a Form EOIR-28 by the attorney or representative appearing in each case before
an Immigration Judge (see 8 C.F.R. § 1003.17). When an appearance is made by a person acting in a representative capacity, his/her
personal appearance or signature constitutes a representation that, under the provisions of 8 C.F.R. part 1003, he/sbe is authorized and
qualified to represent individuals and will comply with the EOIR Rules of Professional Conduct in 8 C.F.R. § 1003.102. Thereafter,
substitution or withdrawal may be permitted upon the approval of the Immigration Judge of a request by the attorney or representative
of record in accordance with 8 C.F.R. § 1003.17(b). Please note that appearances for limited purposes are not permitted. See Matter of
Velasque_ 19 I&N Dec. 377, 384 (BIA I986). A separate appearance form (Form EOIR-27) must be filed with an appeal to the Board of
Immigration Appeals (see 8 C.F.R. § 1003.38(g)).

AVAILABILITY OF RECORDS - During the time a case is pending, a party to a proceeding or his/ber attorney or representative
will be permitted to examine the Record of Procced_ngin the ImmigrationCourt having administrative control over the Record of
Proceeding, in accordance with the standard procedures of the Court.

FREEDOM OF INFORMATION ACT - This form may not be used to request records under the Freedom of Information Act or
the Privacy Act. The manner of requesring such records is in 28 C.F.R. §§ 16.1-16.11 and appendices. For further information about
requesting records from EOIR under the Freedom of Information Act, see How to File a Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) Request
With the Executive Office for Immigration Review, available on EOIRs website at http:llwww.jusrice.gov/eoir.

PRIVACY ACT NOTICE - The information requested on this form is authorized by 8 U.S.C, §§ 12"29a,1362 and 8 C.F.R. § 1003.17
in order to enter an appearance to represent a party before the Immigration Court. The information you provide is mandatory and required
to enter an appearance. Failure to provide the requested information will result in an inability to represent a party or receive notice of
actions in a proceeding. EOIR may share this information with others in accordance with approved routine uses described in EOIP,s sys-
tem of records notice, EOIR-O01, Records and Management Information System, and Practitioner Complaint-Disciplinary Files.

CASES BEFORE EOIR - Automated information about cases before EOIR is available by calling 1-800-898-7180 or (240) 314-1500.

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION:

I Underth'-PapenvorkReductionAct.a_rsorti'_notrequiredtore._pondtoacall,ion oflnformatio,unles_it thsplaysa_alid'OMBcontrc,tnumber.WetrStocreate

forms and inst_ctions that are accurate, can be easily understood, end which impose the least possible burden on you to provide us with information. The estimated

average time to complete this form is six (6) minutes. If you have comments regarding the accuracy of this e_imate, or suggestions for making this form simpler,

you can write to the Executive Office for Immigration Review, Office of the General Counsel. 5107 t.fesburg Pike. Suite 2600. Falls Church. Virginia 2204 I.

FormEOIR 28
R©v.Sept.20|2
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U.S. D_of Justice -'] OMB#1125-0006

Executive Office for Immigration Review Notice of Entry of Appearance as Attorney o_"
I,,_i_r_o. co.. Representative Before the Immigration Court

I hereby enter my appearance as attorney or representative for, and at the request of, DATE(mm/dd/yy):

the following named person: ALIENNUMBER(S)and
NAME(S) (List lead alien number

NAME: JOSE OJILLEIT,I_ _ and all family memberalien numbers
(First) (Middle Initial) (last) and names, if applicable.Continue or

nextpageas needed.)

ADDRESS:
(Number and Strec0 (Apt No.)

(City) (State) (Zip Code)

Please check one of the following:

[_ t. I am a member in good standing of the bar of the highest court(s) of the following state(s), pos_ign(s), _n:itory(ies)_
commonwealth(s), or the District of Columbia: c. _Z_ t..,3

%,

+ _ -.-2-I
Full Name of Court State Bm'NO. (if applle_Je)

COURT OF FLORIDA 258482 -,t _ _:

(Please use space on reverse side to list additional jurisdictions.)

I [_ am not (or [_ am - explain fully on reverse side) subject m any order of any court or administrative agency
disban'ing, suspending, enjoining, restraining, or otherwise restricting me in the practice of law and the courts listed above
comprise all of the jurisdictions (other than federal courts) where I am licensed to practice law.

_]2. I am an accredited representative of the following qualified non-profit religious, charitable, social service, or similar
organization established in the United States, so recognized by the Executive Office for Inunigration Review pursuant
m 8 C.ER. § 1292.2 (provide name of organization and expiration date of accreditation):

_3. I am a law student or law graduate, reputable individual, accredited official, or other person authorized to represent
individuals pursuant to 8 C.ER. § 1292.1 (explain fully on reverse side)•

I have read and understand the statements provided on the reverse side of this form that set forth the regulations and conditions
governing appearances and representation before the Immigration Court. I declare under penalty of perjury under the laws of the
United States of America that the foregoing is true and correct.

SIGNATURE OF A'FI'ORNEY OR REPRESENTATIVE EOIR ID# DATE (mm/dd/yy)

x
782 _ Le Jeune Road, Suite # 439

AELJANDRINA G. CRUZ, ESQ. Miami, Florida 33126

PHOh_ENUNIBER (with area code) FAX NUMBER (with areacode)

(305} 445-1013 (305) 445-9776
Ft_m EOIR. 2g

Rev. July 2009

(b) (6)
(b) (6)

(b) (6)
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Proof of Service

I ALF_JI_UI_,._q_ G. CROZt ESQ. mailed or delivered acopy of the foregolng Form EOIR-2g on
(Name) (Dat¢-n_dd;yy)

Miami Ave. 2rid.Floor,Miami,FL_3313Q

i to the DHS (U,S. Immigration and Customs Enforcement- ICE) at 333 South (NumberandS_ City, State, Zip Code)

APPEARANCES - An appearance shall be l-ded on a Form EOIR-28 by the attorney or representative appearing in each case before

an Immigration Judge (see 8 C.ER. § 1003.17). When an appearance is made by a person acting in a representative capacity, his/her

personal appearance or signature constitutes a representation that, under the provisions of 8 C.ER. part 1003, he/she is authorized and
qualified to represent individuals. Thereafter, substitution or withdrawal may be permitted upon the approval of the Immigration Judge
of a request by the attorney or representative of record in accordance with 8 C.ER. § 1003.17Co). Please note that appearances for
limited purposes are not permitted, unless specifically authorized by the Immgratinn Judge. A separate appearance form (Form EOIR-27)
must be filed with an appeal to the Board of Immigration Appeals (see 8 C.F.R. § 1003.38(g)). Further proof of authority to act in a

representative capacity may be required.

Indicate type of appem'ance

I am entering an appearance as attorney or representative in this Form EOIR-28 in the capacity of:

r3 Primary Attorney or Representative 17 Non-primary Attorney or Representative r3 On behalf of

1"3Check this box if you are entering your appearance pro bonn.

AVAILABILITY OF RECORDS - During the time a case is pending, a party to a proceeding or his/her attorney or representative

shall be permitted to examine the Record of Proceeding in the Immigration Court having administrative control over the Record of
Proceeding, in accordance with the standard procedures of the Court.

REPRESENTATION - A person entitled to representation may be represented by any of the following:

(1) Attorneys in the United States as defined in 8 C.F.R. § 1001.1(f).
(2) Law smdenta and law graduates not yet admitted to the bar as defined in 8 C.ER. § 1292.1(a)(2).

(3) Reputable individuals as defined in 8 C.ER. § 1292.1(a)(3).
(4) Accredited representatives as defined in 8 C.F.R. § 1292. I (a)(4).

(5) Accredited officials as defined in 8 C.ER. § 1292.1(a)(5).

All representatives must comply with the specific requirements to represent aliens before the Board of Immigration Appeals. For more
information on the requirements, see 8 C.ER. § 1292.1 and the particular subsections referenced above as applicable. Note that law stu-
dents and law graduates must submit additional materials pursuant to 8 C.ER. § 1292.1 (a)(2).

FREEDOM OF INFORMATION ACT - This form may not be used to request records under the Freedom of Information Act or the

Privacy Act. The manner of requesting such records is contained in 28 C.ER. §§ 16.1 - 16.11 and appendices. For further information
about requesting records from the EOIR under the Freedom of Information Act, see How to File a Freedom of Information Act (FOIA)
Request With the Executive Office for Immigration Review, available through the EOIR's website at http:llwww.asduj.govleoir.

CASES BEFORE THE EOIR - Automated information about cases before the EOIR is available by calling 1-800-898-7180.

_ADDITIONAL INFORMATION:

(Please attach additional sheets of paper if necessary.)

I Under the Paperwork ReductionAeLa person is not requiredto respond to a collection of informationunless it displaysa valid OMB control number.Wetry to

create forms and insh'uetionsthat are accurate, can be easily understood,and which impose the leaxtpossible burden on you to proved us with information.The
estimated average time to complete this form is six (6) minutes. If you have eomment._regardingthe accuracy of thisestimate, or suggestionsfor makingthis form
simpler, youcan write to the ExecutiveOffice for Immigration Review.Ofliee of General Counsel,5107 Leesburgpike, Suite 2600, FallsChurch. V'uginia22041.

Form EOIR - 28

Rev. July 20_



..... --._ f U.S. Departme -_"Justice _if_j._l .

@_ Executive Office for Immigration Review

Miami Immigration Court

Date: //-- Z,_--zoo f.

TO: Court Administrator

FROM: ig__a_mma,_e. caoz, ESQ.

A# ,Judge: /-/d_M

REQUEST '_-_'SUBJECT: APPOINTMENT -_-=': _ :-

--c:: _ _.r/r IIn my capacity as Attorney of Record in the _atter o% --"'_-
.3 ose- 6,1kt_o _c_,I request the opportunity to review tl_._ ,_._-'_'_

i_--_cordof Proceedings (ROP) :_-,':
_ak_

/ / As the respondent in this case I request the opportunity to
review the official Record of Proceedings•

/ / Certification for State of Florida Agencies.

First Choice: Date:/.,_o_-_,o/Time: IO:ovhtnPeriod: / ]7,

Second Choice: Date:/_0+_¢ Time:/a: _o,_mPeriod: [h

Third Choice: Earliest Available Timeframe:

Please send appointment confirmation to: (phone #) or e-mail:

Attorney At Law

LeJeune Centre
Phone: 305-445-1013 782 N.W. keJeune Road
Fax: 305-445-9776 Suite 439
E-Mail: alina-law@msn.com Miami, Florida. 33126

(b) (6)
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U.S. Department of Justice ( OMB# 1125-0006 I

Executive Office forImmigration Review Notice of Entry o_ Appearance as Attorney or
ImmigrationCourt Representative Before the Immigration Court

I hereby enter my appearance as attorney or representative for, and at the request of, DATE (mm/dd/yy):031111201_0

the following named person: ALIENNUMBER(S)and

NAME: Jose G GARCIA NAME(S) (List leadalien number
and all familymemberalien numbers

(First) (Middle Initial) (Last) and names, if applicable.Continue on
next page as needed.)

ADDRESS:
(Number and Street) (Apt. No.)

(City) (State) (Zip Code)

Please check one of the following:

I I. I am a member in good standing of the bar of the highest court(s) of the following state(s), possession(s), territory(ies),
commonwealth(s), or the District of Columbia:

Full Name of Court State Bar No. (if applicable)

Supreme Court of Florida 43629

(Please use space on reverse side to list additional jurisdictions.)

I • am not (or [] am - explain fully on reverse side) subject to any order of any court or administrative agency
disbarring, suspending, enjoining, restraining, or otherwise restricting me in the practice of law and the courts listed above
comprise all of the jurisdictions (other than federal courts) where 1am licensed to practice law.

I'l 2. i am an accredited representative of the following qualified non-profit religious, charitable, social service, or similar
organization established in the United States, so recognized by the Executive Offi_ for l_--gration Review pursuant

to 8 C.F.R. § 1292.2 (provide name of organizatio_lS_te ofaccre_

D3. I am a law student or law graduate, reputable individual, accredited..Q._i_l,,O.r other top_aml_ized represent
individuals pursuant to 8 C.F.R. § 1292.1 (explain I[_D_I_KelNi'I_,_

I hcr_.eread and understand the statements provided on the reverse side of this form that set forth the regulations and conditions
governing appearances and representation before the Immigration Court. I declare under penalty of perjury under the laws of the
United States of America that the foregoing is true and correct.

SIGNATURE OF ATTORNEY OR REP:R_SENTATIVE EOIR ID# DATE (mm/dd/yy)

X "/"--'- 3lit  7-DIo
_ORNEY OR REPRESENTATIVE 'pe or print) ADDRESS [] Check here if new address

6303 Blue Lagoon Drive

Alina Cruz Miami FL 33126

PHONE NUMBER (with area code) FAX NUMBER (with area code)

305-445-1011 305-424-9230

Form EOIR- 28
Rev. July2009

(b) (6)(b) (6)

(b) (6)



Proof of Service

I ._ I _(t_ _ (Z._fL.. mailed or delivered a copy of the foregoing Form EOIR-28 on
(Name) _ (Date-mm/ddbjy)

to the DHS (U.S. Immigration and Customs Enforcement - ICE) at
(Number and Street, City, State, Zip Code)

x
_ature of Attorney or Repre_n_-tiv l

APPEARANCES - An appearance shall be filed on a Form EOIR-28 by the attorney or representative appearing in each case before
an Immigration Judge (see 8 C.F.R. § 1003.17). When an appearance is made by a person acting in a representative capacity, his/her
personal appearance or signature constitutes a representation that, under the provisions of 8 C.F.R. pan 1003, he/she is authorized and
qualified to represent individuals. Thereafter, substitution or withdrawal may be permitted upon the approval of the Immigration Judge
or a request by the attorney or representative of record in accordance with 8 C,F.R. § 1003.17(b). Please note that appearances for
limited purposes are not permitted, unless specifically authorized by the Immigration Judge. A separate appearance form (Form EOIR-27)
must be filed with an appeal to the Board of Immigration Appeals (see 8 C.F.R. § 1003.38(g)). Further proof of authority to act in a
representative capacity may be required.

Indicate type of appearance
I am entering an appearance as attorney or representative in this Form EOIR-28 in the capacity of:

[] Primary Attomey or Representative [] Non-Primary Attorney or Representative [] On behalf of

[] Check this box if you are entering your appearance pro bono.

AVAILABILITY OF RECORDS - During the time a case is pending, a party to a proceeding or his/her attorney or representative

shall be pemitted to examine the Record or Proceeding in the Immigration Court having administrative control over the Record of
Proceeding, in accordance with the standard procedures of the Court.

REPRESENTATION - A person entitled to representation may be represented by any of the following:

(1) Attorneys in the United States as defined in 8 C.F.R. § 1001.1(f).
(2) Law students and law graduates not yet adg'tiaed.t9 the bar as defined in 8 C.F.R. § 1292.1(a)(2).
(3) Reputable-irl " " .II./,§ 't292.1(a)(3).
(4) Accredited representatives as defined in 8 C.F.R. § 1292.1(a)(4).
(5) Accredited- ^¢_'';_ _¢ ,'b,_qnedin 8 CFR § 1292_1(_),

All representatives must comply with the speciff._ rcstiix,e_edl/t,_[0 r.epresent aliens before the Board of Immigration Appeals. For more
information on the ?e_lti_eiffe__ _an_ihe,p_u'ti_ular subsections referenced above as applicable. Note that law stu-
dents and law graduates must submit additional materials pursuant to 8 CFR § 1292.1 (a)(2).

FREEDOM[ OF INFORMATION ACT - This form may not be used to request records under the Freedom of Infurmation Act or the

Privacy Act. The manner of requesting such records is contained in 28 C.F.R. §§ 161.1 - 16.11 and appendices. For further information
about requesting records from the EOIR under the Freedom of Information Act, see How to File a Freedom of Information Act (FOIA)
Request With the Executive Office for Immi_ation Review, available through the EOIR's website at http://www.usdoj.gov/eoir.

CASES BEFORE THE EOIR - Automated information about cases before the EOIR is available by calling 1-800-898-7180.

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION:

(Please attach additional sheets of paper if necessary.)

Underthe PaperworkReductionAct. a personis notrequiredto respondto a collectionof informationunlessit displaysa validOMB controlnumber.We try to
createformsand instructionsthat are accurate,can be easilyunderstood,and which imposethe least possibleburdenon you to provide us with informaron.The
estimatedaveragetimeto completethis formis six (6l minutes. If you havecommentsregardingthe accuracyof thisestimate,or suggestionsfor makingthis form
simpler,youcan writeto the ExecutiveOfficefor ImmigrationReview,Officeof GeneralCounsel,5107 LeesburgPike,Suite2600, FallsChurch,Virginia22041.

FormEOIR-2$
Rev.July2009



,,_ U.S. Department or Justice

"' ' _ Executive Office for Immigration Review

Board of Immigration Appeals
Office of the Chief Clerk

5107 Leesburg Ptke, Suite 2000

Falls Church, Virginia 20530

Cruz, Alina, Esq. DHS/iCE Office of Chief Counsel - MIA
CruzLaw, P.A. 333 S. Miami Ave., Ste. 200
8501 SW 124th Ave., Suite 204B Miami, FL 33130
Miami, FL 33183

Name: GARCIA-MERINO, JOSE GUILLERMO

Date of this Notice: 4/30/2014

Enclosed isa copyof the Board's decision and order in the above-referenced case.

Sincerely,

Donna Carr
Chief Clerk

Enclosure

Panel Members:
Ho]mes, David B.

(b) (6)
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, U.S. Department of Justice

Executive Office for Immigration ReviewBoard of Immigration Appeals
Office of the Chief Clerk

5107 Leesburg Pike, Suite 2000
Falls Church, Virginia 20530

Garcia-Merino, Jose Guiilermo DHS/iCE Office of Chief Counsel - MIA
333 S. Miami Ave., Ste. 200
Miami, FL 33130

Name: GARCIA-MERINO, JOSE GUlLLERMO

Date of this Notice: 4/30/2014

Enclosed is a copy of the Board's decision in the above-referenced case. This copy is being provided to
you as a courtesy. Your attorney or representative has been served with this decision pursuant to 8 C.F.R.
§ 1292.5(a). If the attached decision orders that you be removed from the United States or affirms an
Immigration Judge's decision ordering that you be removed, any petition for review of the attached decision
must be filed with and received by the appropriate court of appeals within 30 days of the date of the
decision.

Sincerely,

Donna Carr
Chief Clerk

Enclosure

Panel Members:
Holmes, David B.

(b) (6)

(b) (6)



' U.S. Department of Justice Decisionoft_lcBoardof Immigration Appeals
ExecutiveOfficeforImmigrationReview

FallsChurch,Virginia20530

File: -Miami, FL Date: AP.R3 0 2014

In re: JOSE GUILLERMO GARCIA-MERINO

IN REMOVAL PROCEEDINGS

INTERLOCUTORY APPEAL

ON BEHALF OF RESPONDENT: Alina Cruz, Esquire

ON BEHALF OF DHS: Gina Garrett-Jackson

Senior Attorney

The respondent has filed an interlocutory appeal from the Immigration Judge's February 26,
2014, decision finding that all factual allegations contained in the Notice to Appear, as amended
by the Form 1-261, were true and correct and also finding the respondent removable as charged.
To avoid piecemeal review of the multiple queries that may arise during the course of removal
proceedings, ordinarily the Board does not entertain interlocutory appeals. See Matter of M-D-,
24 I&N Dec. 138, 139 (BIA 2007), and cases cited therein. We have on occasion accepted
interlocutory appeals to address significant jurisdictional questions about the administration of
the immigration laws, or to correct recurring problems in the handling of cases by
Immigration Judges. See, e.g., Matter of Guevara, 20 I&N Dec. 238 (BIA1990, 1991);
Matter of Dobere, 20 I&N Dec. 188 (BIA 1990). The issues of whether the Immigration Judge
properly found the factual allegations to be true and whether the respondent is removable as
charged, do not present significant jurisdictional questions about the administration of the
immigration laws. Nor do they involve a recurring problem in Immigration Judges' handling of
cases. Thus, the questions raised in this interlocutory appeal do not fall within the limited ambit
of cases where we deem it appropriate to exercise our jurisdiction. The respondent will, if he so
desires, have an opportunity for appellate review of the Immigration Judge's determination if he
is subject to an adverse order at the conclusion of the Immigration Court proceedings.

IT IS THEREFORE ORDERED that the record be returned to the Immigration Court without
further action.

FOR THE BOARD

(b) (6)



2014

Note :

On October 1, 2013, the Board's mailing address changed, _
operatians were modified to _te that change. Per J Panel policy,
this notice will be attached to incoming mail reoeived during the m_th of
April. Filings should be construed as timely, pzovided that the
following conditions ace mint:

(I) The filing was due during the month of April 2014, and

(2) It was re=eived at the Board no late: than May 6, 2014.

Donna Car:

Chief Clerk



Loren G. Coy NOT DETAINED
Senior Attomey
Gina Garrett-Jackson

Senior Attorney
Miami Office of the Chief Counsel

U.S. Department of Homeland Security
Immigration and Customs Enforcement
333 South Miami Avenue
Suite 200

Miami, Florida 33130

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE
EXECUTIVE OFFICE FOR IMMIGRATION REVIEW

•BOARD OF IMMIGRATION APPEALS

)
In the Matter of: )

) File No.:
Jose Guillerrno GARCIA Merino )

)
In removal proceedings )

)
)

DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND SECURITY'S _I_ON'TO_ISMISS

THE RESPONDENT'S INTERLOCUX_Y, APPEAL _,_N_
• /I "_ "._ "_\

•. v_._, _j-" ,,_I

(b) (6)



BACKGROUND

The respondent is a native and citizen of E1 Salvador who was a general and the

former Minister of Defense in E1 Salvador during that country's civil war and was

responsible for the massacre, extrajudicial killing, and torture of tens of thousands of

civilians, including students, women, children, nuns, and an Archbishop, among many

othem I.J. Dec. at 60-62. He was admittedto the United States as a visitor in October,

1989, and later adjusted status to lawful permanent resident. On July 23, 2002, the

respondent was found civilly liable under the Alien Tort Claims Act, 28 U.S.C. § 1350,

for the torture of Dr. Juan Romagoza and two other plaintiffs in the case of Romagoza

Arce v. Garcia, 434 F.3d 1254 (11th Cir. 2006). The jury entered a judgment against the

respondent for compensatory and punitive damages in the amount of $28.5 million. Exh.

4, Tab X.

On October 2, 2009, the Department of Homeland Security placed the respondent

in removal proceedings, charging him with inadmissibility pursuant to section

212(a)(3)(E)(iii)(1) of the Immigration and Nationality Act, as "[an] alien who, outside

the United States, has committed, ordered, incited, assisted, or otherwise participated in

the commission of any act of torture, as defined in section 2340, Title 18, United States

Code." The Department later filed a Form 1-261 additionally charging the respondent

with inadmissibility under § 212(a)(3)(E)(iii)(II) of the Act as "[an] alien who, outside

the United States, has committed, ordered, incited, assisted, or otherwise participated in

coiortheco issionofunder oflawofanyforeignnation,anyex ajudi
defined in section 3(a) of the Torture Victim Protection Act of 1991,(28 U&_C..._1350d _

note),, _O..\._ _ca _,_'i_S Ot_ice2 /

a_...__.;.,c_._,@/_7 "(b) (6)
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On February 26, 2014, following a merits hearing that spanned eight days,

Immigration Judge Michael C. Horn issued a 66-page written decision sustaining both

removal charges. The Immigration Judge stated that "the Court will notify the parties

through a separate notice concerning the addressing of relief from removal."

Despite the non-fmal natur e of the Immigration Judge's decision, the respondent,

on or about March 26, 2014, served on the Department a Form EOIR-26, Notice of

Appeal from the Decision of an Immigration Judge) On the Form EOIR-26, the

respondent checked the box that reads "I am filing an appeal from the Immigration

Judge's decision in merits proceedings ...." Nowhere in the EOIR-26 did the respondent

indicate that his appeal is interlocutory in nature. In addition, the respondent did not

attach a brief to his interlocutory appeal or submit one promptly thereafter as required

under section 4.14(e) of the BIA Practice Manual.

ARGUMENT

The Board should dismiss this interlocutory appeal because i t addresses no

important jurisdictional question or recurring problem. The Board does not entertain

interlocutory appeals except in instances involving either important jurisdictional

questions regarding the administration of the immigration laws or recurring questions in

the handling of cases by Immigration Judges. The purpose of this general rule is to avoid

piecemeal litigation and preserve administrative resources, and an interlocutory appeal in

this instance defeats this purpose.

This Board has repeatedly and consistently not entertained interlocuto_'y_ppeals
• //_/%7.--31 _' 6 *>,9_'_.

in order to avoid a fragmented review of the questions that may arise in _course of -"o_

• Received
TheDe artmenthasnot beenableto confu'mthe Board s rece, t oetheEOIRe6, _ that Itwastimely_ _ )P P ,,

filed,howeverfor thepurposesof thisbriefwillassumeit wastimelyfiled. \'.¢ao BL_O_f,_$0[_ _ _]
\-_ .: ._/
\<,9 " ,_1

• _'_..0_ /
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proceedings before it. See Matter of M-D-, 24 I&N Dee. 138, 139 (BIA 2007) (to avoid

piecemeal review of the myriad questions that may arise in the course of proceedings

before us, we do not ordinarily entertain interlocutory appeals); Matter ofKu, 15 I&N

Dee. 712, 712-713 (BIA 1976) (in order to avoid the piecemeal review of the many

questions which may arise in a deportation proceeding, we have held that we lack

jurisdiction to entertain appeals from interlocutory orders of immigration judges), and

Matter of Sacco, 15 I&N Dee. 109, 1I0 (BIA 1974) (to permit piecemeal review of

interlocutory orders of an immigration judge at successive stages of a deportation

proceeding before final decision would only open the door to obfuscation and delay. As

a general rule, therefore, we may safely say that we have no jurisdiction under the

regulations to adjudicate interlocutory appeals).

The Attorney General has noted that "the BIA properly declines to review non-

final decisions of immigration judges except in highly unusual circumstances." Matter of

Jean, 23 I&N Dee. 373, 379 (A.G. 2002). In keeping with this practice, the Board has

made limited exceptions "to address important jurisdictional questions regarding the

administration of the immigration laws or to correct recurring problems in the handling of

cases before immigration judges." Matter of Morales, 21 I&N Dec. 130, 131-32 (BIA

1996).

Application of this general rule is appropriate in this case because the

Immigration Judge did not order the respondent's removal, but instead, announced his

intention to conduct further proceedings to determine the respondent's eligibility fo_"

possible relief from removal. The respondent has not identified any important

jurisdictional question in the administration of immigration laws, or any recurring

(b) (6)
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problem in the handling of cases by !mmigmtion judges, such as would escape review if

the Board declines to accept the current appeal at this stage. See Matter of Guevara, 20

I&N Dec. 238 (BIA 1990) (discussing interlocutory appeals).

The respondent, instead, seeks review of the Immigration Judge's decision

sustaining the removal charges. His strategy to appeal prior to the conclusion of

proceedings to address any applications for relief from removal he may file leads to

precisely the sort of piecemeal litigation that underlies the Board's reluctance to entertain

interlocutory appeals. See generally BIA Practice Manual, Chapter 4.14.

CONCLUSION

The Board should deny the respondent's interlocutory appeal as it fails to address

important jurisdictional questions regarding the administration of the immigration laws or

to correct recurring problems in the handling of cases before immigration judges, and

would therefore result in piecemeal litigation and a waste of administrative resources.

xtful_ "_'
Loren O. Coy V ,_.,
Senior Attorney _,
Miami Office of the Chief Counsel "

U.S. Department of Homeland Security
Immigration and Customs Enforcement
333 South Miami Avenue, Suite 200
Miami, Florida 33130
(305) 400-6160

Date

,--_ -,_o:_'s 0,_'_c_ G/

(b) (6)



CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

On April 3, 2014, I Gina Garret-Jacksgn, Senior Attorney, mailed or delivered a copy of

the Department of Homeland Security's Motion to Dismiss the Respondent's

Interlocutory Appeal and any attached pages to Alina Cruz, Esquire, Attorney for the

Respondent, at the following address: 8501 SW 124 Ave, Suite 204B Miami, Florida

33183, by placing said copy in my office's outgoing mail system in an envelope duly

addressed.

/f Date

(b) (6)
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Note:

On October 1, 2013, the Board's mailing address changed, and mail

operations were modified to accommodate that change. Per J Panel policy,

this notice will be attached to incce_ngmail received during the month of

• _Lrch. Filings should be const_ed as timely, provided that the

following conditions are metz

(1) The filing wae due during the month of March 2014, and

(2) It was received at the Board no later than April 4, 2014.

Donna Carr

Chief Clerk
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AlinaCruz
Attorneyat Law

i*t

\

March 25, 2014 /m_ _ _

Board of Immigration Appeals
Clerk's Office

5107 Leesburg Pike, Suite 2000
FallsChurch, VA 20530

Re: Notice of Appeal
In the Matter of Jose Garcia Merino

Dear Administrator:

Enclosed please find the Notice of Appeal from the decision of an Immigration judge. Enclosed are:

1. Check for $110 to cover your fees
2. EOIR26 Notice of Appeal, properly executed

3. EOIR27 properly executed for attorney's representation
4. Copy of decision of immigration judge.

We appreciate your prompt attention to this matter.

l
CruzLawP.A.

6303BlueLagoonDrive,Suite400 • Miami,FL33126 • Phone:305-445-1011• e-mail:CruzLawpa@gTnaiLcom• www.CruzLaw.us

(b) (6)





OMB# 1125-0002

U.S.Departmentof Justice Notice of Appeal from a Decision of an
Executive Office for Immigration Review
Board of lmmigration Appeals Immigration Judge

1. List Name(s) and "A" Number(s) of all Respondent(s)/Applicant(s): For Official Use Only
GARCIA Jose Guillermo

z

_s

WARNING: Names and "A" Numbers of everyone appealing the
Immigration Judge's decision must be written in item #1. The names and
NAN " . . *numbers hsted will be the only ones considered to be the subjects of
the appeal.

• 2. I am • the Respondent/Applicant [] DHS-ICE (Mark only one box.)

3. I am [] DETAINED • NOT DETAINED (Mark only one box.)

4. My last heating was at Miami Immigration Court, 333 South Miami Ave., Miami, FL (Location, City, State)

5. What decision are you appealing?

Mark onlv one box below. If you want to appeal more than one decision, you must use more than one Notice of
Appeal (Form EOIR-26).

• _am__inganappea_fr_mthe_mmigrati_nJudge'sdecisi_ninmeritspr_ceedings(examp_e:rem_va__
deportation, exclusion, asylum, etc.) dated February26, 2014

[] I am filing an appeal from the Immigration Judge's decision in bond proceedings dated

• (For DHS use only: Did DHS invoke the automatic stay

provision before the Immigration Court? [] Yes. [] No.)

[] I am filing an appeal from the Immigration Judge's decision denying a motion to reopen or a motion
to reconsider dated

(Please attach a copy of the Immigration Judge's decision you are appealing.)

FormEOIR-26
RevisedOct. 2013

Page I of 3

(b) (6)



6. State in detail the reason(s) for this appeal. Please refer to the General Instructions at item F for fur-

ther guidance. You are not limited to the space provided below; use more sheets of paper if necessary.
Write your name(s) and "A" number(s) on every sheet.
This caseis anappealfrom the decisionof an Immigrationfinding RespondenttJOSEGUILLERMO
GARCIA-MERINOinadmissibleunderINA§ 212(a)(3)(E)(iii)(I)andINA§ 212(a)(3)(E)(iii)(ll)andsustainingthe
chargeof removabilityunderthosestatutes.Theimmigrationjudgemadeclearlyer£oneouserrorsof factand
law,andhis decisionis inconflictwith existinglawandpmcendent.(Seaattachedfor continuation)

• (Attach additionalsheets if necessary)

_ WARNING: You must clearly explain the specific facts and law on which you base your appeal ofthe Immigration Judge's decision. The Board may summarily dismiss your appeal if it cannot tell

• from this Notice of Appeal, or any statements attached to this Notice of Appeal, why you are appealing.

7. Do you desire oral argument before the Board of Immigration Appeals? [] Yes • No

8. Do you intend to file a separate written brief or statement after filing this Notice of Appeal? • Yes [] No

WARNING: If you mark "Yes" in item #7, you should also include in your statement above why youbelieve your case warrants review by a three-member panel. The Board ordinarily will not grant a
• request for oral argument unless you also file a brief.

If you mark "Yes" in item #8, you will be expected to file a written brief or statement after you

receive a briefing schedule from the Board. The Board may summarily dismiss your appeal if you do
not file a brief or statement within the time set in the briefing schedule.

SIGN _/C _f,___ ,_/_ _5"/I/-/--9 Ix
j SignaturerofPcrsonApp_ling /Date '

(or attorney or represe_ative)
1

Form EOIR-26
Revised Oct. 2013

Page 2 of 3



10. MailingAddressof Respondent(s)/Applicant(s) 11. MailingAddressofAttorneyor Representativeforthe
Respondent(s)/Applicant(s)

JoseGARCIA Alina Cruz

(Name) (Name)
CruzLaw,P.A.

(SUeetAddress) (Street Address)

8501SW124Ave.Suite204B

omNumber) (SuiteorRoomNumber)
MiamiFLORIDA33183

(City,State,ZipCode) (City,State,ZipCode)

(305)445-1011
(TelephoneNumber) (TelephoneNumber)

I NOTE: You must notify the Board within five (5) working days if you move to a new address or change your

telephone number. You must use the Change of Address Form/Boardof Immigration Appeals (Form EOIR-33/BIA).

NOTE: If an attorney or representative signs this appeal for you, he or she must file with this appeal, a

Notice of Entry of Appearance as Attorney or Representative Before the Board of Immigration Appeals
(Form EOIR-27).

12. PROOF OF SERVICE (You Must Complete This)

AlinaCruz• mailed or delivered a copy of this Notice of Appeal

_" (Opposing Party)

(N ,Code)

[ u-_ HERE -J":" : ' Signature

NOTE: If you are the Respondent or Applicant, the "Opposing Party" is the

WARNING: If you do not attach the fee or completed Fee Waiver Request (Form EOIR-26A) to this appeal, I

I

your appeal will be rejected or dismissed. I
HAVE YOU?

[] Read all of the General Instructions [] Served a copy of this form and all attachments
[] Provided all of the requested information on the opposing party
[] Completed this form in English [] Completed and signed the Proof of Service
]_ Provided a certified English translation [] Attached the required fee or Fee Waiver Request

for all non-English attachments [_ If represented by attorney or representative, attach
[] Signed the form a completed and signed EOIR-27

FormEOIR-26
Page 3 o f 3 Revised0 ct.2013

(b) (6)

(b) (6)

(b) (6)



. 4

NOTICEOFAPPEAL

Inthe Matter of JoseGuillermoGarciaMerino

CONTINUATIONOF REASONSFORAPPEAL

Errorsinter aliaare:

1.The immigrationjudge erred in findingRespondentresponsibleandculpablefor highcrimes

of torture and murderwhen a previouscourt hadfoundhim not culpablenamelyFord v. Garcia

(S.D.Fla.Nov.3, 2000}(No.99-08359-CV-DTKH).The casewasappealedandthe U.S.Courtof

Appealsfor the 11thCircuitaffirmed. Fordv. Garcia, 289 F.3d1283 (11thCir.Fla.2002). The

SupremeCourtdenied cert. Ford v.Garcia, 537 U.S. 1147 (2003). Thecauseof actioninthe

instantcaseisthe sameand the rulingin Fordshouldbe foundresjudicata in thiscase.

2. The immigrationjudge erredwhen he found respondentto be inviolationof the above

mentionedstatuteswhen he foundthat respondentwasresponsibleand culpablefor a wide

arrayof abusesand massacresduringa bloodycivilwar simplybecausehewas Ministerof

Defense.Immigrationcaselaw doesnot support thisposition.It isundisputedthat Respondent

wasnot presentat the occurrenceof anyatrocity, andthat he did makepublicproclamations

promotingpeaceand dialogueoverviolence.

3.The immigrationjudge erredwhen he foundthat Respondentwasculpablefor not bringing

anyofficer to justiceandfailedto considerevidencethat the courts were corruptand

threatened.The IJfailedto considercredibletestimonyfrom the Respondentthat inone case,

anofficerwho hadbeenreferred to the court was allowedbythe court to bedisguisedso that

hecouldnot be recognizedbywitnesses,andsowashe acquitted.

4. The immigrationjudge madean errorof factwhen he decidedthat Respondentwasinvolved

inthe militarycoupthat overthrew the governmentof ElSalvador.TheRespondentdeniedthis

andthere isno credibleevidenceto confirmthis. 2. The immigrationjudge erred infindingthat

AmbassorWhite wasdismissedfrom hispostfor refusingto participatein a cover-upwhen in

fact he wasdismissedbecausehe wasin ideologicalconflictwith the new administrationin

Washington,namely,PresidentReagan.

Page 1
JoseGuillermoGarciaMerino
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5. The immigration judge failed to consider credible evidence from Respondent including

prestigious awards and recognition from the United States including the Legion of Merit,

Degree of Commander from President Reagan in recognition for exceptionally meritorious

conduct and outstanding performance of duty as Minister of Defense and Public Security of El

Salvador from October 1979 to October 1983.

6. The immigration judge's decision is in conflict with earlier decisions from legacy immigration

services which granted Respondent asylum from El Salvador on August 6, 1990 after having

fully vetted him. The agency was fully aware of Respondent's position as Minister of Defense

and of the situation in El Salvador when it made the grant. Respondent could not have received

asylum if he had been guilty of the crimes he is now accused of. Later in October 1991,

Respondent was granted legal permanent residence after full disclosure of his past. He would

not have received this status if he had been guilty of these crimes. At all times, legacy

immigration was fully aware of who Respondent was.

7. The judge erred in finding that witness Romagoza was a credible witness when it was shown

in court that he applied for asylum not for any of the protected reasons, but rather because he

wanted a better life. He also testified that he lived in Mexico for two years and ran a clinic,

contrary to the resettlement provisions of asylum.

Additionally, there isa need to resolve the conflict with this decision and the decisionson

command resPonsibility rendered in Ford v. Garcia (S.D. Fla. Nov. 3, 2000)(No. 99-08359-CV-

DTKH) and Romagoza v. Garcia (S.D. Fla. July 23, 2002)(no. 99-8364-CIV).

II. STANDARD OF REVIEW

This appeal warrants review by a three-member Board panel because the decision by the

Immigration Judge included determinations which are not in conformity with the law or

applicable precedents. This case also involves international laws and culpability of high ranking

military officials, namely the Minister of Defense of a sovereign foreign country and is a case of

major national import. Additionally, there is a need to review the clearly erroneous factual

determinations by the immigration judge.

Page 2
Jose Guillermo GarciaMerino
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:_ OMB#I125-0005 r_

U.S. Department of Juatice Notice of Entry ,,i Appearance as AttorneyExecutive Office for Immigration Review
BoardoflramigrationAppeals or Representative Before the Board of

Immigration Appeals

tTyp¢orprint) ALLEN (A) NUMBER
NAME AND ADDRESS OF REPRESENTED PARTY (List(A) numberof the party

representedinthiscase. List
beneficiary name andA number

Jose O GARCIA for visa petition case.List fine
(First) (Middle Initial) (Last) number forfine case.)

(Number and Street) (Apt. No.)
Fordisciplinary case, enterdocket

number.

(City) (State) (Zip Code)

NAME OF ATTORNEY OR REPRESENTATIVE, ADDRESS, FAX & PHONE NUMBERS, & E-MAIL
ADDRESS

Alina Cruz

8501 SW t24 Ave. Suite 204B Miami FL 33183 ............

424-9230 (305)445-1011 acruz@cruzlaw.us UCheck here if new address(30S)

Please check one of the following:

1 am an attorney eligible to practice law in, and a member in good standing of, the bar of the highest court(s) of the

following state(s), possession(s), territo_(ies), commonwealth(s), or the District of Columbia (use additional space on

reverse side if necessary) and 1 am not subject to any order disbarring, suspending, or otherwise restricting me in the

practice of law (if subject to such an order, explain on reverse).

Full Name of Court Bar Number (if applicable)

Supreme Court of the State of Florida 0043629

---]1 am an accredited representative as defined in 8 C.F.R. § 1292.1(a)(4) with the following recognized organization:

r'--ID I am alaw/#'bgc_'aOa?'_'O_xpat_N°fan accredited U'S'law sch°°l as defined in 8 C'F'R" § 129:Ll(a)(2)"
I I I am a rgl_ble individual as deTm_ in g C.F.R. § 1292.1(a)(3).

1---] I am J_credited_t_re[g0 govern_Z_t official as defined in8 C.F.R. § 1292.1(a)(5).

[--1 i am a_son wh_was anthorlzed t_,practlce on December 23, 1952, under 8 C.F.R. § 1292.1 (b).

I hereb, and at the request of, the party named above.
I have read an

conditions igration Appeals. I declare under penalty of

perjury underthe laws of the United States of America that the foregoing is true and correct.

SIGNATURE OF ATTORNEY OR REPRESENTATIVE EOIR ID NUMBER DATE

Form EOIR-27

ut Rev. Oct. 2013

(b) (6)(b) (6)

(b) (6)



APPEARANCES - An appearance for each _:epresentedparty shall be filed on a separate Fond'EOIR-27 by the attorney or representative
appearing in each appeal or motion to reopen or motion to reconsider before the Board of Immigration Appeals (see 8 C.F.R. § I003.38(g)),
even though the attorney or representative may have appeared in the case before the Immigration Judge or the U.S. Citizenship and
Immigration Services. If information is omitted from the Form EOIR-27 or it is not properly completed, the appearance may not be
recognized and the accompanying filing may be rejected. When an appearance is made by a person acting in a representative capacity,
his/her personal appearance or signature constitutes a representation that, under the provisions in 8 C.F.R. part 1003, he/she is authorized
and qualified to represent individuals and will comply with the EOIR Rules of Professional Conduct in 8 C.F.R. § 1003.102. Thereafter,
substitution or withdrawal may be permitted upon approval by the Board of a request of the attorney or representative of record in
accordance with Matter of Rosales, 19 I&N Dee. 655 (1988). Please note that appearances for limited purposes are not permitted. See
Matter of Velasque._, 19 I&N Dec. 377, 384 (BIA 1986).

Indicate type of appearance

Primary Attorney/Representative O Non-primary Attoroey/Representative

providing pro bono representation. Check one: yes D no l
I am

Proof of Service

I (Name) Anna Cruz mailed or delivered a copy of the foregoing FormEOIR-27 on (Date)  J tellq

totho Immig  n dCa,tomsEnfo men,-ICe,at

x
nf

FREEDOM OF INFORMATION ACT - This form may not be used to request records under the Freedom of Information Act or

the Privacy Act. The manner ofroquesting such records is in 28 C.F.R. §§ 16.1-16.11 and appendices. For further information about
requesting records from EOIR under the Freedom of Information Act, see How to File a Freedom of|nformation Act (FOfA) Request
With the Executive Office for Immigration Review, available on EOIRs website at http:llwww.justice.govleoir.

PRIVACY ACT NOTICE ° The information requested on this form is authorized by g [/.S.C. § 1362 and 8 C.F.R. § 10033 in order

to enter an appearance to represent a party before the Board of Immigration Appeals. The information yon provide is mandatory and

required to enter an appearance. Failure to provide the requested information will result in an inability to represent a party or receive
notice of actions in a proceeding. EOIR may share this information with others in accordance with approved routine uses described in

EOIRs system of records notice, EOIR-001, Records and Management Information System, 69 Fed. Reg. 26,179 (May 11,201)4), or its
successors and EOIRo003, Practitioner Complaint-Disciplinary Files, 64 Fed. Reg. 49237 (September 1999).

CASES BEFORE EOIR - Automated information about cases before EOIR is available by calling 1-800-g98-7180 or (240) 314-1500.

ADDITION_

I,I IJnder the Paperw'_Jl_h_ducti°n Act" a Pc-r_'7_16/n°t required t° resp°nd t° a c°ilecti°n ° f inf°rmati°n unless it displays a valid OMB ¢°nt_°[ num bet" We try t°create. . _o,_. --_cv/____¢_, v, ......... impose you I

] forms and ,nsUuction'_,_[_[._ easdy understood.and wh,ch the least possible burden on to prov,de us with mformaaon The est,mated

I average time to complete th-_'_ll'l_six (6) minutes. If you have comments regarding the accuracy of this estimate, or suggestions for making this form simpler,

you can write to the Executive Office for Immigration Review. Office of the General Counsel. $107 Lcesburg Pike, Suite 2600. Falls Church. Virginia 20530.

Form EOIR-27

Rev. Oct. 2013
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NOTICE OF HEARING IN REMOVAL PROCEEDINGS

IMMIGRATION COURT

333 SOUTH MIAMI AVE., STE.700

MIAMI, FL 33130
RE: GARCIA-MERINO, JOSE GUILLERMO

FILE: DATE: Mar 31, 2014

TO: CRUZLAW P.A/

CRUZ, ALINA, ESQ.

8501 SW 124TH AVENUE, STE 204B

MIAMI, FL 33183
Z

Please take notice that the above captioned case has been scheduled for a

INDIVIDUAL hearing before the Immigration Court on Jul 15, 2014 at 09:00 A.M. at:

333 SOUTH MIAMI AVE., COURTROOM 06, 4TH FLOOR

MIAMI, FL 33130

You may be represented in these proceedings, at no expense to the

Government, by an attorney or other individual who is authorized and qualified

to represent persons before an Immigration Court. Your hearing date has not

been scheduled earlier than i0 days from the date of service of the Notice to

Appear in order to permit you the opportunity to obtain an attorney or

representative. If you wish to be represented, your attorney or representative

must appear with you at the hearing prepared to proceed. You can request an
earlier hearing in writing.

Failure to appear at your hearing except for exceptional circumstances

may result in one or more of the following actions: (I) You may be taken into

custody by the Department of Homeland Security and held for further

action. OR (2} Your hearing may be held in your absence under section 240(b) (5)

of the Immigration and Nationality Act. An order of removal will be entered

against you if the Department of Homeland Security established by

clear, unequivocal and convincing evidence that a) you or your attorney has

been provided this notice and b) you are removable.

IF YOUR ADDRESS IS NOT LISTED ON THE NOTICE TO APPEAR, OR IF IT IS NOT

CORRECT, WITHIN FIVE DAYS OF THIS NOTICE YOU MUST PROVIDE TO THE IMMIGRATION

COURT MIAMI, FL THE ATTACHED FORM EOIR-33 WITH YOUR ADDRESS AND/OR

TELEPHONE NUMBER AT WHICH YOU CAN BE CONTACTED REGARDING THESE PROCEEDINGS.

EVERYTIME YOU CHANGE YOUR ADDRESS AND/OR TELEPHONE NUMBER, YOU MUST INFORM THE

COURT OF YOUR NEW ADDRESS AND/OR TELEPHONE NUMBER WITHIN 5 DAYS OF THE CHANGE

ON THE ATTACHED FORM EOIR-33. ADDITIONAL FORMS EOIR-33 CAN BE OBTAINED FROM

THE COURT WHERE YOU ARE SCHEDULED TO APPEAR. IN THE EVENT YOU ARE UNABLE TO

OBTAIN A FORM EOIR-33, YOU MAY PROVIDE THE COURT IN WRITING WITH YOUR NEW

ADDRESS AND/OR TELEPHONE NUMBER BUT YOUMUST CLEARLY MARK THE ENVELOPE "CHANGE

OF ADDRESS." CORRESPONDENCE FROM THE COURT, INCLUDING HEARING NOTICES, WILL BE

SENT TO THE MOST RECENT ADDRESS YOU HAVE PROVIDED, AND_ILL BE CONSIDERED

SUFFICIENT NOTICE TO YOU AND THESE PROCEEDINGS CAM GO FORWARD IN YOUR ABSENCE.

A list of free legal service providers has been given to you_ For
information regarding the status of your case, call toll free 1-800-898-7180

or 240-314-1500. For information on Immigration Court procedures, please

consult the Immigration Court Practice Ma_l, available at www.usdoj igov/eoir.
CERTIFICATEOF VICE I

THIS DOCUM_T W_S_ERVED BY: " MAIL (_/_ PER/_L SERVICE (P) /

TO: [ ] _/_/_ ALIEN C/O Custodial Offic_ ]/ALIEN's ATT/REP _DHS
DATE: "'/ 9///_ BY: COURT STAFF . ///F/ / V3

Att_hm_ts/ [ ] EOIR-33 [ ] EOIR-28 _gal Services List [ ] Other
_ _ -- V

(b) (6)



UNITED STATE S DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

.... EXECUTIVE OFFICE-FOR IMMIGRATION REVIEW
IMMIGRATION COURT

333 SOUTH MIAMI AVE., STE.700

MIAMI, FL 33130

CRUZLAW P.A.

CRUZ, ALINA, ESQ.

8501 SW 124TH AVENUE, STE 204B

MIAMI, FL 33183

Date: Feb 28, 2014

File

In the Matter of:

GARCIA-MERINO, JOSE GUILLERMO

Attached is a copy of the written decision of the Immigration Judge.
This decision is final unless an appeal is taken to the Board of

Immigration Appeals. The enclosed copies of FORM EOIR 26, [_'_

Notice of Appeal, and FORM EOIR 27, Notice of Entry as Attorney or

Representative, properly executed, must be filed with the Board of

Immigration Appeals on or before

The appeal must be accompanied by proof of paid fee ($i10.00).

• __ Enclosed is a copy of the oral decision. <

Enclosed is a transcript of the testimony of record.

__ You are granted until ' to submit a brief
to this office in support of your appeal,

_ Opposing counsel is granted until to submit a

brief in opposition to the appeal.

7_Enclosed is a of _eorder/degision of the Immigration Judge.

copy

All papers filed with the_rt shall be accompanied by proof

of service upon opposing counsel.

Sincerely,

Immigration Court Clerk UL

cc: LOREN G. COY, A_sISTANT CHIEF COUNSEL

GINA GA/%RETT-JACKSON, A_SISTAIqT CHIEF COUNSEL

333 SOUTH MIAMI AVENUE, SUITE 200

MIAMI, FL 33130

(b) (6)



UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE
EXECUTIVE OFFICE FOR IMMIGRATION REVIEW

IMMIGRATION COURT

MIAMI, FLORIDA

In the Matter of: )
)

GARCIA-MERINO, Jose Guiilermo ) IN REMOVAL PROCEEDINGS
)
)

RESPONDENT )
)

ON BEHALF OF RESPONDENT ON BEHALF OF DEPARTMENT

Alina Cruz, Esq. Loren G. Coy
Alejandrina G. Cruz, Esq. Gina Garrett-Jackson
CruzLaw, P.A. Assistants Chief Counsel
8501 S.W. 124th Avenue, Suite 204B Office of Chief Counsel
Miami, Florida 33183 Department of Homeland Security

333 South Miami Avenue, Suite 200
Miami, Florida 33130

NOTICE REGARDING RELIEF FROM REMOVAL

The Court provides the following notice to the parties:

This Court has issued a decision in this matter, dated February 26, 2014, finding
Respondent inadmissible as charged. As such, Respondent is subject to removal from the United
States to El Salvador.

Should Respondent wish to seek relief from removal, he shall file any and all
applications, with a written statement as to his eligibility for any relief sought, within 45 days of
this notice, no later than Monday, April 14, 2014.

If an application for relief is filed, the Court will schedule a heating on its Individual
calendar. If an application for relief is not filed with the Court in a timely manner, the Court will
proceed with an order of removal.

DATED this 28th day of February 2014.

Cc: Alina Cruz, Esq. and Alejandrina 13.Cruz, Esq.
Loren G. Coy and Gina Gar_etl-Jackson, Assistants Chief Counsel

(b) (6)
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Officials:
Cbdfi-;-exi!e

m ha s|a•- .= , ay ve in
-arChbishop

Asae¢ialed Press _ .SAN SALVADOR, El Salvador -- It WaS no amateur

: i U.S. and church officials ;say a who did this
• _ right-wing .Cuban'-exile may. have I

i .... been'_the..a._sassiw of _,he.;Roman_" .-
• l, . Caffiolic ,archbishoI_ of San, Sa]va- and tight'wing terrorist: groupsde-

;- :. _ dor,_OscaaArnulfo.Romero." _ nied having any part _n the killing.
! , - ,3"he3_:sald_the.assassin fired a sin- There was no immediate indica-

-j gle shot from about lO0.feet away tion .how .the assassination would
• througb__the opendoor of the hospi- affect the future of the beleaguered

• tal_chapel, where the archbishop junta. It has been under fire from
i .was preparing the-sacrame.nts on rightists who Say its land redistrib-

the :altar for a mass Monday night, ution and bank n_ttionalization pro-
: ":It;_'was no amateur .wl_o did grams will Jead to communism, and
; this," said U.S. Ambassador Robert from leftists who say the reforms

• ! WhRe: "YOur"conclusion is that it do not go far enough. "
was someone who was an e_ Romero" was well known in

_s Washington. He was nominated for; _ smart." "
, f-Wldte also t01d reporters that a the Nobel Peace Prize in 1979 by 23

government source informed him a members of Congress and a compa-
week'ago that ""right-wing Cuban rable group of British members of

.terrorists" were operating in E1 Sal- Parliament, and had been awarded
vadq_. He said Ihe source told him an honorary degree by Georgetown

i "_ , "some:_, Of the'. bombings. . here have University in 1978.been accomphshed wRh a degree of U.S_ Secretary of State Cyrus R.
_ Vance called the murder "saddening

expertise'found here. The source and tragic," adding that U.S. mili-
[ experti_se_ that was pot't_e kind of

spec_ulgted and believed _the evi-) tary and economic aid to El' Salva-
denfe points to Cuban exiles. ' . j' dor would continue. . -

_rst r¢ports said four'armed ter- Meanwhile, high-ranking State
' rbrJstg: .entered the chapel and Department and Defense Depart.
i opened fire on the prelate. ,But .ment officials told a congressional
: church officials said yesterday the committee they have evidence that "

killer apparently got out of a car Cuba was directly assisting an op-
opposite Lhe. doors to _the chapel, _eraZion_from Honduraa territory to
fired once shot and then was driven send arms and trained left-wing
away before anyone got a close Salvadorans into El Salvador to
look at him. The officials said it help overthrow the government.
was believed three other persons The State Department h/is public-
were also in the car.. ly expressed greater concern in re-

•El ..Salvador's .military-ciVilian cent weeks about a possible coup ._., _ ,_;,_ :'_,_,.r,,,_=,,
junta put the armed forces on full against the junta by elements of El ] _!'_,f.:;,Y._.:_::,
alert.yesterday after a rash of pre- Salvador's security forces and their - "_',_,_,_'_;-_ .,_.,__':_ '_"'..
dawn bombings" the morning after right-wing supporters. _.-_,_ _ *_':_,_;_,_ r
the slaving. No.casualtles were re-. In testimony yesterday, Franklin I ;- _'_ _'_ '_

ported, and no further violence was Kramer, a deputy assistant secre- [ - -_.,:.,:._ " "_,-:_-_;:_:_the defense, told House pan'-reported during day. taryof , _'*_ ,Rnanc!al
Romero's body lay in a closed yesterday: *'The Hondurans be-'l _.*_:_'-'-_._, .¢_

casket before the main altar.of the lieved, and our Intelligence agrees. [ _;_ s_,_f_f_'_...-:_
Basilica of the Sacred Heart. About "-that their territory is being used as ..... _ "_"_'_ ; • ""

3.000 persons jammed the-cathedral a conduitfor men and wea.vons into l_. _.__l_:,._e,_ -" ;g :_ _for a memorial mass. _ i .: ", El Salvador by insurgents .with [ _,g_ll_1-_i_

Spokesmen for both left-wing Cuban supporL" . I_ ._'_;_i'<_=',.""-_._-_¢_a_ilt_"_ ,_-a=Olie

Thousands crowd Mafia funeral I, . "• " ¢:_.: d_ _eposit ,.--:

_u_,._._ m*t. "," outside his borne Friday night_. _ [ ._._ ........ . _"_._.
His gray metal casket lay o_ a • --_-- - --_,_-.-_-.-. _:_'-.

PHILADELPHIA "Ladies in flowered pedestal before ,_ huge [ _-_'s'_._._..q_._._*_-:_._-._--,
, minks, men in work clothes _ they aptly _f white lilies yeger_-=y as ,:_: ._. : . ---_" _.:







TRANSLATIONFROMTHESPANISHLANGUAGE

CERTIFICATE

Seal

The city councilof SanVicente,Capitalof El

Salvador,CentralAmerica

On the occasionof celebratingits 350 year anniversary

certifiesthat

General JoseGuillermo Garcia

In accordance with hisgoodness,skillsand spiritof servicehasgiven much

Honorand Good to our city.Alsohasdemonstrated great capacity

In his professionalduties andasa fitting recognitionagreesto confer on him

The HonoraryTitle of

Favorite Son

Given in the CityCapitalof ElSalvador,SanVicente of Austria
/

andVorenzanaon the 26thdayof the month of Decemberof 1985 /

[9 illegible signatures]
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AFFIDAVIT OF TRANSLATOR

State of Florida

County of Dade

I, Alina Cruz certify that I am thoroughly familiar with both the English and Spanish language,

that I am a qualified and experienced translator from each of said language to the other, and

that I prepared the English Translation from the attached documents written in the Spanish

language, as set forth and as corresponds with the attached and that to the best of my

•knowledge and belief, the translations attached hereto are true and accurate versions of the

originals aforesaid.

Alina Cruz, Esq.
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E! Salvador: Performance
on Certification Issues

[bX1]
[b)[3]
(S]

SpecialNationalIntelligenceEstJmste

APPROVEDFOBRF.L[ASE
DATE:AUG2001



SNIE 83.1-83

ELSALVADOR.PERFORMANCE
ON CERTIFICATIONISSUES

Inl'(mnallo_ a_lllabh, el d 13 Janua_- IS)_ i_

la the Im'l_mlkm d thb EIIImll(..

P
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THiS ESTIMATEIS ISSUEDBY THEDIRECTOROF CENTRAL
INTELLIGENCE.

• . . , . • , . • ,

THENATIONAL FOREIGNINTELLIGENCEBOARDCONCURS.

The Following {ntelTigence organizations parficipoted in the preporatlon of fhe
Estimate:

TheCentredInteglgenceAgency,theOefemseInte_genceAgency,the Nallona{Sec'_'ty
Agency,and the intel_genceor_zcrl_n of the Departmentof State.

Also Porti¢ipatlng: "

TheAssistantChief of Staff fcr Intelligence,_artmenl of the Army

TheD_rectcrof Naval Intel_gence,Deportmentof the N_, 7

The Ass]st_t Chief of Staff, InteL_gen:e,Departmentof theAir Force

TheO_rect_rof InterUgence0Headqumters,Marine Corps
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KEY JUDGMENTS

l)uring tht, l)asi six Inon|Iks we Jmve st'vn signs o[ mc_h_i prc_zr_ '

ill ._4)lllt' arl';ts. Ull(.| lal ${_lLq; Ill |_l(.'{_Slit|{lll,[ till lilt" I)al"{ (1_ tilt" _OV('l'llllit°lll

or [hc'lllilitary |ll their. (.'onlllli|nll'll| Ill ilnllrov¢ ° I|lc |llllllan ri_h[s
, • • . •s [ la[[o I a Ill rl.ln[orct. (.It, lltx.'ruh(., ul_,tl UtIOI)S I 1:| 5ah'ador. N( v¢,rtl ¢'- ,

h.'_ Ix_i[ivc vfl'orts h_" iht, _zovt.rmnen|hi a[I areasq._m|ima,to |x,
hlndcrcdby dCt'l)-s_atedprobh'm_andoveraUwe cnm'ludt,thatth_.n"
ha_e Ix't'. Jew dramatk" chanlzcssince July'. Wt. exll_'l I)rtm_rl.'_Io

rl'lltaill $1o'_',"anti u,rdll(al_. I

The [l)%_Crllnt(.'ll| |I_L_ madelimit(._lpr,_rt._so. humanrights i._u{._
ill the I_.tstSIX nmlltlLs, altho,l_h ill at h'ast o.e art-a--ihc rale _)1"vivi|ian

(.It%llhs--th(. illll)rovemcll[ ha._ Ix.v, subSialliial. O|ix*r posili;'l. [rcmls.

su{.h as g_x_£1I.r(.,alllt(.,ll[ o1"ix)litical i)risoll(.r_, r(.,nlaill overshadowe(Ihy a

virtually"noll[Ullr:tiollalcrimiual justi(:P systcln that has Iirovvt| oll:.hl("

[oindict aml l)r0s{_'nh,the a(_.'uscd.I
Althaulzll s_mlv pmi_rcss ][as b{'_'ll [ll;ldt" ill curhiIIR abu._ Iw [lie.

armed forces, El Salvador co,tlmr's to havr serkms probh,ms in thi._
re_|x_.t. Major probh.nl arc-as remain the lack o1" rin. coatrol in
i}oI)tllat_[ t'om[m.-[ zolit.'s ascii arbitrary vioh,nev committ_[ [)y unSlllX'r -

vised ._._.'urilyforces..Ne_crthelels, tile military has i,creased e[l'orts 1o
e(lu_-._teand discipliue su|xwdiuate ot'l'k'_.rsaml troops, and intclli_cm'(.
sul)lx)rt has resulted ill more _elcctive targeHng. Ill addiHon, rt.place-

:mr.jR of a few" ¢ommamh,rs h_us Ix'en followed b_' a snh.,a'qm'nt
itllprov(.'nlelttillthehuman rightsrec_wtlsof tht,irunits.._lorvm't,r.
Ix.tort. |amluhJnlI Olx'ral[oxms_,n¢. [[c]d _._mlmalldcrs r(.ix_rh'dly havq

• rc_{,ivcd SlX_.'ifjcinstruct ons to reslx'ct tix. rie,hts .r tile I{_.'alcivilia,
lx)Pulali,, and hi lal_e gm'rrilla prL_mt,rr..T]_ey |_lcreasi,_zly have
adhcrcd to th(_, orders in olx'rati(m,__[.tlr: pas|. s!x moulted,l "

Tilt' gov('rlllnelll. |laS (.lclllonstratt'd advam.es |11 ix)litk-al and

ec'nnomic prl_ram.,., lrarticularly in Pha_, Ill oi" Ill(., ,_Izrarianrcl'orms.
and the partit's have shown a _,_'Jl|illlEllt'$l ill eOOlx'rate oil major i.';Sll_.'s.A

mlily p'-,ct si_.n_cdby tile major partk.'s h_ Inl to estahhshmc_nt of
rxllilical and |roman ril_hls ('Olltllli.%s]oll$alld a IIPW (_,l)[ral iih'_'lio,s
(:_ltlll.':i]. :_ lie'.'," I.'OILStitllth)ll LSschcduh.dto he mml)lek.d this s|lring.

ana ,rr_i(|(..nliale|t'cli-i_ are ._'|w(hd_l.for March 1984.1
. *o"

The g¢|vt'rllill¢'ll[ ¢1_11[iIIt1¢'_ iL_ illt(.'rl)arly di_,(.L_io.son rct.oiwilia-

lion. ()n the i_ue ,,r la_olialhms, tl_e Ix)._;ilio)is o[ all R(ivCrlllllPn| and
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ff_ [1_'*_',',',',',',',_] where he "_'msdHained hi,' I.'S mdhmities pendi.g
g_lcernmenl lilllirt,+Pntlend- extraditlnn to El Salvador .n erimlnal charlzes.

• Prshlpappear Ir_x+'oncilahle. I{ elediom lake place. Charges were dmpl_l hy the Salvadoran Cm*¢t,i'llinrlil
"" therefore, tlx'l' arl. likely to la- held once again in an for lack of t-vldent_ and with them the IX'llnesl fllr

utmmptwre d i'iiili,nt_, / "extradition. Christ may have left the United _ates for

"" .' SE_"
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Theforegoing report, ElSalvador:Performanceon CertificationIssues,SNIE83.183, is publiclyavailable
on the internet at

http:_/www_f_ia_cia_g__/sites/defau_t/files/d_cument-c_nversi_ns/898_1/D__-_____494_5_pdf

and

http://216.12.139.91/docs/DOC_000101676S/DOC_0001016765.pdf





TRANSLATIONFROMTHESPANISHLANGUAGE

NewspaperArticles

Publication: ELDIARIODEHOY

Date: November 17, 1956

Headline: THEBESTCADETOFTHEYEAR

Text: Moments in whichthe Presidentof the RepublicandCommanderGeneralof the Army,
Lieutenant ColonelJoseMaria Lemus, imposedthe award to the BestCadet inthe

graduatingclassof 1956, now Lieutenant JoseGuillermoGarcia.The ceremonytook

placeon the night before yesterdayat the militaryschool,where 18officersgraduated.

Thisaward isanaward created bythe ColonelLemus.The solemn ceremonywas

attended bynumerousand distinguishedpublic.

Publication: DIARIOLATINO

Date: May 6, 1983

Headline: CONGRATULATIONSTO GARCIA j
/

Text: The Presidentof the Republicand CommanderGeneralof the ArmedForces,Dr.Alvaro

Maga_a (right) when hecongradulatedthe ex-Ministerof Defenseand PublicSecurity,

GeneralJoseGuillermoGarcia,before presentinghim a scrollfor hisexcellent leadership

of saidministry.



,

AFFIDAVIT OFTRANSLATOR

State of Florida

County of Dade

I, Alina Cruz certify that I am thoroughly familiar with both .the English and Spanish language,

that I am a qualified and experienced translator from each of said language to the Other, and

that I prepared the English Translation from the attached documents written in the Spanish

language, as set forth and as corresponds with the attached and that to the best of my

knowledge and belief, the translations attached hereto are true and accurate versions of the

originals aforesaid.

Mina Cruz, Esq.
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a de la Rep,_blie_ y Comandante General del F.j_'cito. Teniente Co- /

_o lone] J'o_ Maria Leto,s. lmpon/a la eondecoraci6n al Mejor Cade-- te de la Fromocl6n 1956. ahora subten/ente $o_ Gulllermo Garcia.
_r La ceremoniz tuvo lugaz antenoche el ha Escuela MLUtar, en la

cual egresaroa dies y ocho oflctales. Es_ condeeoraci6n e6 un pre-
5" mio creado ya pot el Coronel Lemus. A la solemne ceremoni_ con-
•"_ curri6 numeroso y _&_aido pfibHco.,

DIAitlO LATINO. Vfern_ 6 de Mayo de 19E? _ 11



TRANSLATIONFROMTHESPANISHLANGUAGE

NewspaperArticles

Publication: ELDIARIODEHOY

Date: November17, 2956

Headline: THEBESTCADETOFTHEYEAR

Text: Moments in which the President of the Republicand Commander General of the Army,
Ueutenant Colonel JoseMaria Lemus,imposed the award to the Best Cadet in the

graduating classof 1956, now Lieutenant JoseGuillermo Garcia.The ceremony took

placeon the night before yesterday at the military school, where 18 officersgraduated.

This award is an award created by the Colonel Lemus.The solemn ceremony was

attended by numerous and distinguished public.

Publication: DIARIOLATINO

Date: May 6, 1983

Headline: CONGRATULATIONSTO GARCIA

Text: The President of the Republicand Commander General of the Armed Forces,Dr. Alvaro

Maga6a (right) when he congradulated the ex-Minister of Defense and Public Security,

General JoseGuillermo Garcia,before presenting him a scroll for his excellent leadership
of said ministry.



AFFIDAVIT OF TRANSLATOR

State of Florida

• County of Dade

I, Alina Cruz certify that I am thoroughly familiar with both.the English and Spanish language,

that I am a qualified and experienced translator from each of said language to the other, and

that I prepared the English Translation from the attached documents written in the Spanish

language, as set forth and as corresponds with the attached and that to the best of my

knowledge and belief, the translations attached hereto are true and accurate versions of the

originals aforesaid.

Alina Cruz, Esq.
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.. (CONFIANZA EN FHERZA ARMADA PIDE MINISTRO)

17". (El Diario de Hey, Lunes 29 de Diciembre de 1980)

SECRETARY OF DEFENSE ASKS FOR TRUST FOR THE ARMED FCRCED

Trust in the Armed Forces, able to guarantee peace and serenity for all .Salvadorans. was
the request that the Secretary of Defense, Colonel Jose Guillermo Garcaa, gave to t le
country, when he broadcasted his message through the radio and television.

Following is the message the Secretary of Defense gave:

"lie who believes in violence does not believe in God. I belie'co in God's absolute u ity
and therefore, in the human race's unity, tbo'. Mahatma Gandhi.

"Salvadorans: These words that I have mentioned at the beginning, coming from or :of
the wisest and most virtuous men that humanity has bloomed, have come to my mir [ to
communicate to you, in this Christmas time, a message from the Armed Forces, wl_ '.his a
message of optimism and hope.

In doing so, in my role as Se_etary of Defense, which is one of the most difficuh
responsibilities you could imagine, I do it wifla self conviction that we are proceedin with
certainty that we are in the right path.

.._-. • We feel and follow the sacred commitment to be shoulder to shoulder with the peas it,
with the laborer, with the student, with the religious minister, with the teacher, with he
intellectual, in short, with every living being that belongs to this country, E1 Salvadc
And to all of you we say in tlais moment of anguish, of dang% of pain, to have trust in us
because within that pain and anguish, a new age, a new system and a new way oflii7 is
being built.

We ask God to give us an extraordinary gift to keep up to the circumstances. We a_:o ask
God the grace to proceed always with righteousness. We ask God to direct us in th
difficult road, full of obstacles and we also ask God for enough strength so that our
courage never diminishes.

Trust in the Armed Forces. Salvadorans: Those who believe that the men in unifor_

looking for revenge and for the guilty ones for whom blood has been shed, are as
completely wrong as those who want to proceed that way.

We truly feel a painful compassion for those Salvadorans who have been deceived /
who by believing that they are doing the right stuft_ they lind themselves in
fight...I repeat, we truly feel sorry for them and we think they

It is true that they must feel that they are doing the right stuffbut this" ¢to

_,_ tell these people acting in this manner, through this message from the Armed Forces.. ,/_J

D te.
d',_dge. M,_H ...



_editate, to think and to get good orientation to be able to find the truth, because maybe

;- ue to.their youth or maybe because era reaction towards a predetermined interest, they
ave come to this sad situation of fighting and allowing blood to be shed all around our
ear land.

le -know that they are victims era passionate feeling and we know that fhey are victims
fa lie; but we believe that there is still time to find the true way. We, as an "armed"
tstitution, act in a way that, according to the concept of"defense", allows us to, which
roansthat our fight is for a cause that by constitution and by our spirit of defense we have
deal with but it hurts us when we fight against our brothers.

UNITY

esent here with us are different branches of theArmed Forces as proof of our unity. As
mentioned it at the beginning with Gandhi's words. This concept 0f unity means a lot to

u i because, while fighting with patriotism and sacrifice, we fight with reasoning and not by
n tere compliance.

l_ttemationally, big accusations have been made towards the Armed Forces pointing out
fl .at we don't want peace. However, contra_ to what is being said, the majority of the
Sdvadoran people really wish peace and sarerg:tyand that's why we are fighting next to a
c mntry that loves justice. :

_ .4Iso intemafionaily, there's been statemems concerning the concept of Human Rights but,

u lfortunately, when we have a chance to analyze those situations we consider an _,_
6 ferwhdming partiality when the analysis on Human Rights is done, we are in first place •
aItd we are obligated to respect the sacred Human Rights concept but ask the same from _t

,erybody, which means, when analyzing, this analysis has to be done for all as equals, no
C stinctions, no preferences but, I repeat, equally for every one.

It,_" in" I

TIME FOR PEACE

( wistmas time, together with the natural happiness it br{ngs, also takes us to a foaling of
lc ayer. Prayer at its deepest helps many, and all Salvadorans must pray and ask God for
c Lrcountry, ask God to guide us. This is the Armed Forces wish for all on this Christmas
(980).

WHY THE ARMED FORCES IS FIGHTING

T 10Armed Forces of El Salvador is fighting but it is fighting for democracy;, this is what
inspired the movement of October 15, 1979, and that's why we fight with sacrifice, risking
it all, but it doesn't matter, because we have the clear concept of a noble cause, of a goal
at that's why we are fighting.



_realso want to take this opportunity throughthis messageto te_ all themembersof our

( _ a'medForces that during this criticalmoment in which we are living, to make wise use of
_eirauthority,at whichever level of hierar.chythat they have.

feelingof trust for our dear Salvadoranpeoplebecausehe whowears auniform and
_akesbaduse of his authority is against the sacred feelingsof an entirecountry, and that's
rhywe believethat everybody.People, Governmentand ArmedForces, together we can
nd that goal of peace which everyoneis wishingfor at this moment.

'o finishthis short and simplemessage, I Wentto repeat the words that many now hear
ad that now, more than ever, all Salvadoranmust feel in our guts as true Salvadorans,
_iswhich hasbeen repeated through centuries:'Glory to God in the Highest andpeace to
is peopleof good will on Earth'.

finish thismessage repeatingMahatma Ghandi's words: 'He who believes in violence
oes notbelieve in God. I believe in God's absoluteunity and therefore, in the human
Ice's unity,too'."
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Ambassador Reports of
Sunday Incidents

/
EL DIARIO DEIIOY, Wednesday April 2, 1980.

The security forces remained quartered so as not to provoke and the leftist
militants threw bombs and fired against the people of E1Salvador that had come together
to honor the memory of Monsignor Romero, affirms the U.S. Ambassador in our country,
Robert E. White.

Likewise, Ambassador White calls "horrid events" the happenings of Sunday and
also says that they arc "as much a blasphemy as a tragic attack to the peaceful and
democratic future of this country".

Hc also points out that this time, the foreign correspondents have been the ones
who have corroborated the non-presence of public security forces on the streets, and also
that the provocations were imminently from the leftist groups.

"The horrid events of Sunday were, in my opinion, as much a blasphemy as a
tragic attack tO the peaceful and democratic future of this country"

"I have seen photographic evidence of what happened on Sunday. Those who
brought weapons to the funeral services of this great man of peace are malignant
delinquents who deserve to be condenmed by all those who respect the truth".

"The foreign representatives of the media have made evident to the world that
while the security forces of this country remained quartered in order not to provoke
anyone, leftist militants of the Coordinadora threw bombs and fired against the people of
El Salvador that had come together to honor the memoly of Monsignor Romero".

'Wiolence begets violence. If this country is to have a peaceful and fair future,
those who demand an increase in the slaughter to accomplish their political anti-
democratic propose shotdd be stopped".

Er2tibit _.____
Dzte: ---._¢-I..L__ -
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U.S.Department ofJustice

Executive Office for Immigration Review

Miami Immigration Court

"_ Fax# 305-530-7001

Total pages -1--
To: Court Administrator

Fax# 305-530-7001

Total pages _L

From:Alina Cruz, Esq.

Judge Horn

Subject: CD Request

In my capacity as Attorney of Record in the Matter o.f Garcia-Merino, I request
CD's of the proceedings. I have already received 14 CD's of the proceeding which
covered the proceedings from December 10th through December 14thof 2012. I

am now requesting the balance of those CDs which cover the proceedings from
February 25 through February 27, 2013.

Please advise as to the earliest date I can pick these up.

Thank you for your help in this matter.

Miami, FL33183 _ "--_._

Tel: 305-445-1011 \ _ c_- _ ,___

Fax: 305-424-9230 _ c_L_._'-,_ ._..

Y -3_ I ..4
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Alina Cruz

Alejandrina G. Cruz

CruzLaw, PA -1:;.D _
6303 Blue Lagoon Drive IRECEIVt2 /
Suite 400 [ _}_C1 _ Zl_l_ |
Mianu, FL33126 -" " / _ ._,_..._,A_"

)gNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE
_LECUTIVE OFFICE FOR IMMIGRATION REVIEW

/ ........................MIAMI, FLORIDA
/

In the Matte/r/of:
/

Jose Gui/Hermo GARCIA MERINO File No.:
/

In Renioval Proceedings a' //
EXHIBIT# 1._ ._arked ForIdenti,icatloaI_

Immigration Judge Michael C.Horn Admitted

RESPONDENT'S FIRST NOTICE OF FILING f

V

COMES NOW Defendant JOSE GUILLERMO GARCIA by and through his undersigned

attomey and files the following exhibits in the above styled cause:

A. Copy of newspaper article from EL DIARIO DE HOY, Wednesday, April 12, 1980:

Ambassador Reports of Sunday Incidents; in Spanish with English translation

B. Copy of newspaper article from EL DIARIO DE HOY, Monday Dec. 29, 1980: ,

Secretary of Defense asks for trust for the Armed Forces; in Spanish with English

translation

C. Copy of newspaper article from LA PRENSA: Political Solutions and No Violence; in

Spanish with English translation

Page I
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D. Copy of Proclamation of the Armed Forces dated October 15, 1979

E. Affidavit of translator

Respectfully submitted by,

Alejandrina G. Cruz
Attorneys for Respondent
6303 Blue Lagoon Drive, Suite 400
Miami, Florida 33126
(305) 445-1011

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I HEREBY CERTIFY that a true and accurate copy of the foregoing was delivered to District

Counsel in open court at 333 S. Miami Ave., Miami Florida, this 11th day of December

2012.

By,

Alina Cruz

Attorney for Respondent
6303 Blue Lagoon Drive, Suite 400
Miami, Florida 33126
(305) 445-1011
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Ambassador Reports of
Sunday Incidents
EL DIARIO DEtlOY, Wednesday April 2, 1980.

The security forces remained quartered so as not to provoke and the leftist
militants threw bombs and fired against the people of El Salvador that had come together
to honor the memory of Monsignor Romero, affirms the U.S. Ambassador in our country,

Robert E. White,
Likewise, Ambassador White calls "horrid events" the happenings of Sunday and

also says that they are "as much a blasphemy as a tragic attack to the peaceful and
democratic future of this country".

Hc also points out that this time, the foreign correspondents have been the ones
who have corroborated the n.on-prcsence of public security forces on the streets, and also
that the provocations were imminently from the leftist groups.

"The horrid events of Sunday were, in my opinion, as much a blasphemy as a
tragic attack to the peaceful and democrat/c future of this country"

"I have seen photographic evidence of what happened on Sunday. Those who
brought weapons to the funeral services of this great man of peace are malignant
delinquents who deserve to be condemned by all those who respect the truth".

"The foreign representatives of the media have made evident to the world that
while the security forces of this country remained quartered in order not to provoke
anyone, leftist militants of the Coordinadora threw bombs and fired against the people of
El Salvador that had come together to honor the memory of Monsignor Romero". .

"Violence begets violence. If this country is to have a peaceful and fair future,
those who demand an increase in the slaughter to accomplish their political anti-
democratic purpose should be stopped".
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(CONFIANZA EN FUERZA ARMADA PIDE MINISTRO) J

_'_'_ (ElDiafiodeHey,Lunes29deDiciembrede 1980)
jr

SECRETARV OF DEFENSE ASKS FOR TRUST FOR.THE ARMED FC BC-EDf

TrustintheArmed Forces,abletoguaranteepeaceandserenityforallSalvadoranswas
therequestthattheSecretaryofDefense,ColonelJoseG-uiIlermoOareia,gavetot:_e
country,when bebroadcastedhismessagethroughtheradioandtelevision.

FollowingisthemessagetheSecretaryofDefensegave:

"He who believesinviolencedoesnotbelieveinGod.IbelieveinGod'sabsoluteu lity
andtherefore,inthehumanrace'sunity,tbo".MahatmaGandhi.

"Saivadorans:ThesewordsthatIhavementionedatthebeginning,comingfromon_of
thewisestandmostvirtuousmen thathumanityhasbloomed,havecometomy mi_dto
communicate to you, in this Christmas time, a message from the Armed Forces, wE eh is a
message of optimism and hope.

In doing so, in my role as Secretary of Defense, which is one efthe most difficult
responsibilities you could imagine, I do it with self conviction that we are proceedin with
certainty that we are in the right path.

'_-' We feel and follow the sacred commitment to be shoulder to shoulder with the peas at,
with the laborer, with the student, with the religious minister, with the teacher, with ;he
intellectual, in short, with every living being that belongs to this country, El Saivadc.

And to all of you we say in t.hismoment of anguish, of danger, of pain, to have trust in us
because within that pain and anguish, a new age, a new system and a new way of life is
being built.

We ask God to give us an extraordinary gift to keep up to the circumstances. We al ;o ask
God the grace to proceed always with righteousness. We ask God to direct us in thi
difficult road, full of obstacles and we also ask God for enough strength so that our
courage never diminishes.

/
Trust in the Armed Forces. Salvadorans: Those who believe that the men in uniforrr arei$ J
looking for revenge and for the guilty ones for whom blood has been shed, are as /
completely wrong as those who want to proceed that way.

I Ill l

d ,We truly feel a painful compassion for those Saivadorans who have been deceived a_
who by believing that they are doing the right stu_ they find themselves in a brother y I/"
fight...I repeat, we truly feel sorry for them and we think they are in a regrettable nil: tak.

i !

It is true that they must feel that they are doing the dght stuffbut this is an opportun ty to

_:._ tell these people acting in this manner, through this message from the Armed Forces. to



teditate, to think and to get good orientation to be able to find the truth, because maybe"
.- aoto their youth or maybe because of a reaction towards a predetermined interest, they

• f

ire come to this sad situation of fighting and allowing blood to;be shed all around our
zar land.

re -knowthat they are victims of a passionate feeling and we know that they are victims
fa lie; but we believe that there is still time to find the true way. We, as an "armed"
_stitution,act in a way that, according to the concept of"defenso", allows us to, which
Leansthat our fight is for a cause that by constitution andby our spirit of defense we have
deal with but it hurts us when we fight against our brothers.

UNITY

resent here with us are different branches of theArmed Forces as proof of our unity, As
mentioned it at the beginning, with Gandhi's words. This concept of unity means a lot to

because, while fighting with patriotism and sacrifice, we fight with reasoning andnot by
terecompliance.

lternationally, big accusations have been made towards the Armed Forces pointing out
tat we don't want peace. However, contrary to what is being said, the majority of the
alvadoran people really wish peace and sere_ty and that's why we are fighting next to a
_untry that loves justice. :

Iso internationally, there's been statements concerning the concept of Human Rights but,

afortunately, when we have a chance to analyze those situations we consider an _,[_,,
_erwhelming partiality when the analysis on Human Rights is done, we are in first place ,d
ad we are obligated to respect the sacred Human Rights concept but ask the same from _/_-_rt

_erybody, which means, when analyzing, this analysis has to be done for all as equals, no _stinctions, no preferences but, I repeat, equally for every one. _

TIME FOR PEACE

hilstmas time, together with the natural happiness it brings, also takes us to a feeling of
:ayer. Prayer at its deepest helps many, and all Salvadorans must pray and ask God for
Jr country, ask God to guide us. This is the Armed Forces wish for all on this Christmas
980).

WHY THE ARMED FORCES IS FIGHTING

he Armed Forces of El Salvador is fighting but it is fighting for democracy;, this is what
n spired the movement of October 15, 1979, and that's why we fight with sacrifice, risking
it ill, but it doesn't matter, because we have the clear concept of a noble cause, era goal
a: d that's why we are fighting.



Ye also want to take this opportunity through this message to tell all the members of our
, - krmed Forces that during this critical moment in which we are living, to make wise use of
_' " heir authority, at which ever level ofhierarahy that they have. "

, feeling of trust for our dear Salvadoran people because he who wears a uniform and
lakes bad use of his authority is against the sacred feelings of an entire country, and that's
_hywe believe that everybody: People, Government and Armed Forces, together we can
nd that goal of peace which everyone is wishing for at this moment.

'o finish this short and simple message, I Want to repeat the words that many now hear
ad that now, more than ever, all Salvadoran must feel in our guts as true Salvadorans,
aiswhich has been repeated through centuries: 'Glory to God in the Highest and peace to
is people of good will on Earth'.

finish this message repeating Mahatma Ghandi's words: 'He who believes in violence
oes not believe in God. I believe in God's absolute unity and therefore, in the human
ICe'S Unity, tOO'."

t"
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THE ARMED FORCES PROCLAMATION

("PROCLAMA DE LA FUERZA ARMADA")

The following proclamation was made public at two (2) o'clock in tbe morning, at the San
Carlos Barracks.:

A. the Armed Forces of El Salvador is completely conscious of its sacred obligations
towards the Salvadorean people and share with them the same feeling against a
government that:

1. Has violated the Human Rights of the mass.
2. Has supported and endured the Public Administration's and Justice's corruption.
3. Has created a true economic and social disaster. !
4. Has deeply discredited the country and the noble army institution.

B.The Armed Forces is convinced that the problems mentioned above are the outcome of
old-fashioned economic, social and political structures which have prevailed by tradition in
the country and which do not offer the minimum standards in order to evolve as human
beings, to the majority of people. On the other hand, the corruption and lack of
competence of the regime has created untrustfulness within the private sector. As a result,
millions of "colones" (Saivadorean money) have gone out of the country and the economic
crisis, which affects all popular sectors, has become worse.
C. The Army is aware that the present governments, which have been the outcome of
shameful electoral frauds, have adopted inadequate programs of growth. Within these
programs, the smallest structural changes had been halted by the economic and political
parties of conservative sectors which have always defended their ancestral priviledges as a
dominant social class. They have also put fit risk the conscious capitalist who bus a social
projection for the country and who has shown his interest in a fair economic growth for the
country.
D. It (The Army) is convinced that the above conditions are the fundamental reasons for

O the economic and social chaos aud the violence that is happening at the present, which can
only be overcome with the arrival of a government that guarantees the existence of an
authentic democratic regime.
Therefore, the Armed Forces, whose members have always been well identified with the
people, has decided, based on the Insurrection Right that all the countries have when their
government deviated from the adherence of the law, to remove the governmnet of General
Carlos Humberto Romero and immediately implement a Revolutionary Board of
government, made up in its majority of civilian elements with absolute honesty and
competence without a doubt. Such government will assume the power of the state, with the
purpose of creating conditions so our people (all Salvadoreaus) could live in peace and in
accordance to human dignity.
While the conditions needed to carry out authentic and free elections are being established,
in which the people could decide their own future, it is essential, due to the chaotic social
and political situation that the country is living in, to adopt an emergency program which
includes urgent measures directed to create a climate of tranquility and to establish the
foundation for the profound transformation of the economic, social and political structures
of the country.
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The steps for this emergency program are as follows:
I. TO CEASE TIIE VIOLENCE AND CORRUPTION

O A. To make effective the disolution of ORDEN and to combat all extremist organizations
known to violate the Human Rights. "

B. To erradicate the corrupt practices of the public administration and judicial entities.
H TO GUARANTEE THE PRACTICE OF HUMAN RIGHTS

A. To create the favourable climate to carry out free elections within a reasonable time
frame.

B. To allow tile creation of parties with various ideologies in order to strengthen tile
democratic system.

C. To grant general amnisty to all political prisoners and exiles.
D. To respect and acknowledge the right to create labor unions.
E. To estimulate the freedom of expression according to ethical norms.

llI. TO ADOPT REFORMS THAT CONVEY TO THE EQUITABLE DISTRIBUTION
OF THE NATIONAL WEALTH, INCREASING AT THE SAME TIME, IN AN

ACCELERATED FASHION, THE P.T.B. (GROSS TERRITORIAL PRODUCT).
A. To create solid foundations to initiate an Agrarian Reform process.
B. To provide more economical opportunities for the people by creating reforms to the

financial sector, the tax laws and foreign trade.
C. To adopt protective measures for the consumer to fight the effects of inflation.
D. To implement special development programs in order to increase the national

production and to create additional employment.
E. To recognize and guarantee the right of housing, nourishment, education and health to

all citizens.

F. To guarantee the private property as a public benefit.
IV. TO DIRECT IN A POSITIVE WAY THE FOREIGN AFFAIRS.

A. To establish relations with Honduras in the least amount of time.

B. To strengthen ties with our neighbors from Nicaragua and their government.
C. To narrow the ties with the republics of Guatemala, Costa Rica and Panama.
D. To establish friendly relations with countries around the world that are willing to

support the fight of our people and to respect our sovereignty.
E. To guarantee the execution of the adopted international compromises.

To obtain, in an accelerated fashion, these goals that the Salvadorean people rightfully
t! " W! "

demand, the Junta Revolucionaria de Govlerno (The Revolutionary Board of
Government) will create a cabinet integrated by honest and qualified individuals
representing different sectors who would demonstrate their patriotism by the execution of
such elevated functions.

O At this time of genuine national emergency, it is required from all popular and private

sectors to contribute to the beginning of a new era for El Salvador, framed on the
principles of peace and respect to human life ofaU citizens.

Given in San Salvador, on the 15th day of October, 1979.







AFFIDAVIT OF TRANSLATOR

I, Alina Cruz certify that I am thoroughly familiar with both the English and Spanish language,

that I am a qualified and experienced translator from each of said language and that the English

translation from the attached documents written in the Spanish language are to the best of my

knowledge and belief, true and accurate versions of the originals aforesaid.

/ / • _ J

Alina Cruz, Esquire



Loren G. Coy
Gina Garrett-Jackson

Senior Attorneys
Miami Office of the Chief Counsel

U.S. Immigration and Customs Enforcement
United States Department of Homeland Security
333 South Miami Avenue
Suite 200 " _'_

Miami, Florida 33130 ::"

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE _! =J: - :_

EXECUTIVE OFFICE FOR IMIGRATION REVIEW _L. c_ .
IMMIGRATION COURT _ :

MIAMI, FLORIDA ./

)
In the Matter of: )

) File No.
Jose Guillermo GARCIA-MERINO )

)
)

In removal proceedings )
)
)

Immigration Judge Michael C. Horn Nexthearing: February 25, 2013

DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND SECURITY'S TENTH NOTICE OF FILING
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The United StatesDepartment of Homeland Security, Immigration and Customs

Enforcement ("DHS"), hereby files the following exhibits in the above-styled cause of action

before the Honorable Michael C. Horn:

TABLE OF CONTENTS

TAB PAGES

GGGGGG. Summary ofU.S. Gov't Cable, Sep. 1986............................................................ 1

Subject: General Jose Guillermo Garcia Merino

Text: In October 1979, Garcia helped plan the coup that toppled the
Romero Regime and instead of seeking a seat on the junta,
formed to rule the country, he chose to become minister oF____ :
defense, where he gained operational control of the_arme_°. :
forces and became, in effect, the power behind the throne and:: : -a

was free to pursue his foremost goal - preserving the cohesion_c__ : _
of the armed forces. _: ._-_

[hie tolerated the continued existence of death squads and, intO? _ -_
January 1981 reneged on promises to limit them He-- :
[likewise?] allowed footdragging and coverups in the military r-_" -
during the investigation of the assassination of four American
nuns.

(this is a resubmission of DHS NOF 4 (Court Exhibit 7)
Tab TTTT requested by the Court due to legibility issues

with the earlier submission) /

HHHHHH. Summary ofU.S. Gov't Cable, April 7, 1983 ........................................................ 4

Subject: President's Telephone Call to Magana

Summary: President Reagan telephoned President Magana April 5 and
requested support in obtaining significant movement on issues
of concern to the USG. The President summarized the points
of concern to the USG which included, among others: the
amnesty must be approved and a significant number of political
prisoners released; Lopez-Sibrian must be arrested and the
prosecution of his case must begin; the ICRC [International
Committee of the Red Cross] should have the right to make
unannounced visits to all prisoners and detention centers; the
churchwomen's case must go to trial without further legal



delay; the Kline's murderers must be charged and prosecuted;
the perpetrators of Las Hojas killings must be detained and
charged, and those responsible for killing Florida Cooperative
peasants must be charged and tried. There needs to be evidence
that those in the government who violate the law will be
punished.

DHS hereby advises the Immigration Court that it may supplement the record of

proceeding with additional evidence• Any amendments to this list will be submitted in

accordance with the local EOIR filing guidelines.

Respectfully submitted,

Gina Garrett-Jackson

Senior Attorneys
Miami Office of the Chief Courtsel

U.S. Immigration and Customs Enforcement
United States Department of Homeland Security
333 South Miami Avenue
Suite 200

Miami,Florida 33130
(305) 400-6160

PROOF OF SERVICE

On January 25, 2013, I, Gina Garret-t-Jackson, Senior Attorney, sent a copy of this Notice

•of Filing of Department of Homeland Security and any attached pages to Alina Cruz, Esquire,

attorney for the respondent at the following address: 8501 SW 124 Avenue, Suite 204B Miami,

Florida 33183 by ftrst class mail, United States Postal Service.

,/._ 2.6-r/3Date
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SUBJECT: GENERALJOSE GUILLER/_O ((GARCIA)) _ERINO

A_ JOSE GUILLER_O ((G&RCIA)) MERINOWAS BORN29 JUNE 1933 IN
SAN VICENTE, EL SALVADOR. HE WAS FROMA LOMERTO LOVER-MIDDLE CLASS
FAJ_ILY AND ATTENDEDTHE INSTITUTO SANTOTO/_S, A SECONDARYSCHOOLIN
HIS HOMETOWN. IN 19S3 HE ENTEREDTH[ MILITARY ACADEMY,MHERSHE
STUDIED LIBERAL ANTS AND MILITARY SCIENCE..k_lL[ IN SCHOOL, HE HAD
FEW FRIENDS, ALTHOUGHHE DID OEVELI_ STRONG.SENSEOF LOYALTYTO
THE MILITARY. AFTER HIS GRADUATION, HE HELD MOSTLYADMINISTRATIVE
POSTS. FROH 197k TO 1977. HE WAS PRESIDENT OF THE NATIONAL
TELECOM/qUNICATIONSAGENCY (ANTEL) A PRESTIGIOUS POST ALWAYSFILLED
BY THE _ILITAR_." IN 1977, DARCIA EXPECTEDTO BE DESIGNATED AS
PRESIDENT; INSTEADHIS FELLOWOFFICERS CHOSEGENERALCARLOS /
((RO/_ERO)) AND OARCIA BELIEVED THAT HE MAS SIOELINEO BECAUSEOF HIS /

REPUTATION FOR HONESTYAND INTEGRITY. IN 1978, ROMEROAPPOINTED HIM--
_ILITARY COJq/qANOERDFSAN VICENTE-_A FoPJqOF_|NTERNAL EXILE.

OARCIA' I-A-.PLO'I_TO OVERTHROW'

B. ON 27 FEBRUARY1979
REPORTEDCOLONELS'ANTONIO
GARCIA AND FORMERAMY COLONELJUAN ANTONIO ((J_UtTINEZ)) WERE
INVOLVED IN A COUPPLOT AGAINST.PRESIQENT RoJ_F.Ro. ON ISdEEBRUARY

197g F JSE...__ ____._.___XLB(RTO ((_DRANO)). WAS

_rdtMEICr_ULO NAVE TO BE CHANGED.AND
COULD6E"A Y.RSPLACING THE RANKING MINISTERS.

'C. Oa S OCTOBER1979 PRESIDENT ROMEROINDIVIDUALLY
CONTACTED"COLONELSJOSE EUGENIO VlOES CASANOVA,JAi/_E ABOUL
GUITERRJZ AND JOSE GUILLER/U) GARCIA, ANO PERSONALLYACCUSED OF
BEING INVOLV[O IN A COUP PLOT. EACH DENIED THE ACCUSATION.

30 HAY 1979 SEVERAL/UiJORS OF THE 1963
AND GARCIA HELD INFOR/tAL

CONVERSATIONSiN MIlCH THEY REACHEDAN AGREF.J_HT.TOPOOL MILITARY
RESOIJRC_eSIN PLANNING A POSSIBLE COUPAGAINST_RESIDENTROAERO.

D. IN OCTOBER1979, GARCIA"HELPED PLAN THE COUPTHAT
"TOPPL[D'THLROMERO REGIME AND INSTEAD OF SEEKING A SEAT ON THE
JUNTA, _O/.P.NEDTO RULE THE COUNTRY, HE CHOSETO BECOMEMINISTER OF 2
OEEENbIE,MIERE HE GAINED OPERATIONALCONTROLOF THE AR/iED FORCESAND
BEC4ME, IN EFFECT,'.THE POWERBENINO THE THRONE ANDHAS FREE TO
PURSUEHIS FOREJqOSTGOAL--PRESERVING THE COHESION OF THE ARREO
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The United States Department of Homeland Security, Immigration and Customs

Enforcement ("DHS'), hereby files the following exhibits in the above-styled cause of action

before the Honorable Michael C. Horn:

TABLE OF CONTENTS

TAB PAGES

FFFFFF. DiarioDeHoy, "The Army Reveals the138 Members of the FDR"
(March 30, 1981

Diario de Hoy, "The Armed Forces Refer to 138 Accused Persons'"
(April 2, 1981) ................................................................... 1

Summary: two newspaper articles and translations reporting the
El Salvadoran Armed Forces publication of a list naming 138 people
the armed forces consider to be "traitors."

DHS hereby advises the Immigration Court that it may supplement the record of

proceeding with additional evidence. Any amendments to this list will be submitted in

accordance with the local EOIR filing guidelines.

sjubmitted'

ackson
eys

Miami Office of the Chief Counsel
U.S. Immigration and Customs Enforcement
United States Department of Homeland Security
333 South Miami Avenue
Suite 200
Miami, Florida 33130
(305) 400-6160
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PROOF OF SERVICE

On November 23, 2012, I, Loren G. Coy, Senior Attorney, sent a copy of this Notice of

Filing of Department of Homeland Security and any attached pages to Alina Cruz, Esquire,

attorney for the respondent at the following address: 6303 Blue Lagoon Drive, Suite 400 Miami,

Florid_3-_126 by first class mail, United States Postal Service.

Dat_
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NYC T# 205079

The Army Reveals the 138 Members of the FDR

We have received a communication from the Armed Forces Press Committee, COPREFA,
containing a list of 138 people classified as "terrorist members of the FDR and the
FMLN", which says, in part:

"The Armed Forces of Salvador, in accordance with its constitutional duty to maintain
public order, and understanding that the Salvadorian citizens wish to be informed
regarding who is responsible for the terrorist activities, wishes to let the present and
future generations of society know that the criminal bandits and terrorists belonging to
the "Democratic Revolutionary Front" (FDR) and the Farabundo Marti Front for National
Liberation" (FMLN) have used deceitful communist tactics, appearing to present
themselves before the national and international public opinion as two different entities,

have put the Marxist-Leninist tactic ofunitin._ in order to massacre the Salvadorian
people, starting at 17:30 hours on January 10"'of the current year.
"The Salvadorian people have the right to know the leaders of the "political struggle" as
it has been called by those who are complying with the slogans and guidelines given in
Havana, when the Latin American Solidarity Organization (OLAS) was formed, between
July 10thand August 31stof 1967 are: Shafick Jorge Handall, Domingo Santacrnz Castro,
AmErico Mauro Araujo, Nefiali Ord6fiez, Jorge Federico Balres, Jose Domingo Mira,
RenAn Rodas Lazo and Jorge Arias G6mez, who received the order to "initiate the
political struggle" which is really an armed battle by means of strikes, kidnapping, armed
propaganda, acts of sabotage of every kind in government and tourist establishments, etc.

"This tragic task was entrusted to terrorist groups called "popular organizations" such as
FAPU, BPR, LP-28, MLP, ANDES 21 DE JUNIO, MERS, AEME, UDNA, MNR,
AGEUS, AERU, FUERSA, FUR-30, FENASTRAS, CUTS, MRC, UPT, UTC, FECCAS,
UR-19 DE JULIO".

"[To] the Salvadorian people: Those responsible for the terrorism in E1 Salvador and the
discrediting of our Fatherland in the international community are the following traitors:

"Shafick Jorge Handall, Salvador Cayetano Carpio Cerros (a) Martial, MElida Anaya
Montes (a) Ana Mafia, Joaquin Villalobos Huezo, Jorge MelEndez, Leoncio Pichinte,
Eduardo Sancho Castafieda (a) Fermfin Cienfuegos, Jose Alberto Ramos (a) Alejandro
Lara, Mario Orlando Aguifiada Carran_ Miguel Martinez, Jesfs Saravia, Valentln Sa61
Villalta, Doroteo G6mez Arias, Jose Alberto Henriquez Villacorta (Guatemalan), Sonia
Medina Arriola, Santos Lino Ramirez Menjivar, Rodolfo Mariano JimEnez Vega,
Blandino Nerio, Francisco Emilio Mena Sandoval, Berta Ramirez GalAn, Jose Napole6n
Rodriguez Ruiz, Guillermo Manuel Ungo Revelo, Mafianela Garcia Villas, Roberto Roca,
HEctor BernabE Recinos, Nonna Guevara, Marisol Galindo, Oscar Edmundo Bonilla,
Fabio Castillo Figueroa, Jose Mario L6pez Alvarenga, Farid Abdala Handall, Jose
Antonio L6pez Canales (Tirso), Jose Eduardo Calles, Juan Jose Martell, Manuel
Quintanilla, Carlos G6mez, Marco A. Portillo, RomAn Mayorga Quiroz, Francisco Diaz,
Mauricio Silva A., Rafael Alfonso Menjivar Latin, RubEn Ignacio Zamora Rivas, Ernesto
Ramirez Guatemala, Rafael Guidos VEjar, CEsar Marti, HEctor Oquell Collndres,

2
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Salvador Arias Pefiate, Jos6 Rutillo S_.nchez GonzAlez, Miguel Ventura, Higinio Alas,
lnocencio Alas, Fabian Amaya Torres, Luis Buitrago, Victor Manuel Valle Monterrosa,
H_ctor Silva Argiiello, Francisco Paniagua, Hrctor Dada Hirezl. Alberto Arene, Eduardo
Colindres, Ricardo Salvador Samayoa Leiva, Julio Enrique Flores, Gabriel Gallegos
Valdrs, Benito de JestTlsToyar Serrano, Carlos Argueta, Luis Diaz, Jesfis Delgado,
Pl_cido Erdozain Beroiz (Spanish), Oscar Abarca, Tr_nsito Alfredo Monge, Femando
Rivas, Camilo Rivera, Fabio Castillo, Jorge Ruiz, Valentin Martinez, Mario VLsquez,
Roberto Curllar, Boris Martinez, Luis Alonso Posada, Femando Augusto Mrndez,
Roberto Lara Velado, Iv_n Orlando Escobar, Armando Paz, Jacobo Salazar, Emesto
Flores; Alfredo Castro Quezada, Facundo Guardado Guardado, Reynaldo Cruz Menjivar,
Carlos Guillermo Argueta, Jos6 Prrez Cafirnguez, Carlos Grmez, Marcelo Cruz Cruz,
Ricardo Bruno Navarrete, Alejandro Fiallos, Adino Vladimir Cruz, lgnacio Ellacuria
Beascaechea (Spanish), Luis de SebastiS.n (Spanish), Miguel Angel S_tenz Varela, Jos6
Omar Gonz_lez, Julio Crsar Castro Belloso, Rafil Edmundo Monzrn Brito, Melitrn
Barba, Mario Flores Macall, Carlos Gallardo Aceituno, Luis Felipe Cativo Burgos,
Rodrigo Antonio Vel_quez Camero, Mario Salazar Valiente, Augusto Aristides Larin,
Victor Manuel Guirola, Mariano Gonz,51ez Medrano, Carlos Matin (a) Carlos Cuchilla,
Jos6 Roberto Cea, TomSs Guerra Rivas, Jos6 Domingo Mira Oliva, Jorge Armando
Albanez, Jos6 Inocente Guerrero, Miguel Celma Villalobos, Jorge Alberto Lrpez Flores,
Marcelo Orestes Posada, Oscar Gilberto Martinez Carranza, Manuel Atillo Hasbfin, Rafil
Padilla Vele, Roberto Castellanos Calvo, Jos6 Manilo Argueta, Eduardo Campos Reales,
Gustavo Pineda Marchelli, Rafael Menjivar Choto, Jos6 Napolern Gonz,_lez, Miguel
Angel Flores Macall, Danilo Antonio Velado Samayoa, Rosa Tula Alvarenga
(Cayetano's lover), Roberto Armijo Navarrete, Clara Luz Lechuga de Padilla Vela, Pedro
Antonio Mancia Cerritos, Antonio Augusto Magafia Sansivirini, Juan Antonio Diaz
Zelaya, Francisco Ovidio Villafuerte Alvarado, Leonel Grmez Vides and Renre Quezada
(woman).

"The terrorists of 'FDR' and 'FMLN', by complying with the strategy of the 'popular'
prolonged war, imposed by Moscow, have destroyed bridges, agricultural work centers,
industrial, commercial and bank buildings, electric, drinking water and phone systems,
and they have also alienated the mentality of our young people and children with the help
of Sandinista, Cuban and other foreign mercenaries who, with their criminal conduct,
have caused misery, unemployment and anxiety to the Salvadorian people in general.

"Because of this, the Armed Forces, in compliance with its constitutional mission to
defend the Salvadorian people, is incessantly pursuing all the traitors to the Fatherland, so
that they are held responsible for the extensive damage done to our Fatherland."
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The Armed Forces Refer to 138 Accused Persons

The Armed Forces Press Committee, COPREFA, issued a communication yesterday
which references a list of 138 people accused of belonging to or collaborating with the
Democratic Revolutionary Fund, FDR.
The Armed Forces state that if any of the people mentioned have appeared to be involved
in such a situation or, on the contrary, have expressed their denial, [then his or her

,_i_eocence shall be proven and will be recognized as such].
textual communication from the Committee reads as follows:

"At this moment, we are referring to the list of people who are involved in or are
committed to (directly or indirectly) the activities reported in newspaper articles in our
information media corresponding to Monday, March 30thof last year.
"The Armed Forces of El Salvador have put forth their eminently institutional position,
its authentically democratic doctrine and, with the seriousness that dealing with delicate
issues entails, are expressing the following: The names of the people involved in the
activities reported have not been taken in an antagonistic manner; rather, on the contrary,
it has been done based on documentation obtained from THE ORGANIZATIONS IN

QUESTION, based on the personal statements made by their LEADERS or by their
MEMBERS or in others, on MATERIALS SEIZED from these same organizations or
simply that which is public knowledge.
"Therefore, those for whom there is evidence of being in such a situation are THE
SUBVERSIVE TERRORISTS, who are categorized in different positions: such as their
INTELLECTUAL LEADERS, PERPETRATORS, WORKERS OR SYMPATHIZERS.

"If any of the aforementioned people appear to [be connected] to such a situation or, on
the contrary, express their denial, this is their personal [situation]; as such, the Armed
Forces will recognize the people who prove their INNOCENCE to us.

"It is magnificent for the Armed Forces to do this, and it is preferable to have renounced
this, being that no one can be prevented from repenting. On the contrary, anyone who
makes a decision of this nature deserves the respect and recognition of society and of the
Armed Forces. We know that all the conscientious citizens long for every one of the
[people] responsible for the [critical] situation in which we are living to renounce their
antisocial behavior or reveal their true identity to the public for the good of the
Salvadorian family and fatherland.

"THE ARMED FORCES PRESS COMMITTEE".
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INTRODUCTION

Upon assuming the position of Minister of Defense of the E1 Salvadoran Armed

Forces (ESAF) in 1979, General Jose Guillermo Garcia Merino (Garcia) became the most

powerful person in the most powerful institution in El Salvador, in effect becoming the

power behind the throne. During Garcia's tenure, a civil war broke out in 1980 between

the government forces and the Farabundo Marti National Liberation Movement, (FMLN).

Sadly, Garcia pursued a deliberate policy of human rights abuses duringthis period. The

ESAF and associated paramilitary forces and death squads embarked on a systematic

campaign of massacres, extrajudieial killings, and torture With total impunity. This

violence was primarily directed at the civilian population, particularly the peasants in the

countryside, and came from a mindset that viewed anyone who was perceived to support

the opposition as a subversive. Garcia took actions that effectively gave the green light

to forces under his command to engage in murder and torture. These actions included the

assignment of known human rights abusers to key military commands; the

institutionalization and strengthening of the death squad apparatus within the military;

comments to subordinates that signaled his approval of extrajudicial killings as an

acceptable strategy; his failure to investigate reports of human rights abuses and his

failure to prosecute even one officer for human rights abuses during his almost four-year

tenure as Minister of Defense.

As an applicant for admission, Garcia has the burden of establishing he is clearly

and beyond a doubt admissible to the United States and not inadmissible for having i

assisted or otherwise participated in torture or extrajudicial killing. Garcia failed to meet

his burden of proof; therefore, he is inadmissible as charged in the Notice to Appear.
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PROCEDURAL HISTORY

Garcia is a native and citizen 0fEl Salvador. He was admitted to the United

States as a B°2 nonimmigrant visitor for pleasure on October 14, 1989. On October 1,

1991, Garcin was granted asylum and later became a lawful permanent resident of the

United States. Garcia departed the United States on December 22, 2005, and remained

outside the United States until July 7, 2006, a period of time in excess of 180 days. On

July 7, 2006, Garcia reapplied for admission to the United States as a returning resident.

Garcia was not admitted. Instead, the Department of Homeland Security (DHS or the

Department) issued Garcia a Notice to Appear (NTA) charging him with inadmissibility

pursuant to section 212(a)(3)(E)(iii)(I) of the Immigration and Nationality Act, as "[an]

alien who, outside the United States, has committed, ordered, incited, assisted, or

otherwise participated in the commission of any act of torture, as defined in section 2340,

Title 18, United States Code." Removal proceedings were commenced on October 2,

2009, by the filing of the NTA with this Court. Exh. I. Later, on June 23, 2010, the

Department filed a Form 1-261 additionally charging Garcia with inadmissibility under §

212(a)(3)(E)(iii)(II) of the Act as "[an] alien who, outside the United States, has

committed, ordered, incited, assisted, or otherwise participated in the commission of

under color of law of any foreign nation, any extrajudicial killing, as defined in section

3(a) of the Torture Victim Protection Act of 1991 (28 U.S.C. 1350 note)." Exla. IA.

At the initial master calendar hearing on March 18, 2010, attorney Alina Cruz

entered her appearance on Garcia's behalf and admitted allegations 1-3 and 9-11 of the

NTA. She denied the remaining factual allegations and the inadmissibility charge. At a

subsequent master calendar hearing on April 22, 2010, Garcia, through counsel, admitted



allegations 6, 7, and 8 of the NTA. On May 24, 2010, Garcia filed a Motion to Terminate

Proceedings. The Department filed its response on June 23, 2010, along with its Form 1-

261 adding the extrajudicial killing (EJK) ground of removal. On November 9, 2010,

this Court issued its Order denying Garcia's Motion to Terminate Proceedings./

The merits hearing on the charges of inadmissibility commenced on December

10, 2012 and continued through December 14. At the commencement of the merits

hearing, this Court addressed the Department's 1-261 with Garcia. At that time, Garcia

denied the additional factual allegations and removal charge contained in the 1-261. The

merits hearing resumed on February 25, 2013 and concluded on February 27. At the

conclusion of the merits hearing, this Court directed the parties to submit written closing

arguments on or before June 3, 2013.

STATEMENT OF THE FACTS

DHS WITNESSES

A. Testimony of Ambassador Robert E. White, Former U.S. Ambassador

Ambassador White was tendered and accepted as an expert in the political,

economic and military history of El Salvador. Ambassador White was appointed U.S.

Ambassador to E1Salvador in 1979 and served in El Salvador for one year beginning in

March 1980. He was a career foreign service officer and formerly served at a number of

posts including vice consul Hong Kong, Third Secretary of the U.N., Consul in Ecuador,

Deputy Chief of Mission (DCM) Managua, Nicaragua, DCM, Bogota, Colombia,

Ambassador to Paraguay from 1977 - 1979, Chief Political Section, Honduras.

Ambassador White left the Foreign Service in 1982. He continued to research and

publish articles related to Latin and Central America until his retirement in 2012.
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Ambassador White testified that E1 Salvador is a small counti'y and is visible in its

entirety by aircraft at an altitude of 9000 feet. The ESAF was the most powerful

component and dominant force in E1 Salvador as the military had run El Salvador since

1932. The military acted with total impunity, deciding who would live and who would

die. This contributed to the revolution in El Salvador. The United States backed the

military-dominated government and knew its success depended on the observance of

basic human rights.

Ambassador White met or communicated with Garcia on a weekly basis, l During

Ambassador White's tenure as ambassador, Garcia held the rank of Colonel, then the

highest rank in the ESAF.

In E1 Salvador there was a common officer co .rps. These officers were rotated

routinely between the military and security forces. 2 The Minister of Defense was atop the

chains of command of both the military and security forces.

On October 15, 1979, the young officers revolted because they wanted a return to

the constitutional order, an end to the abuses by the military, and to have a military that

had been cleansed of the worst human rights offenders. 3

Ambassador White described his preliminary assessment of El Salvador, written

at the request of Secretary of State Cyrus Vance on March 19, 1980. 4 According to that

Ambassador White identified Garcia in the courtroom, and identified photographs of Garcia wearing his
uniform and riding in a helicopter: See Exh. 13.
2The security forces consisted of the National Guard, National Police and Treasury Police. "ESAF" refers
collectively to the military forces and the security forces.
_As a result of the revolt, the dictatorship of General Romero was replaced by a Junta composed of three
civilians and two military officers. See Exh. 6, Tab BBB at 2, Bureau of Democracy, Human Rights and
Labor, U.S. Dep't of State, El Salvador Country Reports on Human Rights Practices - 1979 (Mar. 1979),3
Ann. Hum. Rts. Rep. Submiued to Cong. by U.S. Dep't St.
4See Exh. 3, Tab A. Ambassador White noted that he personally authored Department of State cables
written in the first person, and that cables sufficiently important for submission in these proceedings were
either authored or reviewed by him.
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assessment, the revolutionaries were not auxiliaries of Cuba or the Soviet Union. Instead

this was a home-grown, authentic revolution that arose from the heaped up injustices of

decades of oppression. Eighty percent of the population lived in abject poverty while the

top one percent - referred to metaphorically as the 14 families - lived a life of privilege

and wealth. The ESAF buttressed and protected this unjust structure. There were two

components to averting civil war: the United States had to help the government of El

Salvador (GOES or Junta) initiate profound reform, and, most importantly, to get the

military to stop killing innocent people and to respect the human fights of the citizens of

E1 Salvador. In most cases, the military was not killing left-wing guerrillas, but young

men of military age, believing they might be recruited by the guerrillas, or political

dissidents with no record of violence. TheHigh Command, of which Minister of Defense

Garcia was at the top, tolerated or encouraged this activity. 5

Ambassador White recalled, for example, a film crew showing him a film of

security forces executing high school students. The students were made to lie down and

were killed for no apparent reason. When Ambassador White mentioned the film to

Garcia as an example of the brutality and excesses of the military, Garcia exhibited no

interest whatsoever. He made no mention of conducting an investigation and did not

even ask to see the film. The abuses of the military went on as before.

On January 31, 1980, the Christian Democratic Party sent a letter (PDC letter) to

the High Command describing numerous examples of unprovoked killings, torture and

other human fights violations by the ESAF. 6 The letter proposed changes in military

Sld. at I.
6See Exh 10,WWWWW.The letterrequeststhe HighCommandinstitutespecificmeasuresaimedat
eliminatinghumanrightsabusesbythe ESAF. The recommendationsincluded,amongothers,express
prohibitionsagainstbeatingsor verbalmistreatmentof personsin custody,prohibitionsagainstarresting

6



detention procedures to prevent disappearances and killings by the military. Ambassador

White was unaware of any response to the PDC letter by Garcia, or anyone else in the

military.

Moreover, on November 27, 1980, six members of the Democratic Revolutionary

Front "FDR" were abducted in a coordinated operation of the ESAF. 7 Their thumbs were

tied behind their backs, a common practice of the military to control detainees. They

were beaten, and executed. The killings were significant as the FDR leaders were a

potential bridge between the establishment and those who wanted change. Despite the

evidence of ESAF involvement in the murders, Garcia officially denied any government

connection which, in Ambassador White's opinion, further undermined Garcia's

credibility. The murders were never investigated despite the obligation of the Minister of

Defense to do so. Moreover, Garcia later expressed satisfaction, in the presence of other

military officers, with the murders of the FDR leaders, s

Ambassador White concurred with the assessment of the Assistant Secretary of

State for Human Rights Patricia Darian, that the murders of the FDR leaders were not an

aberration, as the wave of killings had continued undiminished since the PDC letter of

January, 1980.9 In Ambassador White's opinion, the High Command was complicit in

the FDR murders as there could not be a coordinated operation run solely by mid-level

officers. Moreover, the FDR murders represented an assertion by the military of its

impunity.

peoplemerelyon accountof membershipin a politicalorganization,turningdetaineesoverto courtwithin
theperiodprovidedby law,andthe dismissalof certainmilitaryandsecurityforcecommandersimplicated
in humanrightsabuses. Thereis no recordanyof the recommendationswerecarriedout.
7AmbassadorWhiteauthoreda cablediscussingthe eyewitnesstestimonyandotherevidenceof ESAFand
deathsquadinvolvementin the abductionsandmurdersofthe FDRleaders. See Exh.4, Tab W.
8SeeExh.5, TabII, cablepreparedby ColonelBrianBosch,U.S.MilitaryAttach6to ElSalvador.
9SeeExh.3, Tab R.
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Ambassador White discussed with Garcia on many occasions, his concerns of the

pattern and practice of human rights abuses by the ESAF. t° Garcia tacitly admitted to

ESAF involvement in the murders of the FDR leadersl He expressly acknowledged on

another occasion that one percent of the military may have been involved in death squad

activity. Ambassador White told Garcia that even one percent could do irreparable

damage to the military's reputation and the ability of the GOES to survive. Garcia's

basic position, however, was that the United States should side with the military, or see

the country fall to communism.ll Garcia also opined that Salvadoran "idiosyncrasies"

meant that abuses of authorities by the military should be handled quietly and "in

house. "t2 Ambassador White interpreted Garcia's Use of the term "idiosyncrasies" to

mean that we have our own way of handling problems, that is, to kill people. This

interpretation was based on the ESAF's practices of the past half-century,

Ambassador White was frustrated at Garcia's apparent disinterest in stopping

human rights violations by the ESAF. His frustration was apparent in the following

comment from a cable he wrote on May 21, 1980:

This is the most discouraging and disappointing
conversation I have had since my arrival in El Salvador.

Col Garcia made no promise, implicit or explicit, to put an

end to the official violence...The reality is that the

principal threat to the stability of this government comes
from the officers of the High Command who are secretly in

the right's comer. 13

_oSee, e.g., Exh. 5, Tab AA, at 770. "I emphasized to all present that the widely held opinion that
unbridled violence was responsible for the plummeting international reputation of El Salvador and,
unfortunately, the widely held opinion that some members of the security forces were responsible was too
otten substantiated by convincing evidence reported here and abroad." See also, Exh. 5, Tab GG, at 791.
"My purpose of this meeting was to make two points. First, the torturing and killing of unarmed civilians
by the security forces had gone way beyond any conceivable justification...."
n See Exh. 5, Tab APt, at 769.
_2SeeExh. 5, Tab JJ, at 808.
_3See Exh. 5, Tab GG at 791.



The May 21, 1980, cable was prompted by an incident in which officers of the

First Infantry Battalion, which supported the October 15 coup, received word there was a

meeting to discuss an overthrow of the GOES. They went to the farmhouse where the

meeting was taking place and arrested Roberto D'Aubuisson, a former major in the

ESAF, and others, and recovered documents which clearly showed D'Aubuisson was

plotting to overthrow the GOES. 14 Ambassador White told Garcia it was his obligation

to try D'Aubuisson for sedition. Garcia, instead of punishing D'Aubuisson, suggested

transferring D'Aubuisson from his current ambiguous status to military attach6 to

Taiwan. Ambassador White described D'Aubuisson as the "heart and soul" of the death

squads. D'Aubuisson was released and went on to captain the death squads, and was

responsible for planning the Assassination ofAxchbishop Romero. Ambassador White

believed D'Aubuisson could nothave been released without Garcia's approvall

Ambassador White testified that the United States maintained a list of known

human rights abusers in E1 Salvador. He mentioned the names of these individuals to

Garcia on several occasions. Gareia's response was generally to look at Ambassador

White as though he did not know what Ambassador White was talking about. On one

occasion, Ambassador White mentioned the names of Roberto and Mauricio Staben, two

military officers who were notorious killers. Garcia simply shrugged his shoulders. Col.

Carlos Eugenio Vides Casanova, then Director of the National Guard, who was also

present said, "Guillermo [referring to Garcia], ifI told you once I told you a hundred

times, you should get rid of those crazy men." Garcia did not get rid of the men.

_4MajorRobertoD'Aubuiss0nwas a militaryintelligenceofficerwithknownterroristandopenlyfascist
leanings. Hewas a recognizedassassinand theprimaryorganizerof the deathsquads. ProfessorKarl
traveledwithhim duringhis 1982campaignfor Presidentof ElSalvador,and interviewedhimextensively.
See ExpertReportof ProfessorTerryL. Karl"T. KarlReport,"Exh. 11at 41-42.
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Ambassador White and Col. Cummings, the United States Military Group

Commander in El Salvador, met with Garcia on October 27, 1980 to emphasize the need

to control rightwing violence. White and Cummings suggested Garcia appear on

television to introduce the new military code of conduct and to read the new decree of

the Junta,ordering the ESAF to observe civilized standards and protect human rights) 5

Garcia accepted the suggestion but never appeared on TV as agreed.

Garcia exercised command and control over the ESAF. He was the most

powerful man in the most powerful institution in El Salvador. During Garcia's tenure as

Minister of Defense, no officer was charged, demoted, or reprimanded for human rights

abuses. Garcia never pleaded an inability to command. Ambassador White explained

that ministers of defense do not take direct action. Their fimction is to set policy.

Garcia's policies were guaranteed to encourage and protect those who perpetrated the

violence. In addition he refused entreaties from all points to mend his ways. General

Garcia did not take orders from civilians in the Junta. The Junta had no influence on the

ESAF's observance of human rights. Garcia's primary sworn duty was to protect the

citizens of El Salvador. Instead, of protecting the citizens, he created thousands of

victims by refusing to take charge of the ESAF and to ensure it complied with the laws of

El Salvador. In effect, he failed in his primary swom duty to protect the citizens 0fE1

Salvador. He failed because that is the way the ESAF had always done things and Garcia

refused to change them.

Is See Exh. 5, Tab W.
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B. Testimony of Juan Roma_oza Aree, Torture Survivor

Romagoza testified that he was born in Usulut_n, El Salvador. He lived in E1

Salvador for 30 years until he left in 1981. • Romagoza is familiar with the different

armed forces that controlled the country because he has two uncles who were Lt.

Colonels in the Army.

Romagoza is a physician. He performed volunteer work in the refugee centers

set up by the Catholic Church. As the treating physician, Romagoza would ask the

patients how they sustained their injuries. They would say their injuries were caused by

the bombs the military dropped on their villages. Romagoza also treated people who

exhibited signs of torture.

On October 29, 1979, Romagoza joined the marchers in the Bufo parade at the

University. During the parade, army trucks manned by national guardsmen and soldiers

suddenly appeared and started to riddle the parade marchers with machine guns.

Romagoza treated the injured, some of whom died.

In March 1980, while Romagoza was working at the hospital of Santa Tecla, he

heard a commotion thai sounded like people running throughout the hospital. At the time,

he was observing a young man in the post-operating room who was recovering from

abdominal surgery. He had been riddled with gunshots including in the abdomen. Six or

eight individual s dressed as civilians, carrying all types of weaponry entered the hospital •

room and ordered Romagoza and the nurses to get on the ground. They went directly to

the young man in the recovery room and shot him to death while he lay unconscious in

the bed. After the gunmen left, Romagoza observed the gunmen get into green pick-up

trucks, characteristic of army vehicles.
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On June 26, 1980, Romagoza heard sounds of shooting coming from the

University. He observed military tanks firing into the University. He saw students

leaving the University with their arms clasped behind their heads and walking in a line as

if they were in custody. Romagoza observed dead and injured victims as a result of this

incident.

On December 12, 1980, the armed forces shot Romagoza and took him captive

while he, along with other medical personnel, were providing medical services to

residents of Santa Anita. While Romagoza was administering medical aid to the

residents, two military trucks arrived at the village. The trucks carded National Guard

and military personnel dressed as civilians and carrying weapons. They began shooting

the villagers, and shot Romagoza in his right ankle. Romagoza was also grazed by a

bullet on the left side of his head. The National Guard and military killed the villagers

who attended the health fair and carded their bodies away in a truck. The villagers were

unarmed and were mostly women, children and the elderly. Romagoza was the only one

taken alive. Romagoza's captors accused him of being a guerilla commander because of

his medical instruments and his "ranger" boots.16

His captors took him to the military barracks of El Paraiso, in Chalatenango. He

traveled first by truck and then by helicopter. The helicopter seemed to be new and had

military equipment and weapons. It was operated by an individual wearing a green

uniform. At El Paraiso, his captors blindfolded, bound and stripped him and held him in

a concrete room. They interrogated him about his presence in Santa Anita. During the

interrogation, they beat him and tortured him with electric shocks. They threatened to

_6Romagozadescribedtheseasscoutingbootsthat hadthe appearanceof militaryboots.
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kill him and his family. Romagoza spent two days at El Paraiso and endured this

treatment each day.

Thereafter, he was transported in another military helicopter to the National

Guard headquarters in San Salvador where he spent twenty-two days. During that time,

Romagoza testified he was interrogated and tortured continuously. His captors beat and

kicked him, administered electrical shocks to different parts of his body, burned him with

cigarettes, and choked him with plastic bags containing powdered lime, causing him to

lose consciousness. For several days, he was hung from wire tied to his fingers and

wrists. His captors told him they were doing this so that he would never treat those

people again. They called this form of torture "Chinese sticks." While he was hanging,

they sodomized him by inserting a wooden object in his rectum, and shot him in the left

arm. His captors told him they did this to mark him as a leftist. Bullet fragments remain

inside his arm. As a result of hanging from the wires, Romagoza lost sensation in three

fingers on his left hand and four fingers on his right hand. Consequently, Romagoza is

unable to practice surgery. When Romagoza was released from the National Guard, he

weighed only 70 pounds because he was deprived of food during his captivity.

While Romagoza was being tortured at the National Guard headquarters, Garcia's

National Guard Director, Vides Casanova, visited him and asked him whether his uncles

in the military were in any way connected to or supporting the guerillas. Romagoza

positively identified a photograph of Vides Casanova as the Person who interrogate d

him. t_

I_SeeExh. 15.
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Romagoz a testified that he still suffers at the present time from injuries he

received during his torture. He has difficulty with motor skills and suffers from foot

pain_ As a result of injuries sustained when he was sodomized, he is now incontinent and

must wear a diaper. He continues to suffer emotionally from his experience.

Romagoza was asked by this Court whether he knowingly provided assistance to

terrorists. Romagoza responded that his torturers came to him for medical advice,

relating to venereal diseases and other certain ailments. He treated them by telling them

what to get at the pharmacy, yet they still continued to torture him.

C. Testimony of Professor Terry L. Karl, Expert Witness

Professor Karl has a Ph.D. in political science from Stanford University, and is

the Gildred Professor of Political Science and Latin American studies there. Since

arriving at Stanford in 1986, Professor Karl has taught extensively on Latin and Central

American Politics, including courses on how countries become democratic, transitions

from authoritarian rule and the global politics of human rights. Professor Karl's expertise

also includes military institutions in Latin America, as most authoritarian rulers were

military officers.

Professor Karl is considered an expert on E1 Salvador. She developed her

expertise by traveling to El Salvador on numerous occasions since late 1980. During

these trips, Professor Karl conducted extensive field research, including interviews of

many El Salvadorans across the entire political spectrum, both during and after the war.

She also conducted extensive interviews of U.S. government officials with

responsibility for El Salvador, including U.S. ambassadors then serving in El Salvador,

other State Department officials, and U.S. military advisors.
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Professor Karl is fluent in Spanish and extensively researched E1 Salvadoran°

based publications. In addition, Professor Karl has also reviewed approximately 10,000

declassified documents from the U.S. State Department, Central Intelligence Agency

"CIA," Defense Intelligence Agency "DIA" and Other U.S. government agencies that

relate to the El Salvadoran civil war. Professor Karl has published and lectured

extensively on E1 Salvador. lg She has advised congressional subcommittees on El

•Salvador and accompanied congressional delegations to El Salvador. Professor Karl was

selected as a consultant for the head negotiator in the United Nations sponsored peace

accords between the GOES and the FMLN.

The Department .tendered Professor Karl as an expert in politics, political history,

human rights, and military institutions in E1 Salvador, and transitions from military rule.

Respondent's counsel expressed no objection to Professor Karl's expertise. Thereupon,

this Court found Professor Karl to be an expert in the proffered areas.

In Professor Karl's expert opinion, Garcia bore responsibility for the great

majority of the human rights abuses occurring during his tenure as Minister of Defense

for the following reasons: 1) He was the most powerful person in El Salvador, possessing

both de facto and de jure control over the ESAF; 2)Troops under his command engaged

in systematic and widespread tOrture and EJK of the civilian population; 3) He fostered a

climate of impunity within the ESAF by failing to investigate and punish officers

involved in human rights violations, and protecting and promoting those officers; 4) He

expanded the repressive capacity of the ESAF and tolerated the existence of the death

squads operating out of the intelligence sections of the ESAF; 5) He instituted measures

18Fora partiallistingof ProfessorKarl's lecturesandpublications,see CurriculumVitaeof TerryLynn
Karl,attachedto T. Karl Report,Exh. I1.
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that sanctioned state terror and gave clear signals of support. In effect, according to

Professor Karl, Garcia gave the "green light" for the state-sanctioned terror that prevailed

during his tenure as Minister of Defense.

Professor Karl described the ESAF as the overwhelming power in E1 Salvador

since 1932, and Garcia as the most powerful person in the military, t9 Under Garcia, the

Junta was marginalized, so Garcia wieldedgreater power than the Junta. In fact, the

civilian members on the Junta had no say in military affairs.

Under Garcia, the ESAF pursued a strategy of total war characterized by a

scorched earth campaign. This campaign made no distinction between civilians and

combatants, treating as legitimate targets any civilians thought to be against military

rule.2° Professor Karl recounted a conversation with a military colonel who told her that

E1 Salvador experienced 50 years of peace after the "Matanza," in which the military

killed 32,000 peasants, and all the military wanted was another 50 years. 21The scorched

earth campaign led to a series of massacres of civilians.

In addition to the campaign of massacres, Garcia assisted or otherwise

participated in torture and EJK by marginalizing reformist officers and promoting

hardliners to key positions in the ESAF. From December 1979 through May 1980,

Garcia broke up the young officers' movement by transferring the young officers out of

the country, giving them low level commands, or otherwise isolating them. At the same

time, Garcia promoted his friends and cronies, all of whom were hardliners who rejected

19See Slide4, Slide7, Slide 9, andExh. 11at2, 27,31-34.
20The U.N.TruthCommission"TruthCommission"reportedthat"anyonewhoexpressedviewsthat
differedfromthe governmentlineranthe risk ofbeingeliminatedas if theywerearmedenemiesonthe
fieldof battle." U.N.TruthCommissionReport"TCR,"Exh. 3,Tab C at73.
2_The"Matanza"wasthe 1932massacreof peasantswhohadbeenfightingfor landreform. Thepeasant
leaderwasFarabundoMarti forwhomthe FMLNwasnamed.
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land reform, into key positions of power within the ESAF. Garcia also expanded the

repressive capacity of the ESAF and condoned the institutionalization of the death squads

inside the security forces.

Following the coup in 1979, there was a struggle for control between the reformist

officers led by Colonel Majano, and the larger group of conservative or hardline officers,

of which Garcia was part. Professor Karl elaborated on the significance of the May 21,

1980 release of hardliners following their arrest at San Luis Finca. She testified that

Majano received word that D'Aubuisson, some civilians and military personnel would be

meeting in a house at San Luis Finca to plot a takeover of the military by the most

conservative hardline officers. He ordered troops loyal to him to arrest attendees at the

meeting. 22 The arrestees included D'Aubuisson, 12 civilians and 12 of the most hardline

members of the military who were known human rights abusers. They were caught "red

handed" with documents including graphs and organizational charts of personnel

involved in EJKs and death squad killings, shopping lists for weapons, and ski masks

(used by death squads). The documents included notes on "Operation Pineapple" widely

believed to be the plot for the assassination of Archbishop Romero. U.S. Secretary of

State Edwin Muskie commented at the time that the materials seized "appeared

conclusive as tOthe guilt of those detained. ''23 Several of those arrested confessed during

a meeting attended by Garcia.

Majano insisted that Garcia initiate an investigation in accordance with his

responsibility under the military code. Garcia appointed a military officer, Miguel

22Col.Majanotold ProfessorKarlin interviews,andwrotein a book,thathehas lost confidencein Garcia,
that hebelievedGarcia supporteda hard llnepositionandthat if he hadtold Garciaaboutthe raid,Garcia
wouldhavewarnedthe San Luis Fincaconspirators.
23See T. KarlReport,Exh I I at 55.
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Mendez, t0 conduct the investigation. Mendez' name, however, appeared on the

documents recovered during the San Luis Finca raid as a Syr_'pathizer of the group. In

addition, Garcia gave Mendez a narrow mandate for the investigation. Instead of asking

for a wide ranging investigation into human rights abuses, including the murder of

Archbishop Romero, and weapons purchases by the group, Garcia limited the

investigation to whether the group was plotting a coup.

The following day, Mendez reported there was no evidence the group was

• plotting a coup, and the arrestees were released immediately. Following the release of

the San Luis Finca conspirators, Garcia and Gutierrez removed Colonel Majano from his

command.

Professor Karl testified Garcia could have broadened the investigative mandate

rather than simply permitting the arrestees' release. If he felt the investigative process

• was insufficient, he could have retired or transferred the officers, or removed them for

"mala conducta," or bad conduct. This authority had been exercised in the past against

lower level military personnel for stealing, drinking, and cattle rustling. However, no one

was removed for the far more serious offenses uncovered at San Luis Finca.

Significantly, D'Aubuisson was still on the military payroll and was therefore subject to

any of the above sanctions. 24

The release of the San Luis Finca conspirators had a significant impact on future

incidents of torture and EJK in El Salvador. For example, D'Aubuisson, who was

24Professor Karl described an interview with D'Aubuisson in which he told her he was brought back by the
highest le_,els of the Ministry of Defense, was still on the military payroll, and being paid to act as though
he were a disgruntled former military officer. Garcia acknowledged during his testimony that he had the
authority under the law to investigate D'Aubuisson for the activities uncovered at San Luis Finca. See p.
29, inj_a.
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already known as an assassin, set up a death squad inside the constituent assembly of the

Salvadoran congress that became one of the most active in E1 Salvador. Among this

death squad's nefarious deeds was the murder of an entire Boy Scout troop, and a plot to

kill U.S. Ambassador Thomas Picketing. Rodolfo Lopez Sibrian, another releasee,

participated one month later in the June 26, 1980, massacre of students at the National

University in San Salvador. 25 Lopez Sibrian went on to be involved in the notorious

January 3, 1981, murders 0f Rodolfo Viera, the E1 Salvadoran head of agrarian reform,

and two U.S. labor advisors at the Sheraton Hotel in San Salvador. 26Mendoza, Garcia's

appointee to investigate the San Luis Finca conspirators, was promoted to Lieutenant

Colonel and went on to command the Belloso Battalion that was involved in a number of

massacres of civilians.

The overall significance of the release of the San Luis Finca conspirators, the

removal of Colonel Majano, and the marginalization of the reformist young officers was

to signal a green light to kill. As noted by General Woerner, Commander, U.S. Southern

Command in a report on the ESAF in November, 1981:

The reassignment of Colonel Majano's followers to non-

command positions and non-influential roles, scattered

their numbers and their ability to exercise further

significant influence within the Armed Force institution.

As a consequence, no countervailing force presently exists
within the Armed Forces to oppose the propensity of the

z_Journalistsfilmed a policeman executing an unarmed high school student during the massacre. A still
]_6hotographof that execution appears page 60 ofT. Karl Report, Exh. I 1.

For a descriptionof Lopez Sibrian s role in the murders, see TCR, Exh. 3, Tab C, at 175-77.Garcia
received repeated requests from Ambassador Hinton and U.S. General Vernon to investigate the Sheraton
murders or U.S. aid would be withdrawn. The assassins had confessed and named three officers, Denis
Moran, Lopez Sibrian and Captain Eduardo Avila. Garcia appointed working groups led respectively by
Vides and National Police Director Carlos Reynaldo Lopez Nuila to investigate. Vides' appointment was
particularly egregious as the assassins ware agents of the G2 intelligence section of the National Guard. In
the end, Moran was never investigated and Sibrian and Avila were never removed from the ESAF.
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more conservative officers to tolerate the use of excessive
force and violence. 27

As a result of this "green light," massacres became the norm with massacre deaths

rising precipitously after the San Luis conspirators were released, and remaining high

through the remainder of Garcia's term as Minister of Defense. 2s Extrajudicial killings

also rose dramatically after San Luis Finca, peaking with the E1 Mozote massacre in

December 1981.

In addition, Garcia took other actions that encouraged the ESAF to kill. These

included the total absence of investigations o fall but one of the 59 massacres identified

in Professor Karl's Report; 29failure to denounce the publication of a list on March 30,

1981, of 138 people deemed enemies of the state in the El Salvadoran Daily newspaper,

Diario de Hoy; 30permitting his subordinate, General Vides, to openly threaten members

of the Junta; the failure to investigate the FDR leaders' killings and other major killings;

Garcia's later expression of satisfacti0n with the FDR murders; 3t the failure to respond to

repeated requests by U.S. Ambassadors and by Amnesty International in its Urgent

Action Memos, to investigate human rights abuses, 32and the failure to institute specific

measures to eliminate human rights abuses by the ESAF as recommended in the PDC

letter. 33 These actions signaled the very top of the military command structure

approved of the campaign of human rights abuses and that nothing would happen to the

27SeeSlide 28, Exh. 7, Tab WWW_
2gThis rise inmassacre deaths is illustrated in a graph prepared by Professor Karl. The number of deaths
listed, though high, is conservative because the occurrence of massacres was generally underreported. See
Slide 29, Exh. I 1, app. IlL
29See T. Karl Report, Exh. 11, app. III at 21, for a description of the L/_sHojas massacre and Garcia's
appointment of a San Luis Finca conspirator to conduct the investigation. See also Table 1ofT. Karl
Report for a listing of San Luis Finca participants who were released.
30See Exh. 12, Tab FFFFFF.
31See Exh. 5, Tab II at 802.
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perpetrators_ As a result of Garcia's acts and failure to act when he had the ability to do

so, at least 30,000 deaths occurred during his tenure as Minister of Defense.

The Reagan administration was so concerned with Garcia's inaction in addressing

human rights abuses by the ESAF, that in December 1983, Vice President George Bush

visited El Salvador with a list that repeated many if not all, the same demands made in

the PDC letter sent almost four years before. The Bush visit and list signified that the

earlier demands of the PDC letter were not carded out.

Garcia's failure to investigate and bring to justice perpetrators of various

massacres, including those Who killed the American churchwomen in December 198034,

prompted United States President Ronald Reagan to personally telephone El Salvadoran

President Magana. Reagan told Magana to tell Garcia that if the perpetrators were not

arrested and brought to justice, U.S. aid to El Salvador was in jeopardy. 3s Garcia

resigned one week later.

RESPONDENT'S WITNESSES

A. Testimony of Respondent's Dau_;hter

was born in San Salvador, E1 Salvador on

She was 16 years old when Garcia became the Minister of Defense in 1979. Garcia sent

her to live in the United States in November 1979. She recalled that her father expressed

coneems that there were reports of abuses from the armed forces. She claimed her father

did all that he could to stop the abuses. claimed that Garcia would appear on

32See Exh. 10,TabAAAAAA consistingof AmnestyInternational'sUrgentActionmemosand
Declarationof MichaelMcClintock.
33SeeExh.10,WWWWW.
34Fora descriptionof the churchwomen'smurders,see TCR,Exh.3 at 92-97. The TruthCommission
foundthatGarcia"madeno seriouseffortto conducta thoroughinvestigationof responsibilityfor the
murdersof the churchwomen."Id. at 96.
35See Exh. 16,TabHHHHHHconsistingof the declassifiedcablememorializingth!stelephonecall.
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the television in El Salvador and express his desire to stop the violence. Garcia had a

"red phone" over which he received reports from his staff about the war, throughout the

day.

saw images of bus bombings by the guerillas on TV and reports of

guerillas fighting the military; however, she denied seeing images on TV involving

human rights abuses committed by the military.

She never met Ambassador White or any of the other U.S. Ambassadors and U.S.

officials who served in El Salvador during Garcia's tenure as Minister of Defense. She

never had any discussions about human rights with any officials in El Salvador. She

• never met anyone who had been tortured. She never met with the family members of

anyone who had been killed by the military. She could not recall specifically reading the.

Truth Commission Report that was published in 1993. She attended both of Garcia's

civil trials but0nly spent one day in Court for each trial. She did not read articles,

publications, or documents relating to the occurrence of torture or EJK by the military

during the time Garcia was Minister of Defense.

She agreed that the military was responsible for disappearances but said it was

happening on both sides during that time. She said she would not have been aware of any

specific orders that her father gave or received as Minister of Defense because she was

not in the military. She claimed her father tried to do his best at that time. In response to

the Court's question as to the basis of her previous statement that her father did all he

could to stop the abuses, she responded that Garcia constantly told her of conversations

with officials in El Salvador about stopping the abuses. She agreed that as Minister of
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Defense, her father was in charge of the military. Given his position he had to be in

charge.

B. Testimony of Jose Guillermo Garcia, Respondent

Garcia was born in San Vicente, El Salvador in 1933, and is a citizen of E1

Salvador. He resides in Plantation, Florida and is a lawful permanent resident of the

United States.

Garcia graduated from military school in E1 Salvador in 1956 and served in ESAF

for 30 years. He did not participate in the October 1979 coup. Colonel Jaime Abdul

Gutierrez and others who were captains and majors - known as the "young officers" -

parHcipated in the coup. The coup was prompted by discontent over then President

Romero's rise to power through electoral fraud, concerns about the Sandinista revolution

in nearby Nicaragua, and the kidnappings and violence Occurring in E1 Salvador.

Following the coup, Col. Gutierrez and Col. Adolfo Majano, both members of the

Junta, asked Garcia to become Minister of Defense. He declined at first, but ultimately

accepted. He remained Minister of Defense for three years and five months; During

Garcia's tenure, there was a conflict between the ESAF and leftist, Marxist forces

attempting to gain power. The ESAF itself was infiltrated by elements of the extreme left

and right, each attempting to gain power through violence. Garcia claimed he was not

aligned with either extreme.

Garcia admitted he knew the ESAF abused civilians while he was Minister of

Defense. The occurrence of these abuses was public knowledge and could not be denied.

He attempted to alleviate the situation by orders, requests and publicizing the obligations

of the armed forces towards the civilian population. Reports of abuses and massacres
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were investigated, but there were limitations based on the available information. Some

suspected abusers were referred to the courts, for example Captain Lopez Sibrian, a

suspect in the "Sheraton Murders ''36and Captain Alvaro Saravia, a suspect in the

assassination of Monsignor Romero. 3T However neither was punished for the crimes.

Garcia knew D'Aubuisson. Two days after Garcia became Minister of Defense,

he summoned D'Aubuisson and dismissed him from the ESAF. However, the ESAF

asserted jurisdiction over D'Aubuisson. Following D'Aubuisson's capture with active

and retired officers at San Luis Finca, the Junta ordered Garcia to appoint an

investigating judge into the San Luis Finca incident. Garcia appointed Captain Mendez

to initiate the proceedings against all those captured. According to Mendez, there was

insufficient evidence to continue to detain the arrestees.

Garcia claimed he did not advocate for a violent solution to the conflict in E1

Salvador and that he did not interfere with the media. Garcia denied committing,

ordering, inciting, assisting or otherwise participating in torture or EJK. He claimed that

he resigned as Minister of Defense because of an incident of insubordination by a colonel

in the military.

After Garcia became a lawful permanent resident of the United States, he returned

to E1 Salvador several times for medical treatment as he and his wife do not have health

36Garcia explained the Sheraton murders involved the assassinations of Rodolfo Viera, the president of the
El Salvadoran Institute for Agrarian Reform and two American citizens who were advisers to the institute.
Lieutenant Lopez Sibrian was arrested for the murders, and was referred to the civilian court. However the
civilian judge allowed Lopez Sibrian, a redhead, to darken his hair and wear a false beard and moustache,
thereby preventing his identification by the witnesses. See the TCR, Exh. 3, Tab C at 174-77 for a more
complete description of the murders and judicial proceedings.
_7Garcia explained that Saravia was tried, but the sentence was not carried out. Professor Karl testified
Saravia was released after his arrest at San Luis Finca despite the recovery of evidence linking him to the
Romero Assassination. The Truth Commission reported that Saravia was not arrested for the Romero
assassination until 1987, long after Garcla's departure as Minister of Defense. See TCR, Exh. 3, Tab C at
160.
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insurance in the United States. On one of these occasions, he remained outside the

United States more than 180 days while.his wife received medical treatment.

On questioning by this Court, Garcia acknowledged that it was his responsibility

to make sure that the military operated as an efficient and cohesive unit. He was

responsible for bringing about peace in El Salvador and to protect and preserve human

life. Garcia also acknowledged that members of the military over which be bad authority

committed atrocities, however, he claimed it was difficult to control them. He claimed he

tried to resign three times, but his resignation was "not accepted." He acknowledged that

he bore responsibility but not culpability for the human rights abuses by the armed

forces. 3s

On reexamination by the Department, Garcia claimed he did not recall referring to

• ithe massacre at El Mozote as a "novella." When confronted with the Truth Commission

Report finding that the massacre would have been easy to confirm because of the

profusion of exposed bodies, Garcia admitted that he did not go to El Mozote to

determine for himself, even though he had a helicopter and other means to travel

throughout El Salvador.

ARGUMENT

I. The Burdeh of Proof is on Garcia as an Applicant for Admission to Establish
Clearly and Beyond a Doubt that he is Admissible to the United States and is not
Inadmissible as Charged in the NTA.

Pursuant to section 101(a)(13)(C)(ii) of the Act, "lain alien lawfully admitted for

permanent residence in the United States shall not be regarded as seeking an admission

3sA federaljury foundGarciacivillyliableforthetortureof Dr.JuanRomagozaand twootherplaintiffsin
the caseof RomagozaArcev.Garcia,434 F.3d1254,(I lth Cir.2006),andsubjectto compensatoryand
punitivedamagesin the amountof $54 million.SeeExh.4, Tab X.
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into the United States for purposes of the immigration laws unless the alien...has been

absent from the United States for a continuous period in excess of 180 days." The

Department bears the burden of establishing by clear and convincing evidence that a

returning resident is to be regarded as seeking admission. Matter ofJaime Enrique

Valenzuela-Felix, 26 I&N Dec. 53, 54 (BIA 2012); Matter of Rivens, 25 I&N Dec. 623,

625-626 (BIA 2011); Matter of Huang, 19 I&N Dec. 749, 754 (BIA 1988), Matter of

Kane, 15 I&N Dec. 258, 264 (BIA 1975).

At a master calendar hearing on March 18, 2010, Garcia admitted departing the

United States on December 22, 2005 and retuming on July 7, 2006, a period of

approximately 195 days. Garcia therefore conceded his absence for a continuous period

in excess of 180 days. The Department also submitted into evidence Garcia's passport,

which contains an El Salvadoran immigration stamp dated December 22, 2005. Exh. 2,

Tab D at 55. In light of Garcia's concession, supported by the corroborative evidence,

this Court should find the Department has established by clear and convincing evidence

that Garcia is to be regarded as an applicant for admission.

An alien who is an applicant for admission must prove that the alien is "clearly

and beyond a doubt entitled to be admitted to the United States and is not inadmissible

under section 212." See INA § 240(c)(2)(A); 8 C.F.R. § 1240.8(b); 8 C.F.R. § 1001.1(q);

see also Matter of Rosas-Ramirez, 22 I&N Dec. 616, 622 (BIA 1999); Nadal-Ginard v.

Holder, 558 F.3d 61, 66 (1 st Cir. 2009); Sandoval-Loffredo v. Gonzalez, 414 F.3d 892,

894 (Sth Cir. 2005). As Garcia is an applicant for admission, he bears the burden of

proving that he is "clearly and beyond a doubt" admissible against the charges of
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inadmissibility under section 212(a)(3)(E)(iii)(I) and (II) of the Act. 39 This burden is

triggered where there is some evidence an alien is inadmissible on the ground charged.

Garces v. U.S. Att'y Gen., 661 F.3d 1337, 1346 (3d Cir. 2010). In this regard, it is

important to note that the assistance or participation in a single act of torture or a single

extrajudicial killing is sufficient to establish Garcia's inadmissibility. While this brief

refers to the tens 0fthousands of civilians tortured or killed during the Salvadoran Civil

War, if the Court finds that Garcia assisted or otherwise participated in any single act of

torture, or any single extrajudicial killing, he is inadmissible as ch_ged.

ii. The El Salvadoran Armed Forces En_aged in a Systematic and Widespread
Campaign of Torture and Extraiudicial Killing during Gareia's Tenure as Minister
of Defense.

The term "torture" is defined by statute as "an act committed by a person acting

under the color of law specifically intended to inflict severe physical or mental pain or

suffering (other than pain or suffering incidental to lawful sanctions) upon another person

within his custody or physical control." 18 U.S.C. § 2340(1). The term "extrajudicial

killing" is defined by statute as "a deliberated killing not authorized by a previous

judgment pronounced by a regularly constituted court affording all the judicial guarantees

which are recognized as indispensable by civilized peoples. Such term, however, does

not include any such killing that, under international law, is lawfully carried out under the

authority of a foreign nation." Torture Victim Prevention Act of 1991 § 3(a) (28 U.S.C. §

1350 note).

The testimonial and documentary evidence admitted into the record by this Court

establishes that during the 1980 - 1992 civil war, the ESAF engaged in a systematic and

39

Even tfthis Court were to find the burden of proof remains with the Department, the Department submits
the documentary and testimonial evidence of Gar¢ia's inadmissibility under the grounds charged is dear
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widespread campaign of torture and EJK directed against the civilian population. 4°

Indeed, the complicity of the armed forces in such acts is not subject to dispute. As the

U.S. Department of State noted in a briefing memorandum dated December 4, 1980,

"[e]mbassy reports make clear that the security forces and the military are responsible for

much of the killings and human rights abuses in the country. ''41 The Truth Commission

similarly noted in its report: "civilian and military groups engaged in a systematic murder

campaign with total impunity, while State institutions turned a blind eye. ''42 In fact,

Respondent's counsel conceded the ESAF committed "widespread acts of torture?' 43

Professor Karl described the human rights situation during the civil war in El

Salvador as one of the worst in the world, and among the worst two in Latin American

history. 44 Extrajudicial killings and massacres of civilians were extraordinarily high,

with conservative estimates of 75,000 - 85,000 civilian deaths. 45The Truth Commission

examined over 22,000 complaints relating to serious acts of violence during the war. The

overwhelming majority of the complaints, 85 %, attributed the violent acts to the ESAF: 6

and convincing.
40See William Bollinger and Deirdre A. Hill, The Index to Accountability, An Overview of Perpetrators
Implicated in Human Rights Violations in El Salvador, 1980-1990 (July 22, 1992), Exh. 8, Tab YYYY.
According to this report, El Restate identified 43,012 victims, 15,098 were victims of EJK, and 1510 were
torture victims. See also El Rescate Database - Torture and Extrajudicial Killings by El Salvadoran Army
and Security Forces, Exh. 4, Tab T, identifying victims oftortare and EJK by the ESAF between 1980 and
1983; and Todd Howland, How El Rescate, a Small Nongovernmental Organization contributed to the
Transformation of the Human Rights Situation in El Salvador, Human Rights Quarterly, Volume 30,
Number 3, August 2008, Exh. I 0, Tab MMMMM.
4tSee Exh. 3, Tab R, Summary of DOS Briefing Memorandum, from HA Patricia Darian to the Secretary.
42Exh. 3, Tab C at 57.

43See Respondent's Motion to Terminate Proceedings, at 7.
See T. Karl Report, Exh. I I at 8, showing the number of murders during El Salvador's civil war as a

percentage of total population greatly outnumbered the murders occurring Argentina's "dirty war" and
Chile's Pinochet dictatorship.
45See Slide 1 and Exh. 1I, at 8. Professor Karl testified, however that her statistical work indicates the
estimate of 75,000 deaths was low, and that the actual number of civilian deaths ranges from 90,000 -
100,000.
46See Slide 2, and Exh. 3, Tab C, at 73.
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The most violent period of the war coincided with Garcia's tenure as Minister of

Defense, with the Truth Commission finding over 75 % of the serious acts of violence

occurring between 1980 and 1983. 47 Violence during that time was indiscriminate and

extreme, particularly in the rural areas. 4s

Indeed, this period was so violent, that it attained the highest level possible -

, 49
Level VIII Terror, or Mass State Terror - on Freedom House s Scale of Terror. Level

VIII Terror is characterized by torture, murder, disappearances that threaten the entire

population; and numerous large scale massacres of civilians carried Out by the security

forces. 5° Professor Karl's research resulted in a database detailing 4373 specific cases of

torture, EJK, disappearances and arbitrary detention, committed by the ESAF during

Garcia's tenure, st The instant record is replete with additional examples of this

indiscriminate and widespread violence during Garcia's tenure. Dr. Juan Romagoza, for

example, testified to the ESAF's murder of an unconscious patient at the Santa Tecla

Hospital in March, 1980, and the murder of students at the national university in Jane,

1980. Dr. Romagoza offered a first-hand description of the torture he experienced at the

headquarters of the National Guard in December, 1980 and of the murders of men,

women, and children by the ESAF at the time of his abduction. 52

47See Exh. 3, Tab C at 74.
4sld. The Truth Commission concluded that this violence occurred from a mindset that viewed political
opponents as subversives and enemies and that anyone who expressed views different from the government
line ran the risk of being eliminated as if they were enemies on the field of battle.
49See Slide 12, Exh. 11 at 9. Freedom House is a non-governmental organization dedicated to the
expansion of freedom around the world, http://www.freedomhouse.orv./about-us. Professor Karl testified
that Freedom House has bipartisan support in Congress.
50See Slide 11, Exh. 7, Tab TTT at 171.
_ See Exh. I 1, app. II. Professor Karl testified that her database should be considered a smaller "subsef' of
the total numbers of human rights violations occurring during Garcia's tenure, as it did not draw on the
complaints received by the Truth Commission. For a further explanation of the methodology used in
Appendix II, see T. Karl Report at 10, n.9.
_2See also, Exh. 4, Tab T; Exh. 4, Tab W (DOS cable dated November 1980, reporting security forces'
kidnapping and murder of six FDR leaders); Exh. 3, Tab D (describing Las Hoyas Massacre); Exh. 3, Tab I
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The most profound manifestation of the campaign of violence by the armed forces

under Garcia's command was the scorched earth campaign characterized by a series of

massacres. Professor Karl's research identified a partial listing containing 59 massacres

of civilians occurring during Garcia's tenure. 53 The first major massacre was the "Rio

Sampul Massacre" that occurred on May 14, 1980, on the border of E1 Salvador and

Honduras. This massacre was a combined operation in which various units of the ESAF,

using helicopter gunships, killed between 300 and 600 people attempting to cross the

Sampul River into Honduras. One week before the massacre, military leaders from El

Salvador and Honduras, who were still in a state of conflict after the so-called "Soccer

War," met to coordinate the operation. 54 A Catlaolic priest who witnessed the massacre

stated it was impossible for the military forces not to know the victims were civilians as

most were women and children. 55 Garcia, however, initially denied a massacre had

occurred. One year later, he admitted civilians died at Rio Sampul, "but not in such

industrial quantities. ''56

Torture by the ESAF, although more difficult to quantify, was also pervasive

during Garcia's tenure as Minister of Defense. 57 Detainees, for example, were

systematically tortured by all units of the security forces. 58 Torture was often prolonged

(describingalleged atrocities in San Salvador army barracks); Exh. 3, Tab M (interview with an alleged
torture victim); Exh. 3, Tab J (describing torture of Green Cross volunteer).
53See Exh. 11, app. III. Professor Karl described this as a "partial listing" because the exhumation of
massacre sites is ongoing, and because the listing conservatively defines "massacre" as the killing of 10or
more non-combatants, when social scientists generally use a figure of five or more.
54The "Guerra de Futbol," or "Soccer War" was fought between El Salvador and Honduras in 1969. A
_0seacetreaty was not signed until October 1980. See T. Karl Report, Exh. at 24, n.56.

See T. Karl Report, Exh 11 at 70.
s6ld. at 72-73.

sTProfessor Karl explained that the prevalence of torture is difficult to quantify as many victims were killed
or were unwilling to describe their experienceswith torture.
ssSee America's Watch,El Salvador's Decade of Terror, Human Rights Since the Assassination of
Archbishop Romero (Human Rights Watch Books, 1991),Exh. 3, Tab E at 328; See also DOS cable dated
December 1980, Exit. 3, Tab I (the cable details large scale atrocities, including torture with electric
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and extreme , and included severe beatings, sexual violence, electric shock treatment,

burning with cigarettes, deprivation of food, water and sleep, and mock executions. 59

Country reports throughout Garcia's tenure reported the use of torture by the security

forces. 6° During 1983, Garcia's last year as Minister of Defense, the Department of State

reported that torture was a regular practice of elements of the security forces, both as a

form of arbitrary punishment, and for interrogation purposes. 61

III. The Acts of Torture and Extrajudicial Killing were Committed under Color of

Law.

The circumstances surrounding the acts of torture and extrajudicial killings

establish that they were committed under the color'of law. The phrase "color of law" as

used in 18 U.S.C. § 2340(1) has the same meaning as it does in the context of 42 U.S.C. §

1983 cases. See United States v. Belfast, 611 F.3d 783,808-09 (1 lth Cir. 2010) (looking

to 42 U.S.C. § 1983 cases to interpret "color of law" under 18 U.S.C. § 2340). It requires

an individual to have exercised power "possessed by virtue of... law and mad e possible

only because the wrongdoer is clothed with the authority of... law." Id. at 808 (quoting

West v. ,4tkins, 487 U.S. 42, 49 (1988)). Courts must "look to see whether a sufficient

instruments, gang rape of women, and beatings with batons occurring at the E1Zapote Army Barracks
located next to the Casa Presidential in San Salvador; DOS cable of unknown date, Exh. 3, Tab M
recounting interview with alleged torture victim who described 14 days of systematic interrogations by
army and national police accompanied by bearings, cigarette burns and electric shock treatment; Exh. 3,
Tab G, Amnesty International Report, March 1982( a villager described how National Guardsmen scraped
the skin offthe victims' faces, gave long shallow cuts with machetes, and cut their fingers lengthwise.
39See Slide 14, Exh. 7, Tab TTT at 175.See also, Slide 15, Exh. 3, Tab J. This cable, dated June 10, 1982,
describes the torture inflicted on "Castro" an El Salvadoran Green Cross volunteer, by the National Police.
The torture included the crushing the victims testicles in a special apparatus consisting of pulleys and wires.
The report prompted a cable from Secretary of State Alexander Haig to the U.S. Embassy in El Salvador
directing the embassy to report the torture to Garcia and admonish Garcia that no country should subject its
citizens to torture. See Slide 16, Exh. 7, Tab ZZZ.
6oSee, e.g., Exh. 6, Tab DDD at 426, Committees on Foreign Affairs and Foreign Relations, 97th Cong.,
2nnSess. Country Reports on Human Rights Practicesfor 1981 EISalvador (Joint Comm. Print 1982)
(reports credible accounts of torture and abuse at interrogation centers operated by security forces), and
Exh. 6 Tab EEE at 495-96, Committees on Foreign Affairs and Foreign Relations, 98th Cong., 1st Sess.
Country Reports on Human Rights Practicesfor 1982 El Salvador (Joint Comm. Print 1983) (some
elements of the security forces continued to use torture tlaatwas prolonged and extreme).
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nexus exists between the official's public position and the official's harmful conduct."

Ramirez-Peyro v. Holder, 574 F.3d 893,900 (8th Cir. 2009). When applied to police

officers, the factual inquiry "includes considerations such as whether the officers are on

duty and in uniform, the motivation behind the officers' actions, and whether the officers

had access to the victim because of their positions, among others." Id. at 901.

Significantly, acting under color of law:

does not require that the public official be executing official state policy or
that the public official be the nation's president or some other official at
the upper echelons of power. Rather, ... the use of official authority by
low-level officials, such as police officers, can work to place actions under
the color of law even where they act without state sanction.

ld.

In the instant case, members of the ESAF committed the acts of torture and

extrajudicial killings. They did so at facilities owned by the various military anct security

forces--sometimes in their headquarters. The perpetrators often committed these acts

while in uniform, and nearly always while using resources provided by the Salvadoran

government. See Matter of D-R-, 25 I&N Dec. 445,452 (BIA 2011) (stating that

extrajudicial killings committed by the Republic of Srpska military and by police officers

for the Republic of Srpska were committed under color of law). Taken together, the acts

of torture and extrajudicial killings committed by members of the ESAF were clearly

carded out under color of law.

6tSeeSlide 13;Exh.7, Tab VW; Exh.6, Tab FFFat 59..
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IV. Garcia Assisted or Otherwise Participated in Torture and Extrajudicial Killings.

A. Interpreting "assisted or otherwise participated in" in the context of torture and
extrajudicial killing. 62

The Intelligence Reform and Terrorism Prevention Act of 2004, Pub. L. No. 108-

458, 118 Stat. 3638 (2004) "IRTPA," amended the INA to make aliens who have

engaged in torture Orextrajudicial killing inadmissible or removable and to "'close

loopholes in U.S. immigration laws that have allowed aliens who have committed serious

forms of human rights abuses abroad to enter and remain in the country.'" Matter of

D-R-, 25 I&N Dec. at 450 (ciiing S. Rep. No. 108-209, at I-2, 2003 WL 22846178 at *1-

2). The legislative history of the IRTPA amendments makes clear that Congress intended

to apply the amendments to Garcia. As explained in a report prepared by the Law Library

of Congress, "the legislative history of the amended INA provisions indirectly refer to

General Jose Guillermo Garcia Merino's involvement in human rights abuses in El

Salvador by quoting an Amnesty InternationalUSA Report in which he is specifically

named." See Law Library of Congress, Legislative History of Anti-Atrocity Alien

Deportation Provisions (March 2010), Exh. 5, Tab XX at 882 "LLOC Report." 63 In

addition, as the court stated in Matter of D-R-, the "statutory language--'committed,

ordered, incited, assisted, or otherwise participated in'-- is intended to reach the behavior

Ofpersons directly or personally associated with the covered acts, including those with

command responsibility." 25 I&N Dec. at 450 (citing S. Rep. No. 108-209, at 10, 2003

62Duringtheproceedings,Garciaarguedthat"proximatecause"is requiredtosustaintheremovalcharges.
Asdescribedinthissection,Garcia'sargumentslackmerit.
63As explainedintheLLOCReport,the IRTPAamendmentsto INA§ 212(aX3)incorporatedthe
provisionsofthe Anti-AtrocityAlienDeportationAct"AADA"whichCongresshadpreviouslydeclinedto
enactasfreestandinglegislation.See id, at884. Thelegislativehistoryof theAADA,inturn,citedan
AmnestyInternationalUSApublication,The UnitedStatesof America,A SafeHavenfor Torturers"Safe
Haven"thatdocumentsGarciaasa casestudyof anindividualallegedto beresponsibleforhumanrights
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WL 22846178 at * 10). Given that the charges were enacted for the removal of aliens like

Garcia, it is clear, therefore, that Congress considered Garcia's connections to human

rights abuses in E1 Salvador to be significant enough to sustain the elements required for

removal.

Similarly, the terms "assistance" and "participation" encompass actions by leaders

in support of torture and extrajudicial executions by their subordinates. While there is

relatively little case law interpreting the phrase "assisted or otherwise participated in," as

used in the torture and extrajudieial killings provisions of the INA, the Board of

Immigration Appeals ("Board") has addressed the issue in Matter of D-R-, 25 I&N Dec.

445 (BIA 2011) (stating that "one can be found to have 'assisted' in persecution even if

he has not 'personally engaged in acts ofviolence.'"(intemal citations omitted)). Given

the dearth of case law interpreting this phrase in the context of extrajudicial killing and

torture, the Board looked to case law interpreting the identical phrase in the context of the

INA's persecutor bar, 64as well as cases interpreting similar language from the World

War II era Displaced Persons Act of 1948 (DPA) and the 1978 Holtzman Amendment. 6s

ld. at 452-53 (citing, inter alia, Matter of A-H-, 23 I&N Dec. 774 (A.G. 2005) (persecutor

bar), and Kalejs v. 1NS, 10 F.3d 441,444 (7th Cir. 1993) (Holtzman amendment)). Citing

Matter of A-H-, the Board stated that the "terms 'are to be given broad application' and

abuses in his home country and who later entered and established residence in the U.S. Id at 883;See also
Exh. 5, Tab ZZ at 966.
64The persecutor bar prevents an alien from obtaining asylum and withholding of removal, among other
benefits, if the alien "ordered, incited, assisted, or otherwise participated in the persecution of any person
on account of race, religion, nationality, membership in a particular social group, or political opinion." See
INA § 208(b)(2)(A)(i); § 241(b)(3)(B)(i).
6sThe Displaced Persons Act of 1948(DPA), which provided for the resettlement of certain people
displaced by WWII, made a person ineligible for a visa under the DPA if the alien "assisted the enemy in
persecuting civil populations," and the Holtzman amendment denies admission to the United States of, and
provides for the deportation of, Nazi persecutors if such person "ordered, incited, assisted, or otherwise
participated in the persecution of any person because of race, religion, national origin, or political opinion."
See Chert v. Holder, 513 F.3d 1255, 1258 (I Ith Cir. 2008).
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'do not require direct personal involvement in the acts of persecution.'" Matter of D-R-,

25 I&N Dec. at 452 (quoting Matter of A-H-, 23 I&N Dec. at 784).

The U.S. Court of Appeals for the Eleventh Circuit has also interpreted the

"assisted or otherwise participated in" language in the context of the persecutor bar for

asylum, likewise looking to cases interpreting the DPA and the Holtzman amendment. In

Chen v. Holder, the Eleventh Circuit held that the test to determine whether an asylum

applicant is barred from receiving asylum or withholding of removal "due to assistance or

participation in persecution is a particularized, fact-specific inquiry into whether the

applicant's personal conduct was merely indirect, peripheral and inconsequential

association or was active, direct and integral to the underlying persecution." 513 F.3d

1255, 1259 (1 lth Cir. 2008). The court held that Chen, who guarded women detained in

a facility until their scheduled forced abortions, assisted in persecution. Id. at 1260. The

court concluded that "Chen's conduct--voluntarily overseeing the confinement of

women scheduled for forced abortions---clearly was direct and integral to the ultimate

acts of persecution performed." Id. at 1260.

In Kalejs v. INS, cited by the Board in Matter of D-R-, the U.S. Court of Appeals

for the Seventh Circuit stated that "[a]ssigning personal responsibility in a military

regime is complex," and under the Holtzman amendment's non-criminal provision which

makes assistance in persecution a basis for deportation, "assistance may be inferred from

the general nature of the person's role in the war; therefore, the atrocities committed by a

unit may be attributed to the individual based on his membership and seeming

participation." Kalejs v. INS, 10 F.3d 441,444 (7th Cir. 1993). Thus, "a key officer in a
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unit that has been proved by eye-witness testimony and Nazi-era documents to have

killed tens of thousands of innocents" was found to have assisted in persecution. Id.

Additionally, an alien need not be physically present in order to assist or

otherwise participate in acts of torture or extrajudicial killings. Matter of A-H-, 23 I & N

Dec. 774 (A.G. 2005) is particularly instructive and on point with regard to the elements

of"assistance" or "participation" when the alien, like Garcia, is in a leadership capacity.

Matter of A-H- must therefore be considered in conjunction with Chen and the other

decisional law cited herein, in analyzing the circumstances of this case. Matter of A-H-

involved an alien who was a leader in exile of a political movement that had ties to armed

groups known to have engaged in widespread persecution of civilians. Matter of A-H-,

23 I&N Dec. 774 (AG 2005). After discussing the plain meaning of the phrase "incited,

assisted, or otherwise participated in," the Attorney General provided some examples of

the types of conduct that could support a finding that an individual who served as a leader

had "engaged in, incited, assisted, or otherwise participated" in persecution:

[A] person, such as respondent, who is a leader-in-exile of a political
movement may be found to have "incited," "assisted,, or "participated in"
acts of persecution in the home country by an armed group connected to
that political movement. Examples of evidence that could support such a
finding would include evidence indicating that the leader was instrumental
in creating and sustaining the ties between the political movement and the
armed group and was aware of the atrocities committed by the armed
group, evidence that he used his profile and position of influence to make
public statements that encouraged those atrocities, or evidence that he
made statements that appear to have condoned the persecution without
publicly and specifically disassociating himself and his movement from
the acts of persecution, particularly if his statements appear to have
resulted in an increase in the persecution. These examples are not intended
to be exhaustive.

Id. at 787.

Significantly, the Attorney General made clear in Matter of A-H-, that the
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examples described above "are not intendedto be exhaustive." Id. Accordingly,

this Court is not limited to the examples provided in Matter of A-H- in assessing

Garcia's inadmissibility under the lodged charges.

In United States v. Koreh, 59 F.3d 431,440 (3d Cir. 1995), the U.S. Court of

Appeals for.the Third Circuit held that "assisting in" persecution included the acts of a

Hungarian newspaper editor during World War II who allowed the publication of

numerous anti-Semitic articles, stating that the articles "foster[ed] a climate of anti-

Semitism ...which conditioned the Hungarian public to acquiesce, to encourage, and to

carry out the abominable anti-Semitic policies of the Hungarian govenrment in the early

1940s." Further, "[t]here need be no personal participation ... in the commission of

physical atrocities" for a person's actions to constitute assistance in persecution. Id. at

442.

Finally, a number of Circuit Courts of Appeals have also held that the alien must

have some knowledge of the persecution taking place for his actions to constitute

assistance in persecution. See Castaneda-Castillo v. Gonzales, 488 F.3d 17, 20-22 (lst

Cir. 2007); Diaz-Zanatta v. Holder, 558 F.3d 450, 459-60 (6th Cir. 2009). Thus, an

intelligence officer for the Peruvian military could only be found to have assisted in

persecution "if she had some leve! of prior knowledge that the information she was

gathering would be or was being used to persecute individuals." Diaz-Zanatta, 558 F.3d

at 460 (acknowledging, however, that there will be some gray areas "such as those

involving willful blindness, strong suspicion, or some other 'in between' assessment").

The Eleventh Circuit has not specifically addressed the issue of whether an alien

must have knowledge of the persecutory acts to be found to have assisted or otherwise
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participated in persecution. To the extent that this Court would find knowledge is

required, it is discussed below. 66 In any event, Garcia admitted upon questioning by this

Court, that he was aware the ESAF was abusing civilians while he was Minister of

Defense, and that this abuse was a matter of public knowledge and could not be denied.

As outlined above, for an alien to be found to have assisted or otherwise

participated in an act of torture or extrajudicial killing, the alien's actions must be active,

direct, and integral to the torture or extrajudicial killing, although the alien need not have

been personally involved in the torture or extrajudieial killing. Further, where the act of

torture or extrajudieial killing was committed by an organization of which the alien was a

member, the alien's assistance in the torture or extrajudicial killing may be inferred from

the circumstances and the alien's r01e in the organization, especially where the alien was

a high-level officer in the organization. Additionally, the "assisted or otherwise

participated in" language is to be interpreted broadly and liberally.

The documentary and testimonial evidence in this ease establish that Garcia as

Minister of Defense assisted or otherwise participated in torture and EJK by pursuing a

deliberate policy of human rights abuses, by creating and maintaining a climate of

impunity that encouraged the ESAF and affiliated death squads to torture and massacre

the civilian population, and by strengthening the repi-essive capacity of the ESAF. As

this honorable court stated upon questioning Gareia during the proceedings, "We have to

come to grips with one thing, one person is enough, that is all it takes, if one innocent life

that was taken in the manner that was explained in this process, we need no more..."

66See section "C" infra.
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•B. Garcia, as Minister of Defense, pursued a deliberate policy of human rights abuses
by the El Salvadoran Armed Forces.

Professor Karl described the ESAF as the overwhelming power in El Salvador

since 1932, and Garcia as the single most powerful person in E1Salvador from January

1980 to April 16, 1983. In El Salvador there was a common officer corps and the officers

were rotated routinely between the military and security forces. The Minister of Defense

is atop the chains of command of both the military and security forces. 67

Under Garcia, the Junta was marginalized, so Garcia wielded greater power than

the Junta. 6s "As one journalist put it: 'Colonel Jose Guillermo Garcia, Minister for

Defense and Public Security, speaks for the officer corps as a bishop speak s to his

diocese. He is the commander-in-chief.'" 69In fact, the Director of the National Guard

told civilian junta members in Gareia's presence that the ESAF did not take orders from

the Juntabut from Garcia.7° As noted in a U..S. government biographical cable on Garcia:

"he chose to become Minister of Defense where he gained operational control of the

armed forces and became, in effect, the power behind the throne. ''71

In a December 17, 1980, CIA report, the military was described as more unified

and its chain of command more consolidated than at any time since the coup in October

1979. It also described the Defense Ministry as having complete control of all military

affairs. 72 Moreover, Ambassador White testified that as the United States Ambassador to

E1 Salvador, he consulted with Minister of Defense Garcia because Garcia had the power

and exercised command and control over the army and security forces. He stated that

6_See Slide9, Exh. 11at 39.
68SeeT. KarlReportExh. 11at 2, 27,38-39.
691d.at43.
_°ld. at 53.
"itld. at 34; Exh7, Tab FFFF.
72See Exh.5,TabFF at789.
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Garcia was the most powerful man in the most powerful institution in E1 Salvador.

According to Ambassador White, Garcia never pleaded an inability to command and no

military attach6 ever reported to Ambassador.White that Garcia was not in control of his

troops.

According to the Truth Commission, the main characteristics of the 1980 - 1983

period were that violence became systematic and terror and distrust reigned among the

civilian population. 73 The Truth Commission dismissed "all possibility that these [human

rights abuses] might have been isolated incidents where soldiers or their immediate

superiors went to extremes .... Everything points to the fact that these deaths formed part

of a pattern of conduct, a deliberate strategy of eliminating or terrorizing the peasant

population...,74 Professor Karl noted in her report that "Massacres, murder, torture and

other forms of abuse by the [ESAF] formed part of a deliberate policy of state terror--an

all-out war of extermination against civilians to defeat demands for social reform and an

end to the domination of the armed forces. 75 The pattern of violence came from a

political mindset that viewed political opponents as subversives to be killed as if they

were soldiers on the field of battlei 76

According to the Truth Commission, counter insurgency policy found its most

extreme manifestation in the general practice of cutting the guerrillas' lifeline by

eliminating the inhabitants of areas the guerrillas were thought tO be active. 77This policy

was starkly evident from the number of massacres committed during the Garcia period.

According to Professor Karl,

SeeTCR,Exh.3, Tab C at 57.
_4ld. at 156;T. KarlReport,Exh. 11at 22.
75SeeT. KarlReport,Exh. 11at22.
"_6SeeTCILExh.3, Tab Cat 73.
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[t]he sheer number during the Garcia period and the fact
• that these massacres involved all of the security forces,

most military units, death squads, and the paramilitary in
either individual or combined operations (as well as
sometimes including the army of neighboring Honduras)
demonstrate a deliberate strategy. 7s

Ambassador White's testimony and consular reporting also reflected his belief

that the pattern of human rights abuses during Garcia's tenure as Minister of Defense

demonstrated a deliberate strategy. He noted in cables, for example that "the murders of

the FDR leaders [by the ESAF and death squad] were not an aberration, ''79and the

"torturing and killing of unarmed civilians by the security forces had gone way beyond

any conceivable justification...."s°

It is equally clear from the record that Garcia supported and encouraged this

campaign of terror. As Professor Karl noted, wlaere massacres involved coordination of

uniformed soldiers, security agents and paramilitary forces, authorization of the entire

High Command, including Garcia, its most important member, was required, sl According

to Professor Karl, involvement of the Honduran forces is especially strong evidence of

Garcia's complicity, given the poor state of relations between the two countries as a

result of the Soccer War. s2

Garcia's complicity is also evident from his actions, or, more specifically, his

failure to act, and his responses, when confronted by U.S. officials with reports of ESAF

involvement in torture and EJK. As discussed more fully in section (C) below, Garcia

_ ld. at74.
78SeeT. KarlReport,Exh. 11at 23.
_9See Exh.3, TabR.
80See Exh.4, Tab W.
8_SeeT. KarlReport,Exh. 11at 23.
82See note50,supraandT. Karl Report,Exh 11at 24,describingthe intensehostilityof the SoccerWar
andconcludingit is not crediblethat coordinatedactionsbetweenthe militaryforcesof these countries
couldhaveoccurredwithoutapprovalof the topcommandersof thearmedforces,includingGarcia.
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dismissed, ignored, and, in the case of the El Mozote Massacre, made light of reports of

torture and EJK. In the case of the FDR murders, he expressed support for assassination

of surviving FDR officials in a similar fashion, s3 In the case of San Luis Finca, he

allowed the release of notorious human rights abusers who were within his grasp,

effectively signaling to them their impunity. Not surprisingly, they went on to commit

some of the most serious human rights abuses of the entire war. s4

Professor Karl candidly noted in her report that "copies of actual authorizations

and/or orders Cannot be obtained and most likely no longer exist). ''s5 The submission of

actual authorizations or orders is not required, however, to establish inadmissibility under

INA § 212(a)(3)(E)(iii)(I) or (II). As the Board observed in Matter D-R-, 25 I&N Dee.

445, 454 (BIA 2011), an Immigration Judge's findings may be based on reasonable

inferences from direct and circumstantial evidence in the record. The direct and

•circumstantial evidence described above, together with the findings of the two expert

witnesses and the Truth Commission provide ample support for the conclusion that

Garcia assisted of otherwise participated in torture and EJK by pursuing a deliberate

policy of human rights abuses by the ESAF.

C. Garcia created a climate ofimpunitythat encouraged the armed forces to engage
in torture and EJK.

As Minister of Defense, Garcia had the duty and responsibility under E1

Salvadoran codes and laws to investigate and punish human rights abusers. Garcia

conceded this when he acknowledged, in response to questioning by this Court, that it

83Exh.5, Tab II.
_4SeeT. KarlReport,Exh. 11,TableI (containinga descriptionofthe SanLuis Fineareleases,their
historyof humanrightsabusesbeforeSan Luis Finca,andtheirinvolvementin humanrightsabusesat_er
theirrelease).
_5SeeT. KarlReport,Exh. I1at 23.
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was his responsibility as Minister of Defense to ensure ihe military protected and

preserved human life.

Article 249 of the El Salvadoran Military Code of Justice of 1964, for example,

places within the Ministry of Defense the exclusive authority to initiate criminal

investigations into officer misconduct. Article 73 subjects an officer to imprisonment if

he does not use every means at his disposal to prevent subordinates from committing

"acts of devastation, looting, or pillage." s6 In addition to these statutory authorities,

military codes gave Garcia the authority as Minister of Defense to dismiss officers for

"mala conducta" or bad conduct, or to transfer officers out of the country if they were

deemed dangerous to the country, s7 The state of siege that prevailed during Garcia's

tense further increased his discretionary power to investigate and punish, ss Despite

these vast powers and responsibilities, and Garcia's awareness the ESAF was violating

the human rights of the civilian population, virtually no investigations were conducted,

and not a Single officer was punished for human rights abuses while Garcia was Minister

of Defense. s9

Ambassador White'described Garcia's apparent disinterest in investigating human

rights abusers during the numerous occasions he personally discussed with Garcia, the

ESAF's involvement in torture and EJK. When he told Garcia of the film he had seen of

security forces apparently executing unarmed students, Garcia exhibited no interest

whatsoever. According to Ambassador White, Garcia appeared similarly disinterested

s6See Slide 10,Exh.7, Tab TTT.See also,T. KarlReport,Exh. 11at 36-37andExh.10,TabUUUUUat
473-479,Transcriptof Testimonyof ExpertWitnessProfessorJos LuisGareia(ProfessorGarciadescribed
thevariousmilitarycodesestablishingthe authorityof the Ministerof Defenseto investigateandpunish
humanrightsabusers).
sTSee T. Karl Report,Exh. 11at 37.
ssld. at37-38,42-43.
s9ld. at2, 26-27,54-57.
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when provided a list of known human rights abusers by the U.S. Embassy, and when

Ambassador White tried to discuss with him, Roberto and Mauricio Staben, two

notorious killers.

This disinterest was accompanied by inaction in many cases and outright denial in •

others. Ambassado r White described, for example, Garcia's failure to investigate

numerous instances of unprovoked killings identified in the PDC letter of January 31,

1980.90 Despite evidence linking the ESAF to the November 27, 1980, murders of six

FDR leaders, Garcia officially denied ESAF involvement, and later expressed satisfaction

with the murders in the presence of other military officers. 91In the case of the San Luis

Finca incident, described earlier, Garcia manipulated the investigative process to

facilitate the release of the conspirators, by limiting the investigative charges, and

appointing a right wing sympathizer, named in the recovered documents, to lead the

investigation. Ambassador White's frustration with Garcia is evident when he states in a

DOS cable that he had called a meeting with Garcia to make the point that "the torturing

and killing of unarmed civilians by the security forces had gone way beyond any

conceivable justification and could affect [U.S.] support for [the government of El

Salvador]. "92 Ambassador White concluded the cable with the following comment:

This is the most disappointing and discouraging
conversation I have had since my arrival in El salvador.
Col. Garcia made no promise, implicit or explicit to put an
end to the official violence. 93

The Department's documentary submissions also illustrate Garcia's failure to

investigate human rights abuses by the army and security forces. The Truth Commission,

9oExh. I0, TabWWWWW.
91See Exh.5, TabII.
92Exh.5, TabGGat 791.
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for example, includes an analysis of the El Mozote Massacre, and notes that "General

Jose Guillermo Garcia, then Minister of Defense, initiated no investigation that might

have enabled the facts to be established." 94Similarly, Professor Karl noted that only one

of the 59 massacres described in her Report was investigated, and that investigation

unsurprisingly led to the exoneration of the ESAF, as it was led by a San Luis Finca

conspirator who had been released. 95

The net effect of these denials, failures to investigate, expressions of satisfaction

and releases of known human rights abusers was to protect human rights abusers and give

the "green light" to mass state terror. As the Truth Commission noted in its report

relating to the E1 Mozote Massacre, "the High Command took no steps to prevent the

repetition of such acts, with the result that the same units were used in other operations

and followed the same procedures. ''96

Consequently, there was a succession of massacres of increasing size and

brutality. For example, on October 21, 1981, another massacre by combined military

forces occurred in La Quesera, resulting in the deaths of 500 - 1000 civilians. That

massacre was particularly brutal as it was characterized by widespread rape, and the

execution of parents in front of their children. Survivors reported observing the soldiers

throwing children to their deaths from helicopters. In Professor Karl's expert opinion, it

was inconceivable such combined operations, particularly those involving the Honduran

forces, could have occurred without Defense Minister Garcia's authorization.

93ld.
94See TCR,Exh. 3, TabCat 151.
9sSeeT. KarlReport,Exh. 11at 67-68.

See TCR,Exh. 3, TabC at 151.
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U.S. Ambassadors serving in El Salvador during Garcia's tenure, expressed

concern about these massacres and their inability to persuade Garcia to stop them. U.S.

Ambassador Deane R. Hinton, Ambassador White's successor in E1 Salvador, reported in

a cable dated November 7, 1981, a disturbing new aspect to the violence in E1 Salvador,

specifically, army massacres of women and children. He noted that U.S. Embassy

officials witnessed a machine gun attack by helicopter on apparently unarmed women

and children. 97Ambassador Hinton suggested that Garcia would take the message [that

continued United States' support was being jeopardized by the violence] more seriously,

if the U.S. Secretary of Defense and Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff met with

Garcia in an effort to persuade him to end the violence against civilians. 9s

One month after Ambassador Hinton's cable, in December 1981, combined forces

of the ESAF, in particular the Atlacatl Brigade, massacred approximately one thousand

civilians in and around the town of El Mozote. Forensic exhumations have uncovered the

remains of 250 children averaging six years of age. Anthropologists refer to the El

Mozote massacre as a mass extrajudicial killing. It is considered to be the worst

massacre of civilians in contemporary Latin American history. 99

When Ambassador Hinton approached Garcia about reports of the massacre,

however, Garcia responded by referring to the massacre as a "novella" or fairytale, and

stated he would deny the massacre, and prove it was fabricated) °° The Truth

Commission later concluded that although reports the massacre would have been easy to

97See Exh.5, Tab EE at787
98See Exh.3, Tab EE.
99SeeT.Karl Report,Exh. 11at88.
looSeeExh. 5, TabsKKandLL.
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corroborate because ofth e profusion of unburied bOdies, there was "full evidence" that

Garcia initiated no investigation that might have enabled the facts to be established) °l

Ambassador Hinton noted in a February 1982 cable that the "MorazSn massacre

had already occurred.... Now comes military folly in massacre in San Salvador of 17

persons .... As I have said before, we are hostage to malevolent forces seemingly beyond

our control. While Garcia talks a good game, I no longer trust him or believe him. "1°2

Ambassador White testified that ministers of defense do not take direct action.

Their function is to set policy. Ambassador White testified that Garcia fashioned a policy

that encouraged, protected, and guaranteed impunity for the rampant killings committed

daily by the ESAF. Garcia was responsible for the cover up of the killings and the

protection of those who killed.

As described above, a leader can be found to have assisted or otherwise

participated in human rights abuses by actions that encourage an armed group with whom

he maintains ties, to commit these abuses. See Matter of A-H-, 23 I&N Dec. 774, 787

(AG 2005). Garcia, by failing to investigate reports of torture and EJK, created a climate

of impunity that encouraged the armed forces under his control to continue their

campaign of torture and murder.

D. Garcia strengthened the repressive capacity of the ESAF.

In addition to the deliberate campaign of massacres, and the creation of the

climate of impunity, Garcia assisted or otherwise participated in torture and EJK by

marginalizing reformist officers, promoting hardliners to key positions in the ESAF,

failing to abolish governmental organs of repression as promised by the young officers

I°lSee Exh. 3,TabCat 151.
102Exh.5, Tab BB.
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following the October 15, 1979, coup and by condoning the existence of death squads

inside the ESAF.

In a meeting of 100 officers on December 18, 1979, military leadership was

reshuffled to push out reformers and fill their places with officers loyal to Garcia. 1°3 At

the same time, Garcia promoted his friends and cronies, all of whom were hardliners who

rejected land reform, into key positions of power within the ESAF. Some of the

hardliners Garcia promoted were Nicholas Carranza, who became Garcia's Vice Minister

of Defense, Francisco Antonio Moran, head of the Treasury Police, Carlos Reynaldo

Lopez Nuila, head of the National Police, and Carlos Eugenio Vides Casanova who

became head of the National Guard. I°4 Vides Casanova and Carranza were later sued in

separate cases in United States District Courts, by torture victims and family members of

victims of EJK, from El Salvador. They were found liable and ordered to pay damages in

the millions of dollars.l°s

After the October 15, 1979 coup_ the young officers decreed the abolition of

ANSESAL, the military intelligence division responsible for much of the death squad

activity. 1°60RDEN was also to have been abolished, t°7 Instead, "Department 5" was

created within the General Staff of the ESAF. Department 5 was a secret intelligence

unit that received information from the intelligence sections of the various security forces

that resulted in the elimination of specific individuals. Major Roberto D'Aubuisson was

Jo_See T. Karl Report, Exh. I I at 51.
je4See T. Karl Report, Exh. 11at 45-46, and Table 1for a description of the close relationships of these
hardliners to Garcia, and their backgrounds as human rights abusers.
io5See Exh. 4, Tab X; Exh. 7, Tab SSS.
1o6See T. Karl Report, Exh. 11at 44.
10T"ORDEN" was a paramilitary group founded in 1961, and created to monitor the rural population for
signs of any political organization. It became an organ of repression which led to calls for its abolition.
SecT. Karl Report at43, and 13, n.121.
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ordered by Garcia or Vice Minister of Defense Carranza to remove ANSESAL's

intelligence files to Department 5.1°80RDEN was effectively disbanded in name only.

Its membership remained intact and became the "Civil Defense. ''1°9

Death squads flourished under Garcia. The squads tended to operate out of the $2

(intelligence) or $3 (operations) units of the security forces. 'l° Captain Alejandro Fiallos,

a former captain with the ESAF testified before a House of Representatives'

Subcommittee that:

"It is a grievous error to believe that the forces of the
extreme right, or the so-called 'Death Squads', operate
independent of the security forces. The simple truth of the
matter is that Los Escuadrones de la Muerte are made up of
members of the security forces and acts of terrorism
credited to these squads, such as political assassinations,
kidnappings, and indiscriminate murder are, in fact,
planned by high-ranking military officers and carried out
by members of the security forces. ''1'1

The death squads left the bodies of victims all over; the victims often had their

thumbs tied behind their backs, a procedure commonplace in the military. H2 Death

squads also used E1 Playon as a body dump.'13 El Playon was located near three military

installations, and anyone going there had to obtain permission at a nearby military

roadblock. 114 In 1982, Professor Karl personally observed at E1 Playon the bodies of

losSee T. Kar! Report, Exh. I I at 44.
1°91d. at43.
llOld. at 45.

m See Exh. I 0, Tab PPPPP, El Salvador, Economic Reprogramming $63.5 Million Reprogramming
Request: Hearing before the Subcommittee of the Committee on Appropriations House of Representatives,
Ninety-Seventh Congress First Session (1981 ) (testimony of Carlo Frederico Paredes, Leonel Gomez, and
Alejandro Fiallos).
112See T. Karl Report, Exh. 11 at 45. See e.g., Slides 22 and 23.
1t3See Slide 27.

114See T. Karl Report, Exh. I 1 at 18-19.
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Christian Democratic Party members who had been murdered, and their bodies dumped

there, lls The Truth Commission determined that:

The death squads, in which members of the state structures
were actively involved or to which they turned a blind eye,
gained such control that they ceased to be an isolated
phenomenon and became an instrument of terror used
systematically for the physical elimination of political
opponents. Many of the civilian and military authorities in
power during the 1980s participated in, encouraged and
tolerated the activities of these groups.l 16

Garcia assisted or otherwise participated in torture and EJK by allowing these

death squads to exist within the ESAF.

On March 30, 1981, the E1Salvadoran Daily newspaper, Diario De Hoy

published on behalf of"COPREFA" the ESAF's press office, a list of 138 people deemed

enemies of the state.liT This list, which constituted a death list, was similar to a list

published by the "Secret Anticommunist Army" death squad, and identified purported

members of the armed FMLN, and unarmed opposition FDR leaders. That this was a

death list was reinforced by the fact that months earlier, on November 27, 1980, six

leaders of the FDR were abducted and murdered by the security forces. 11s After the list

was published several people named on the list were killed, others experienced attempts

on their lives, or fled E1 Salvador. Under Garcia's leadership, the ESAF never withdrew

or disavowed the list. 119

ll5 lat.

116Slide 251Exh. 3, Tab C at 162.
117See Exh. 12, Tab FFFFFF.
llS See TCR, Exh. 3, Tab C, pp. 88-92.
ll9 See T. Karl Report, Erda. 11 at 47-48.
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Professor Karl recalled a cable in which Ambassador White expressed frustration

at the denials of Garcia and other members of the High Command, of military

involvement in death squad activity. Ambassador White reported that:

There is something of an Alice in Wonderland air to
conversations with top military officers here. Garcia and
Carranza know perfectly well that some middle and low-
level members of the military are involved in death squads
and other rightwing violence, and yet, as long as I follow
civilized rules of discourse, aimed at ensuring a continuing
dialogue with the High Command, there is almost no way
to break through the pose) 2°

CONCLUSION

The Department's documentary and testimonial evidence established widespread,

systematic torture and EJKs by the ESAF and death squads in El Salvador during

Garcia's tenure as Minister of Defense. Garcia was not only aware that these abuses

were occurring but as Minister of Defense, Garcia in fact pursued a deliberate policy of

torture and EJK by the ESAF. Moreover, Garcia was integral to and instrumental in

creating and sustaining the climate of impunity within the ESAF that encouraged these

abuses. He did this by failing to investigate and punish human rights abuses and by

strenghtening the repressive capacity of the ESAF. As such, Garcia, during his tenure as

Minister of Defense assisted or otherwise participated in torture and EJK under color of

law. The Department, therefore, respectfully requests that the Court sustain the charges

of inadmissibility under sections 212(a)(3)(E)(iii)(I) and (II) of the Act, and order Garcia

removed from the United States to El Salvador.

Respectfully submitted,

120 •Shde26,Exh. 5, TabVV.
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